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that for >' vcral years sin had suffered
fihlv with facia, neuralgia and could find no
mi' !.
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I»■ *.-t**n brides have chosen apple blossoms
ilorai dc< oration instead of orange blossoms.
Dii-y vviil ne more fortunate than the first
who went in for apples.
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filtered by means of the ventilator over the
'\ iif ii tm- gentleman
was found to be dead.
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obtained
illuminating
from petroleum, known in ibis country
as kerosene, and in England as p.iruflinc
\
oil, came into general use. it lias been
employed with v ariable success as an insecticide.
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rush made for any Drug Store
Moody's fora Trial Bottle of Dr.
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Di-covery 'for Consumption, Coughs,

l •
All person- alTected with Asthma,
Br. Mi-. Iloar-em -s, Severe Coughs, or any af*; tile Throat and Lung.-, can get a Trial
!>• tin a
B"tiie of t: 11 great remedy free, by calling at above
Drug >*orc. Kfgular size’jf'l.tk).
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name at home 1- a tower of strength
L’en limes as much Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Lowell as of any other.
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a
casual reference to “husking bees,”
bee three mile.- in order to ascertain, if
what kimi of husk it had on.
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on

Dishes Washed With
IT. vki .ink are never rough and always free
I' \ it
from grease and odor of any kind. Beware of imitations.
Politician to political editor—“I see you are not
yourself this year. Editor—
liguring in polid<
“No, 1 am only figuring in the results.”

Brighton

Since

Cattle

Market.

Tukhi>a v, June 24.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 20GJ; sheep
and i.iynbs, <*702, fat swine, 13,300; horses, 2os.
Prices «>! beef attic # loo tb live weight, extra
7ag7 2a, first,
2ag(»G21,; second,
quality,
t 2agb 12‘* ; third, $1 2.'»g.‘» 12:a; poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc.,
00g4 12,**.
Brighton Hides, 7g7‘*c ¥ tb, Brigtiton Tallow,O'*
tb.
<•
11*; Country Hides, light ones, »;g<J‘tc
heaw. 2 g7«- b* tb; Country Tallow, Ts g4c tK lb; Calf
"■
•!
lb*
r
tt*,
Skins,
75cg$2.2')
Sheep
Skins, log
each ; sheared sheep skins, 20g25c; Lamb Skins,30g
4uc.
The trade for Western Cattle has not changed
much from that of one week ago. Western Cattle
co.-t a trifle higher at the west, but the demand for
Cattle by butchers has been inactive, and in some
instances, large lots of Cattle were sold at >«c per
lb. lower than the. same grades of Beeves sold for
last week. The trade for small lots of Beeves was
slow, and most of the stock sold to butchers ranged
in prices from OgTVc i>er lb., live weight. Export
Cattle are costing from 7i* g7.‘*c per lb. liveweight,
landed at the yards.
sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep are costing
butchers from J)a §iB£cper Jb. and spring Lambs
7la «M‘aC per lb. live weight. Nearly all were ownA few hundred head were intended by butchers.
ed for the export trade.
.Swine. Western Fat Hogs are costing butchers
from bU gf»3*c per lb. live weight landed at the
slaughter houses. Messrs. J. P. Squire & Co.
slaughtered at their establishment in East Cambridge the past week 11,200 Fat Hogs. Store Pigs
sell at prices ranging from $2@$» per head.
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Flirtation.

angrily.

mining,

My mother and Frank were utterly
blind to the danger.
I was very unhappy, and exceedingly sorry for Dolly, for
Frank, for Mr. Daere. and, I own it, for
myself: for. though I had not fallen in
love with Frank's cousin, 1 must say he
was the
i.iily man I hail seen whom I felt
1 could fall in love with.
An accident brought matters to a climax.

We wen*

after din mu

silting in the drawing loom
one»•• cuing, w ln*n a noise in

the street drew m- to the. window.
The
pole oi a earriagi had entered the shoulder of
cab horse.
Dolly became ill
and faint at the sight, and Mr. Dam*,
ho w,-i> at her side, threw his arm round
her to sale her lrom falling.
He led her
to a sofa, and stood aside as Frank drew
n»*ar her; but from that night lie never
came no more,
lie and I only had seen
the half-petulant way in which Dolly

had turned from Frank, had caught
another expression on her lace, had seen
her vivid blush.
From that evening she became cold,
petulant, teasing to Frank. At first lie
laughed, then was hurt, and finally the
This is
engagement "as broken oil'.
soon told. Inn wliat my mother and I
sniveled must lie imagined.
1 dared
neither to tell her tin- truth nor to hint
to Dolly that 1 knew to whom her heart
was given, though I loved her so dearly:
and 1 felt so sure that this was the first
irue love of her life.
This determined,
decided, somewhat stern man was sure
to charm our little butterfly, if she noticed him at all.
Mother and I arranged that Dolly
should go away on a short visit. Frank
was to come one evening to return the
letters Dolly had sent him.
They would
not feel the aln aptness of this rupture
■■■o much as if
they were placed personally by him in my hands; and 1 had his
letters also to give him.
Mother was
t| ilte unequal to seeing him, for she loved
nim dearly and the task was left to me.
1 was not sorry, for 1 felt 1 could say all
that was likely to comfort him, loving
both of them *n deeply.

poor Frank produced his sorrowful
little packet, received tiie one 1 had for
him, and stood leaning against the chimney-piece, while I sat quite unable to
utter a word, hut with tears dropping
quietly from my eyes. At last he told
me that he knew Dolly had been faithless
to him. He felt sure she and Jack Daere
lias experimented quite extensively with
them, and is ot the opinion they are su- loved each other: and he spoke so humperior in many respects. In fact, 1 have bly of himself, and as if it was quite to
he expected that his cousin should be
never heard more desirable points claimed for any one variety than Mr. 11 oilman preferred above any other man, that I
claims for these. lie is one of our most was greatly touched, and my tears fell
practical liee-lieepers, and his conclu- taster and faster.
‘Jack is tin soul oi honor, Kitty; but 1
sions should he received with confidence.
Much credit is due those who have been must make it clear to him that he is free
so persci ei ing in securing to us these new
to do as his heart dictates.
His and her
varieties. The ultimate results must he happiness must not be wrecked. I will
of great good, as the future crossing of get my father to send me to our branch
these strains will no doubt give us one house in India, and will not return till
with a combination of very superior
they are married. Jack is rich enough
to marry at once.
traits.
1 shall embark on

*; \< ii. No. ja:;, Hm ai. Akcam'.u.
v-1
d K_- ■»•*-*- oili«v. Masonic I'etnple, on the
! ftii 1:,in-day evenings of each month.
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Bees.

consider them superior honey-gatherers.
1 have given them quite a thorough trial,
and the only point I eould find in their
favor, w as a tendency to breed late in the
fall, which is desirable as affording a
good force of young bees when going
1 have not tested
into w inter quarters.
Mr
the Syrians.
Kenton pronounces
them among the very best. The Car
niolans are said to possess some very desi i able qualities, and a cross between
them and the Italians has a good reputation.
Much has been said of tlie Holy
Land or Palestine bees, hut my own experience does not corroborate all that is
claimed for them.
Mr. Julius Hoffman received an importation of Caucasian bees in Issn. lie

l.t

an* n

Honey

the 1'nited States with considerable expenditure of time and money, and tlsat
their ultimate “crossing" may he productive of great result.-. He writes:
l he Cyprians have smite marked characteristics. They have been quite thoroughly tested, but do not grow in favor
with the majority.
They are far too
irritable to he agreeable to handle. Some

Regular meeting every

11.

Knot,

of

keeping,”
Agriculturist that some new varieties of
honey bees have been introduced into

High
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Varieties

states
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the

only
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-treet, Rev. W. 11. Wi !:am-,
a. in., Mihimih >ehooi,
1'r.iyei naming,
jde,.ei Jug, 2.Id p. m
young people pray er
a., general prnv er meeting, 7 p. ill.
j.
aI'i'galPuiali-t ehuren, corner of Market and
I'eet
Rev. I. A. K".--, paslol'.
ii;.:'!
IT".ailing,
m.. vtno .ih >. ho .l, ]2 in., prayer meeting
11■.
"I lecture. 7 p. III.
Ik
iiiiveii. High street, Rev. Leo. L T u 11-.
sa'u.'.rn >e|j.”.i at 1 p. in
preaching at
p id"i.
.1
p. in.; prayer meeting, 7 p. in.
1’. B.
u:\ersad-t ( imreh, Court street, liev.
<,!•..
pa-to:
l*rea-liing at lu.47* a in. sun-lay
>
.2 m.
k-cture
first
evening
F.veiling
sundiiy
in in- month, at 7 p. in.
t niiarian C hur< n, Church street. Breaching hour
a.in.
P
at
i.iiV''!!, d'din-'m Hall, High street, sup
j•,i d h\ Re\ Father BhaSeii, Winterport. Services
i,da in the month.
ia-i
The
Mason it
idles meet at Masonic Temple,
'ria l' ot Main and High street.-.
t m
1 a le-iin
f oiainanderv K. J., No. 11.
Regular
:n
ling- 2d Wednesday evening in eacn month.
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seventeen.

said sin*, *ii>r it would la* the most de
i gli* In I
Hi* is Frank's
.cgement.
ideal man and dearest frielid.
It would
i-e the happiest tiling lor us ail!'
And
iJolly gave me a ling and a kiss, and ran
nil' to bed
Mr. lucre came very often after that
developed by tie p *.! xidatioii.
ae visit, and i soon found that lie was
Ii the In esi i kept in too 1 ise air durin\ ideal man. for lie si rangely resembled
ing tin* process o! curing, .i vv ill be likely my father, both in manners ami his
to lie deficient in llavoi.
chivalrous courtesy to women, as well as
\ .un
The
ot*
I'm na n *.:i in;Kt>s.
in appearance.
It was with a chill at
Uutal Canadian avers that the value of
my heart that I was the first to make the
is
much
umicrslock
thoroughbred
very
diseovciy that lie vva.- falling in love with
estiliiiHeit by ms: v persons. Long years
Doily lie, the soul of honor, seemed
(ill some eases a century or more) of bewitched
by the charms of his bosomcarefui breeding has lived certain charfriend's afliaiieed wife. I knew it before
acteristics in particular breeds to such a iii* did. but of course not before
Dolly,
degree that the muiediatc • tVspring of who li id a genius for unerringly detecting
pure blood males crossed with common • •wry symptom, however obscure, of
leinales show a marked improvement in
dawi ing love, either in her own ease or
Hut in every ease the best
every way.
mother's.

i,

e.

Dolly’s

che-.-e.
Hxposure to the oxygen ot the
Tiii* ebei-se during
air develops flavor.
the process el cut in,.' takes its oxvgen
and gives ot)'carbon a acid gas. lb* also
adds that tin* developuu at of flavor can
lie hastened by subjecting the cheese to
The flavor is
a strong current of nil.

F"ruuki.»rt, W intermd Bangor. 1 >u!lv except Sunday
’•> lay at .'a ill. Returning leave
1 *i>

Marjorie's

tense

ENt.H.i. A * o.. In State St., Boston, and
N. 1
i 'oi>j>, ju.ri W ashington st., Boston.
in Spruce st.. New York,
1’. Kowei.i A ( o
ii. Bates, 4i Bark Row. New York.

M.

s.

When

[Century.

lished, capable

•-ton

:

But there will come a time, 1 ween.
When, if i tell Iter of this little scene.
She will smile and prettily blush, and then
1 >lia!l long in vain to kiss iter again,

I am Kitty, ami Dolly is my twin-sisof enduring the most inter.
| was always sedate, mother used
cold. Selection among the indi- to
say : lint Dally was giddy, and fond of
viduals of any bind of cattle will result
flirting.
in like manner.
Kuduring hard winters
When we were seventeen, Dolly beand becoming adapted to warm climates j came
engaged, w ith our mother's consent,
lie
hied
for.
At
that
must
;
are qualities
to frank W llmot. a young fellow of
a
is
true
ns
to
;
enduring
any rate, this
twenty-!mr. sou of a banker, free and
Not them lit ate. The peculiar hies rein manner and disposition.
He
cheery
!
quired l*y cattle to enable them to stand was very indulgent to Dolly, for lie felt
a
Southern climate are not quite so j -a eonlident of her love, and was himself
clear. Our domestic animals were tied \ si
loyal and sincere that the admiration
utilized by uncivilized men, and were, of i she excited mis his
triumph; the freecourse, held to localities quite re-tricte i
dom with which she received and enin extent; and from these have spread
couraged it never pained him. though
into a great v ariety of climate*, doing lie iher and I used to watch her with
better in some than in others. Tin
serious anxiety.
claim that different localities have pro- |
Sometimes our mother would say a
of
ilit’eiei.;
distinct
breeds
duecu
cattle, few
impressive words; then Dolly would
be
the differences
ng attributed to the
throw her arms round her. and with
climate, is only partially true, because kbsssa.-.-ure her she would be a better
many of the differences observable have giil. or she would
pout a little, with '.ears
arisen from the different views and tastes in her
bright blue eyes. She would be
of the people, and the 'peculiar types
very demure through two balls, and ;t
are, in a large measure, the outgrowth tlie ;! i-o worse than ever
; ■scarcely could
of selections.
1 lam get one waltz for himself.
Cl'KlM'i t'liEisE. In tin curing of
< me evening he
brought to our house
cheese, says 1 )r. Key nolds, eertaii
q ti
a cousin of bis, a barrister, a man some
sites arc indisp-tts tide 1 on ha to attain veins oilier than himself, lie was rather
the best r<.- illFn c "Xposiire to air is laiiious.
though only thirty, being an
of
one requisite for the development
acute lawyer, and consequently looked
flavor
Curd sealed up in an a'.r-tight
up to at the Bar.
vessel ami k' :it at die nruptT temperaDoll, owned to me that evening that
a
tun- readily
iks 1...11 l: n to
Frank had emilided to her that 1 was
rich. iipeeh*es>. j>ut it has none of the •Jack 1 'acre's ideal woman.
flavor so much esin nmd in a good
non
i so

adiingbui St., Boston,
J»
Washington street,

\\

’.'»»•

a\\

her, hut I don’t much care.
Because, although she is charming anil fair.
Marjorie’s only three.
1 kiss

Dairy.

Sei.ei iimi i a i n.I.
According to
the hive stock Journal, it is with cattle
tlie weaker
as with mountain sheep,
have given place to the stronger—those
best adapted to the vicissitudes under
which they are placed -the result being
that a very hard breed lias been estab-

$8.00.

year,

a

a

Marjorie laughs and climbs oil my knee,
Ami 1 kiss her. and she kisses me.

fKorthis department brief suggestions, facts
anil experiences are solicited from housekeepAddress Agriers. farmers ami gardeners.
cultural editor, dou rust (trtiee. Bel fast >! aine.j

1HIKSDAY MOKMNG BY THE

Kisses.

Marjorie’s

FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

demonstrated

in a manner more

convincing than pleasant.

The oil in its

concentrated form, can be tolerated by
but few plants.
The first improvement
in its use was to add a very small quantity to a bucket of water, enough to make
but a mere film upon the surface; then
diffuse it through the water by v ioleot
stirring, and apply before the oil and
water had time to separate.
This ans-

wered fairly well, but was troublesome.
The next step was to divide the kero
sene, not by dissolving it. but by diffusing it in the form of an emulsion. It is
well known that oils may bo suspended
in water by means of gum, sugar, etc.,
and may be kept thus for some hours or
It has been discovered that
even days.
milk, either fresh or soured, is a convenmedium to unite kerosene and
ient
Mix together kerosene and half
water.
as much milk, stirring them thoroughly
to form a cream-like mixture. When the
two are so completely united that no oil
is visible, dilute the mixture with twelve
times its bulk of water, adding the water
gradually, and stirring thoroughly. This
emulsion has been found especially useful in the treatment of the various scale
insects, so dillieult to destroy by ordinary
insecticides, and is used for various other
insect pests. For trees use a syringe or
force pump, and tor house-plants, often
injured by scale insects, apply with a
sponge or swab. [American Agriculturist.
To bo in the height of fashion, a girl at
a watering-place should carry a parasol
to match her dress, either in spotted
foulard, or in gauze put on very full over
a silk lining, and with a knot of flowers
at one side.
Commissioner Evans lias addressed a circular to employes of the Internal Revenue Bureau
informing them that owing to the delay of Congress in making the requisite appropriation
there is no money available to pay salaries for
the current month.

so

Thursday.’
Then

he charged
me with tender
for Dolly, and, at his request, I
went to nsi; my mother to bid him farewell.
l’ivs-ntly she glided in, pale as
death.
SI;*' held out her trembling hand
m silence ; hut Frank folded her in his

blessings

arms, and she sobbed on

his breast. 1
stood by weeping bitterly ; and when we
were somewhat calmer, Frank embraced
us

both

fiddly, and, placing

mother's arms, left

me

in my

Poor fellow, how
brave be was, bow gentle and patient 1
In a month from that time Dolly was
affianced to .Mr. Dacre, and the marriage
was arranged to take place at the beginning of the long acation. We were by
tliis time convinced that it was the best
thing that could happen. No one could
see Doll} and doubt that this was tiie
only man site had loved. His calm intense character
impressed her, liis great
talents awed her; and her pretty innocent pride in her
manly lover, her meekness and quietness, were most
promising
symptoms of happiness in iter married
life.
Dear mother was so supremely happy!
I was very fond of my new brother; iie
was such a pow er for good and peace in
our home that we never had been so contented before. Frank wrote freely to us.
manly, patient letters, full of unselfish interest in all around him. His sorrow had
sweetened, not embittered his character.
He had set himself to alleviate bis anquish by doing good, and bis first act on
reaching bis destination had been to use
his keen commercial gifts for the welfare
ol the widow and children of an officer in
the Army, and, at the cost of time, talent, and energy, to rescue her small fortune from unsafe hands and invest it
profitably. His letters were filled with
similar incidents, naturally and simply
told, and our affection increased for this
truly brave man.
Dolly’s godmother took it into her head
that it was her godchild’s duty to pay
her a farewell visit before her marriage.
Though, as she had never troubled herself much about us, we were rather startled at this demand, we all thought it
would lie best to accept the invitation—
for my sister was not looking well—and
it was settled that she should go and
spend a month w ith ibo old lady in her
lovely North Country home. Mr. Dacre
was pressed to go as oiteu as his professional engagements would permit; so
us.

Dolly left
charge of

in pretty good spirits, in
elderly servant who was
our substitute for a regular ladies maid.
She wrote to tell us how she was enjoying the repose and beauty of the country. Mr. Dacre had managed to run
down Saturday till Monday at the end of
the lirst week, and had of course made a
great impression, hut was afraid he could
us

the

not come again—along case was pending at Westminster. The letter which
followed this 1 give in its entirety :
'Hnniwoon. July 20.
‘Dearest Kitty,—I hope you will get this in
time to send my hat here instead of to grandmama’s.
I am on a fortnight's visit to Lady
Millicent North. Such a eharming woman—a
widow about twenty-eight years old! She persuaded Mrs. Lloyd to let her have me for a week
or two; and, as her daughter-in-law, a confirmed invalid, was coming to spend just that time
with her, my godmother was glad to get me out
of The way. I know.
I can’t write much, for
the post leaves here at eight, and we drop our
letters
latest
into tilt; hall box as we go in to
dinner. I expect the gong every minute. This
place is lovely, and the new Baronet—Sir
Your
Charles—is the dearest— The gong!

Dolly.’

own

I
1 felt uneasy concerning this letter.
was sorry Dolly should have left her godmother's quiet home to visit a gay young
widow just as she was sobering down and
growing such a thoughtful little love. It
might unsettle her again to pass a fortnight in the countryhouse with a fascinating Baronet; and I know .Jack Dacre

would never permit, never pardon the
smallest suspicion of flirting. He had
pardoned her defection in l-’rank's case,
for Frank himself had pleaded eloquently, saying that she was so very young,
so naturally affectionate.
But mamma
and I felt sure that not for one hour
would he permit the slightest approach
to disloyalty to his deep tenderness for
his girlish betrothed. Neither het youth,
her love of fun, nor her merry heart
would plead one atom in her favor; so 1
read this letter with a heavy heart. My
answer was as follows
•■Dearest Dolly.- Your letter partied mein
time to have tin- box sent to Itiglivvood. You
will receive it soon after this reaches you.
Write very fully, for vour letter was tantalizing. Semi me a full description of everyone,
for you have roused my curiosity as to 'Sir
Charles.’ who is 'tlie dearest-'

The rest id' my letter contained liomcand I need not transcribe it. Hut
1 lolly's answer 1 will transcribe—
‘You ask me for a .description of everybody. darling, l.ady Milliccnt is very
beautiful, very eleva r. and devotedly attaelicd to this Sir Charles : but I feel sure
her heart is buried in tic grave of her
noble husband.
1 send her photo, so
need waste no words in describing her.
‘Sir Charles is very fascinating, though
1 fear my description may not predispose
you in his favor: but you beg me to be
particular. He is short and stout, has a
very fine head, but rather thin light hair,
tine eyes, good mouth, but not much of a
nose— in fact, it is all
tip—very nice
hands and feet.
He is. 1 believe, very
talented, but docs not employ his gifts,
seldom talks, never reads, is a little fond
of eating.
In spite of these drawbacks
he is very charming, and all the girls far
and near make a great deal of him.
(if
course he is rich,
lie likes Lady Millieent to live in the house.
She has complete inllueuee over him.’
i was much relieved after reading
this letter. 1 felt so easy in my mind
that I told Holly lion 1 had feared for
her.
‘But,’ I wrote, ‘of course you never
could really admire a fat little man, who
never reads or talks, and with a nose all
tip. and who cares for nothing but eatnew.s,

ing.”
it turned out that the most unfortunate thing I could have done was to confess my fears to my provoking sister. She

answered me by vehemently declaring
that sir Charles was the most lovable
fellow she had met for a long time, and
really was so excited that I posted a letter to her at once.
‘You distress me. Holly.
You know
Mr. I Here would never forgive volt if he
saw your letters.
1 hide them even from
mother. Oh, pray do think before you
madly risk the loss of his love, for that
will

follow

the very hour he loses his
high opinion of you I’
This is how Dolly answered my tender

appeal—
lecturing little thing you are
getting, Kitty ! 1 am very much attached to Sir Charles : and, if .lack is ever so
angry, I can’t help it.’
‘What

Thus

a

the letter ran on.
I was really angry and distressed, but
resolved to try no more lectures; they
clearly made matters worse. So, the
next time I wrote. 1 gave a full description of a day we had spent in court,
hearing Mr. Dacre plead. I described
his dignified appearance, his easy graceful gestures—above all, I dwelt on the
beauty of his nose.
Dolly answered
•1 am quite shocked at you, Kitty, to
make such an idol of a nose !'
And then she continued, as usual, about
Sir Charles.
Meanwhile Mr. Dacre seemed quite
happy, and said he had his daily letters
from Dolly as regularly as when she was
with Mrs. Lloyd.
Was my beloved sister growing deceitful ?
1 kept all this from my mother; but I
grew more and more wretched over Dolly’s letters. A picnic would be ‘glorious,’ for Sir Charles was going. She had
spent the whole morning ‘quietly with
Sir Charles.’ Once he was indisposed,
and she had ‘nursed him, played for him,
sung to him.’
Well, I could do nothing more. I resolved to say not another word about
him to any one else.
I began to dislike
the very sound of his name, or rather the
sight of it; and, when Dolly declared I
should like him as much as every one
else did, 1 made up my mind that I hated him. 1 wrote one more tender appeal,
which 1 said was my last.
Every Tuesday mother and I had Dolly's letters, but one day there was none
by my breakfast plate as usual. Mother

flippantly

by 7:55.’ Of course this awoke no
fear in my mind, for I knew Jack might
run down at any moment the trains permit.
Lady Milicent sent me off at once
to lie dressed by her artist maid.
What
she made or me you must have seen to
believe, Kitty. \ would not look at myself till the whole process was complete;
and when I glanced in the long glass, 1
was ready amazed at what I saw. It was
the result, 1 now know, of many discussions between Lady Milicent and this
gifted young person. You may imagine
how I exulted in the thought that Jack
would see me look as he had never seen
me look before, for I am so improved in
health that my whole appearance is
changed. Well, the bell rang. Lady
Milicent received Mr. Dacre in the morning room, and came to send me down at

For

you

once.

•I ran down with my heart bounding. I
entered the room.
I noticed Jack gave
one start; but he received me in such a
very unJack-liku manner that I was terrified. ‘.Mamma—Kitty?’ I cried. ‘Quite
well when 1 left them,’ said Mr. Dacre;

but when he placed me in a chair, and
took one opposite to me, I felt matters
were desperate.
‘What’s wrong?’ 1 gasped.
‘Dearest Jack, pray speak !’ ‘Only
an address,’ said he, and put the unfortunate envelope in my hands.
‘This contained a letter for your sister, which 1,
perhaps unfortunately, read before 1 perceived the mistake.
1 have .just seventeen minutes before 1 leave for the return train; so if you wish to say anything, let me beg you to speak at once.
'1 sank back in my chair and covered
my face with my handkerchief, trembling
with agitation.
‘Will you bear my explanation V I stammered. ‘Needless; the
letter can have hut one meaning. 1 came
to release you from
your engagement to
me.
Did this scoundrel know won were
engaged?' 1 covered my face again. To
hear Sir ('harles North called a scoundrel
was too mucn

tor me.

i dul not

speak

for several minutes ; but time was dying
last, and at length I said, ‘If this is in
truth our last meeting, grant me one favor: s.iy that you will before I tell you
what it is. of course it is a reasonable,
honorable request that 1 have to make;
but I own it is not one you will not like
to grant.'
He paused a moment, then
said. ‘I will grant whatever you ask.' ‘I
ask you to see sir Charles North.’
He
winced, but bowed silently. I left the
room to see the b nonet,
i found him in
his own room, intently studying an immense hook—hut
only the illustrations, I
believe. I asked him to come w ith me to
speak to a gentleman who was waiting
to see him. lie flatly refused.
Time was
rushing on. 1 knelt by him, implored
him. At last 1 kissed him ; he yielded.
‘Taking my hand in a firm clasp, he
descended with me to the room where I
left Mr. Dacre. Jack stood, moody and
stem, pale °s ashes, where 1 had left
hint. ’Mr. Dticre,’said I. ‘let me present
yftji to sir Charles North, Baronet.' Jack
started—paused -seized Sir Charles in
his strong arms, and threw him out of
tin-window:' no, kissed him! For this
•scoundrel,’ this ‘fat, greedy, idle little
man' is tile dear little son of I.ady Milicent, aged just two years! Now you
see, Miss Kitty, you had better have had
a little faith in your si ter for once.
You
put all this into my head and I could not
resist the joke; but it shall be my last,
for never more do ] wish to see such a
look of pain in the face 1 love best in all
the world.
•Jack aid not go back by the return
train though he was obliged to leave
early this morning; but 1 tin not think 1
can stay from him one day over a month.
Lady .Milicent says you must come to
take my place. She will write and ask
mamma.
You will soon be as madly in
love with Sir Charles.
And so it proved.
I went to stay with
Lady Milicent; anil of all the darling,
quaint, noble, chubby tittle pets 1 had
At the
seen, Sir ('Initios was the king.
end of the year Frank returned in time
fot Christmas. He did not go back to India ; he settled in England. He and I
were married about six months after

lovely part of Kent.

Belief

of

The shipping bill which last week
passed both Houses and received the
signature of the President is composed
of thirty sections, the substance of the
provisions being as follows: It allows
an American vessel on a foreign voyage
aud till her return home to fill vacancies
in positions of officers below the rank of
captain by the appointment of aliens. It
abolishes the three months’ extra wages
and provides one month’s extra wages
only shall be paid in cases of injury in
the service of a vessel. It increases the
amount to be paid by the Government
for the transportation of men in cases of
It prohibits advance
long voyages.
wages to seamen, but provides for allotments of wages to seamen's relatives.
It requires vessels in the foreign trade
to carry a slop chest with supplies of
clothing, etc., excluding, however, vessels in trade with the countries and
islands of North and Central America
from this obligation. It abolishes consular fees for services to vessels and provides for the payment of consuls from the
Treasury for such services. It abolishes
the tonnage tax as now imposed and
provides in lieu of the same for a duty of
three cents per ton at each entry on
vessels trading with any port in North or
Central America and adjacent islands,
including the Sandwich Islands, and six
cents a ton at each entry on all vessels
from any other foreign trade; but it
requires the President to suspend the
collections of so much of this tax on
vessels from any foreign port in North, or
Central America, as may be in excess of
the tonnage and light house dues imposed
on American vessels by the laws of the
country in which such port Is situated.
As Canada imposes no taxes on American
vessels the bill abolishes the tonnage on
vessels trading with Canada after Julv 1.
It abolishes the

hospital

tax tor seamen

in both the coastwise and foreign trade,
and provides that the expense of the
hospital service shall tie defrayed from
the tonnage tax; it provides that supplies for American vessels in the foreign
trade may he imported in bond free of
duty. It provides a drawback of 10 per
cent, of ihe duty on imported materials
for the construction of vessels on a foreign account, or for re-exportation, shall
be allowed when tl e vessels are partly
constructed of imported material in the
same manner as when thus wholly constructed. It limits the individual liberty
of a shipowner to the proportion to w hich
his interest bears to the whole.
It provides for the engagement of a
seaman to serve on a voyage to any port
or for a definite time and exempts vessels
making regular and stated trips from
paving fees or reshipping seamen, and
also authorizes the shipment of seamen
in a foreign port for a definite time, or
voyage and provides that seamen so
shipped shall not he required to be reshipped. It allows the putting on the
stern of a vessel the name of the port of
registry or place in the same district
where any owner lives.
It exempts a vessel in trade with Canada and Mexico from an obligation to
pay a tax on passengers so long as no tax
is exacted on passengers coming from
those countries by land carriage.
It
repeals all compulsory laws that oblige
American vessels to carry mails to or
from the I'nited States arbitrarily, such
repeal not to take effect till April tit),
ISSo.

It gives a sailing vessel the same privileges in unloading a cargo that are given
a steamship.
It provides that shipping
commissioners shall hereafter be appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury
instead of by the Circuit Courts, am.
shalI he subject to regulations prescribed
by him. It reduces the fees for inspectors of steam vessels from $2."> to $10 for
the first hundred tons.
It allows vessels
arriving at a port of entry, laden with
bulky articles, like salt, etc., to proceed
to places within that collection district to
unload under certain regulations.
l.ulu
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Dolly’s husband pets ami loves Iter deIn
to
the parent*
votedly. My husband adds to all bis love of theresponse an invitation from
Georgia prodigy, says a Washington
a delicate
homage infinitely precious to special of the lJth inst. to the New York World,
Professors Hilgard and Taylor, of the Smith-

me.

•Kitty dearest,’ my mother said once sonian Institute,attended this evening a seance
at the Metropolitan Hotel, for the purtonic, ‘you and I have tasted the fullest given
pose of witnessing an exhibition of the power*
earthly happiness. \Yo both know that of the young woman. It has been claimed for
reverence is the perfectly peerless jewel
Miss Hurst that she is able to coin at will nerin love’s crown, but we must earn it.’
A brave Eton boy spends as much time
with us as his mot Iter can bear to spare
him and the most welcome guest in Jack
Dane's home is Sir Charles North, Baronet. [Selected.
Bad

—

News

for

Beer

Drinkers.

vous strength sufficient to overcome the muscular resistance of the strongest man. The exhibition was in the presence of Senator Ransom, Congressin an Reese, of Georgia. Congressman Willetts and wife, Judge Harris, of Virginia, Richard Townsend and a number of
people prominent in Washington polities and
socially. The result of the performance was
sufficiently mystifying to make Miss ilur*t very
popular with people seeking after the new and

unexplainable.
In the clear light

Current

Shipping.

Till! PROVISION'S OF THE NEW SHIPPING LAW.

Dolly.
\Vr both live m a

the
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WHAT IS SAID OF THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES AND PLATFORM.
A BANGOR BUSINESS MAN’S OPINION.
lion. Samuel II. lllake of Bangor, a conservative business man, in au address in that city
when a Blaine Club was formed, said of the
Republican candidate: Mr. Blaine lias lived
amoug us many years. All have seen him;
many of us know him well. He is a man of
sound and vigorous health, a man in the very
prime of life; a man who has a larger acquirin'tanee with public men and measures than any
other man in public life. How better could
they have done than to have placed him in
nomination? I was in Washington during four
months of last winter, and I met all of these
candidates and I heard the comments made upon them in the hotels, the theatres, at parties
and in the lobbies of Congress. I know that
the judgment thus formed is not always reliable, but I believe that in this ease it is to be
relied upon. There was Mr. Blaine, living ju>t
in the rear of the White House, holding no office, seeking no office, busily engaged in literary pursuits, enjoying himself in the heart of
his family. But everywhere you would find
that, as the tall pine in the wilderness holds Its
head above the forest around it, overlooking
them all, so this private citizen stood hea and
shoulders above them all. Take Mr. Blaine, bv
and large, elected or not elected, and be Is the
greatest American statesman that lives to-day.
lie is a man above all littleness. He holds no
grudges, no prejudices. Not only Republicans
but Democrats hold him in the highest regard.
*
*
*
*
Mr. Blaine and his wife have for
years been members of Dr. Tappan’s church in
Augusta. Mr. Blaine has given more than any
man in this house, and perhaps in
Maine, for
the support of churches. He lias always been
generous to the poor. He is not a man who
drinks, or ever has drank ardent spirits. He is
not a high liver. There i> not a blemish on his
moral character. Throughout his whole life
the breath of scandal has never touched him.
He is a moral man, a temperate man and a
Christian.
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of a
the presence of about
the Georgia girl showed
most curious strength.
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An invaluable feature
i.is number is the long aud admirable article, in the “Modern Home” series, on the Decoration and Furnishing "f me Dining Room.
Price 35 cts. £4 a year. Montague Mark.-,
Publi.-he23 Cnion Square, N. V.

especially noteworthy.

In t!n‘ beginning of hi* Presidential life
Barfield’* experience vlid not yield him pleasure or satisfaction.
The dutie* that engross so
large a portion of the Pre*ident*s time were
distasteful to him. and were unfavorably contrasted with hi* legi*lati\c work. "I have been
dealing all these years with idea*.” ho impatiently exclaimed one day, "and hero 1 am
dealing only with persons. I have been heretofore dealing with the fundamental principles
of government, and here l am considering all
day whether A. or B. shall be appointed to till*
11 was eartn stlv seeking some
or that otiiee.”
practical wax of correcting the evils arising
from the distribution of overgrown and unwieldly patronage—evils alvvavs appreciated
and often discussed by him. bui who*.- magnitude had been more d»-«-pi\ impress. (| upon bi>
mind since his accession to ihc l’n *idem-y.
Had he lived a comprehensive improv ment in
the mode of appointment and in the tenure of
ollice would have been propo*. d by him. and.
with the aid of Bougies*, no doubt perfected.

of

SECRETARY BLAINE.

t

Herbert Spencer gives his attention, in the
leading article in "I c Popular Science Monthly” for Jmy, to "The Great Political Superstition” of the divine right of parliaments. The
lb v. George (.. Lyon pre.M-nis an interesting
view of
The New Theology,*' as a development from the old.
corresponding with the
growth in human powers of comprehension,
not contradictory but harmonious with it. and
"reformatory rather than revolutionary in it*
teachings and tendencies.” Professor Woodward, of Washington l'nivei*ity, show* what
are tlic "Fruits of Manila)
Training** as given

■

The Hebrews of the country will not he likely to forget that Mr. Maine, while .Secretary of
State, succeeded in forcing the Russian Gov[Special l>i*patch to The Boston .Journal.]
ernment to abandon its policy of persecution of
\V’asiiim; mx. .June lb. Borman B. Baton i*
the Jews. Hi* course was a very vigorous one.
liut one of those wlm all'eet to helit v
hat
and doubtless well illustrates the manner in
which he would protect American citizens .Janie* (;. Blaine and .John A. Bogan ape unabroad if elected President. The persecution- worthy of the support of Republican*. Mr.
Baton said :
of the .lews having been called to bis attention
"My opinion of Mr. Blaine w a*
j
Mr. Maine gave tin Russian Government to | greatly modified by reading hi* eiiiogv on Barside of Mr.
understand that tin* United States would not | tiold. That address showed me
tolerate any interference with American citi- ! Blaine’s character that l did not before recogMr. Baton referre.l
nize or appreciab
zens, and at the same time be submitti d to tin*
British Government a proposition that the two peeially to that passage in th* eulogy which
foreshadow, d a thorough reform in the civil
Governments unite in the cause of civilization
sen ice system had Bar Held lived, and it i* not
to prevent Jewish proscription in Russia. This
to he forgotten that tlii* was deliver.-1 long
fact was al-o brought to the attention of the
lx fore the t*i\il service law wa* pa**ed.
Russian Government, and tin* result was that a
Hebrews
went
It
free.
great many persecuted
In the issue of Harper’s Weekly of >-ptcniis a curious fact that Mr. Blaine's correspondher
iss_>, Mr. Burt is wrote :
ence upon this subject while Secretary of State
The speeches til Mr. Pdaine in Maine ami of
did not appear in the volumeof diplomatic correspondence of the State Department tssin-d by Senator Harrison in Indiana, with the brief
ami unmistakable order <>i Maxor Bow in
bis successor.
Brooklx n, relieving even emplove of a,i fear
A
REAL REEORMER'S VIEWS.
of the local 1 lubhell, and tin- signilieant declaThere is uo show for reformers in our civil ration of Mon I ball a i.iousaiid ieading citizen*
service from a party which shelves it- states- of Massachusetts of aii parties that they will
men for daring to counsel tin* same purity for
vote for no
pre*. niai i\e in ( oiigie>s whose
itself which it. demands of its opponent. ’The character and
coni do not promi-e an arne*t
only question upon which tin* democracy an* in ami aggressive action for reform, are all unearnest is free trade, and unless they straddle
mistakable signs uf a public conviction and
this question they will drive their best men in- purpose which will eeriainlv have their wav.
*
to the Republican rank-, and insure their own
Mr. Blaine proiiounet d piain'k for
destruction. Whatever may have been the er- some kind of reform, and Mr. Blaine *aid in
of
rors
the party which lias governed tin* coun- detail that lie should he glad io see even i-Y.ltry successfully during the past twenty-four eral oltieer, however honorable hi* pt»*i.iou,
years, the only present hope of the patriots of appoint'd for a speeiiie term, during which h<the land is in if- continuance in power. These
;tll*e to be
could not be removed except l'ol*
are some of the reasons which compel him to
specilicd, proved ami recorded, and for subordesire the success of James G. Blaine. ^Or- dinate ollieei* he thought 1 hat *even Vial*
ange Grower's Journal. Riverside, ( a!.
would be a proper term of otiiee."

in that institution, as observed in the better intellectual and moral development and practical
iitness if the pupils. M. M. Guy an answers

question, "Are Science and Art antagonistic?” in the negative, and shows that science
i* helpful to every branch of art.
A most
the

*-

account of "The Volcanic
Kruption of Krakatau” and its effect.*. Illustrated
with maps, i* given from the "Proceedings” of
the Koval Geographical Society. Perhaps the

satisfactory

1

<

IN

BRIEF.

The free traders will not support the Republican nominees. They object to the platform.
Those who expected that Senator Edmunds
would denounce tin* ticket are disgusti d to timl
that be declares it to be a strong one and will
support it. Truth is. Senator Edmund* B a
Republican with convictions-— a partisan, lu
fact.

The exchange editor will look through itcolumns in vain to timl an expression of regret
by any Republican paper that the New York
Times has bid the R* publican party adieu. It
must now wait until the growlers' party \< or-

ganized.
The Cambridge Chronicle says;
setts not

his

for Blaine, forsooth!

One

Massachublast upon

bugle horn were worth a thousand men
here, as everywhere, and if he is the candidate,

blazing chandelier, in old Massachusetts will vibrate' wiih the music
tifty watchful people, i of bis marching columns, in turn* with every
herself the possessor of northern State from Maine to California.
‘•For some years past,” said an emiMr. Cyrus W. Field expresses himself as folWith her hands restnent physician of this city yesterday, “a
ing lightly upon the handle of an umbrella 1 lows : Mr. Blaine is a strong and able man; he
is
one of the ablest m* n in the country.
The
held
a
stout
man
from
the
by
young
among
decided inclination has been apparent all
she was able to shoot the umbrella attacks on him will not hurt him. They will
over the country to give up the use of spectators
recoil
ou
the
who
make
the
attacks.
people
through space by a simple exercise of her will.
whiskey and other strong alcohols, using Congressman Reese, of Georgia, who is a very Lies always hurt the people who tell them.
as a substitute beer and bitters and other
Harper’s Weekly will do just vvliat it did in
powerful man, tried to hold a chair in his arms
while Miss Hurst rested her hands lightly upon 1ST!). It would not support Alonzo B. Cornell
compounds. This is evidently founded it.
The chair was forced down in spite of the for Governor, for the same reason that it nowon the idea that beer is not harmful and
gives for not supporting Mr. Blaine. Before
most violent struggles of the muscular Concontains a large amount of nutriment, gressman until it was about two inches from Governor Cornell's term had » xpiivd the Weekthe
floor.
also that bitters may have some medici“Now push the chair down to the ly admitted that he was the best Governor the
nal quality which will neutralize the al- floor," cried Father Ilurst. Mr. Reese changed State had had for years. Before Mr. Maine's
his resisting powers and bore his whole weight term is half out it will admit that his adminiscohol it contains.
tration is one of tlx* best.
upon the chair without being able to make it
i best- theories are without continuatouch the floor.
tion in my observation, and in the obI Ins experiment was repeated with two
The So-called Massachusetts Republicans
servations of physicians and chemists men, and then three tried to hold the chair still
under the touch of the young woman, hut in
A RE DISSKCTKI> JtV A COLORADO KDI IOR.
win re ei her has been used for any length vain.
It was tested in various ways, hut no
The* so-called Masr-arhuson* Republicans wlio
of time.
The constant use of beer is one was
strong enough to resist the so-called
found to produce a species of degenera- force. Prof. Taylor and Hilgard refused to will not support Mr. Blaine, and who denounce
the Republican platform because it says that
tion of all the organism, profound and personally take part in any of the experiments, llii' is a Nation, and not a mere confederation
which were made under their inspection, and
deceptive.' Fatty deposits, diminished could give no explanation of the peculiar pow- of States, say that they will gladly vote for
Bayard if he shall he nominated by the Democirculation-, conditions of congestion and er displayed. There is no claim upon the part crats.
Shades of Sumner, Phillips and Wheelperversion of functional activity, local of the Hurst family of any supernatural ex- er! And is this in Massachusetts,
ihr very
intlamumtion of both the kidneys and planation of the young woman’s powers. For hot-bed of Nationalism and
Republicanism?
liver arc constantly present. Intellectu- nine months she has been the possessor of the Aye, it is in Massachusetts, hut it is not said by
nervous strength exhibited this evening.
She
This denunciation and thi> decally a stupor amounting almost to paral- can raise chairs in which stout men are seated Republicans.
laration are made by men who have no right in
arrests
the
all
her
on
the
back
ysis
by simply placing
reason, precipitating
palms
the Republican ranks. They have been masthe higher faculties into a mere animal- of the chair. This was done this evening querading, and if
they have not taken themread hers.
with various well known gentlemen who were
ism.
selves out of the lines forever they should be
she
has
written
to
present. Miss Hurst is a strong, healthy look- kicked out.
you,'
‘Dolly says
the
“In appearance the beer drinker may
expression of their willBy
ing country girl. She claims to be in a perfect ingness to vote
she observed presently. ‘How can it be
for Bayard, they logically, if
be the picture of health, but lie is in
of spirits when exhibiting her strength.
gale
declare that the war was a failure; for
that yon have not received it?'
She laughs nervously at every movement of the silently,
most incapable of resisting disthis is what the man whom they would supMistakes b\ the post office are so rare, reality
ease.
Beer drinking in this country ! strong men in their mad struggles to resist the port said when loyal men were* lighting to kill
we could hut suppose she had omitted to
lightest pressure of her hands. Congressman the curse of slavery and t<> preserve the
produces the very lowest forms of inebri- liiount, of Georgia, who was present,
thought
post it. l>y the next delivery, however,
to criminal insanity. it would have been a most excellent thing if Union:
allied
ety,
closely
1 received a letter from Mr. Daere, con“I believe solemnly that th*» war inaugurated
The most dangerous tramps and ruffians Bill Morrison could have secured Miss Hurst's
by Abraham Lincoln and his Cabinet is worse
taining an inclosure winch turned out to with which this
support early in the session for his tariff bill.
abounds
are
beer
than
fruitless—that il will prove more disascity
be a letter to me from Dolly. A few lines
trous to the North than to the South, and
drinkers. Bitters is more dangerous as
from him ran thus:
never will accomplish its
professed objects.
a drink than alcohol.
But beer is even
The Bio Grande river in Texas is higher than
it has driven out of our Nation four
••Dear Kitty;—1 had read too milch of the
it has been before for twenty-five years. The Already
more to be feared as an agent of evil and
while others stand in doubt. When
States,
enclosed before J discovered the mistake. If
town of Presidios is nearly destroyed by the
of health.” [N. V. Herald.
1 take up the public papers and see the maryou receive a letter from Dolly before Ibis destroyer
floods.
kets of the world disordered and depressed
reaches you, you will have discovered she lets
I shall run down to HighThe total expenditures for the past fiscal year by the mere apprehension of this war, when
mis-seut the letters
The Blaine Slanders.
wood without loss of lime.”
for the care of Boston’s public institutions was 1 turn to our own business circles and see
$593,071334, an increase of $13,017.32 over the men of wealth reduced to poverty, our merMR.
CURTIS THOUGHT OF THEM SIX
WIIAT
I had not received any letter then, hut
chants bankrupted, our mechanics and laborprevious year.
YEARS AGO. WHEN THEY WERE FRESH.
ing men threatened with absolute starvation,
by tlie second country delivery came one
ushered
into
Tribune
entire
the
edithe
world
A
The
reprints
recently
Chicago
baby
boy
1 would fain hide my face in grief. But
directed to Jack at once. The letter he
measures only f>*
in
Contra
Costa
Cal.,
this wide scene of human distress.
county,
on
torial
from
confronting
Harper’s Weekly, May 13, 1870,
had read began thus ;
but
is
as
as
inches and weighs 1{ pounds,
lively
1 sadly seek to find relief from it. If war. or
the eve of the Cincinnati Convention of 1870, a cricket. The mother is but twelve
old.
years
the mere prospect of it, has in three short
“All you say is useless, my darling. 1 love
months worked all this distress, what an inSir Charles devotedly, and lie has Ibis day de- reviewing tin* charges against Mr. Blaine,
A court of inquiry has been ordered to inveswhich George William Curtis, the editor of
of trouble are we to anticipate should it
clared he loves me. You ask me. Does he know
tigate? the frauds in the Bureau of Medicine and crease
his
excuse
for
now
makes
opposing
Harper’s,
1 told him a gentleman was
i am engaged?
proceed in all its detail of oppressive taxation,
Surgery in the Navy Department. A well destruction.-demoralization
The
ticket.
were then
the
charges
and sorrow!
HuRepublican
coming to see me; bul he seemed little concernknown bookseller of Washington has been arfresh, and the Weekly reviews them at great
man governments were ordained for the happied at this piece of information.”
rested, charged with complicity.
the
how
in
following language
ness and protection of society. If peace will relength, telling
So far Mr. Daere had read, and the they came to be published :
P. T. Barnum proves to be the hitherto un- store and secure these blessings to the people
“The story [against Mr. BlaineJ has been
mine was sprung.
known founder of the museum of natural his- of the United States, even though a number of
I locked my room door, and fell hack, privately whispered, ami there has been a tory at Tufts College, Medford, Mass. Mr. their former associates have gone otV under a
conference of Republican editors at Cincinnati,
Barnum was one of the first trustees of the col- new'and
organization, in t ho name
despairing, into an easy chair. I was re- which ended by acquainting him with the ru- lege. Mrs. Mary T. Goddard of Newton is the of heavenindependent
let us raise our voice for it. Shall
solved to hide all from my mother till Mr. mor. Suddenly it was made public in a Demo- founder of the new
this earnest cry for peace be stifled at the bidgymnasium.
Daere had seen Dolly. 1 hunted up cratic paper at Indianapolis and in other jourding of a host of fanatical and cowardly ediThe proposition to abolish the Coast and tors. aided
Bradshaw and found that a train started nals in other parts of the country. Then, of
by an army of greedy contractors
to
as
a
and
and
Geodetic
eelved
re-echoed
service,
it
was
Survey
separate
through
and public leeches, stimulating an ignorant
about four that would convey him to course,
tiie whole press. Mr. Blaine instantly publish- transfer its hydrographic work to the Navy mob to denounce and attack us as traitor* and
Highwood by 7It Dolly wrote to me ed an absolute and complete denial, and, hav- Department and its geodetic work to the Geo- secessionists? We know it shall not, and this
at once, 1 should get her letter by Thurs- ing collected evidence that is apparently con- logical Survey, is attracting considerable atten- day we do proclaim our duty to our country
he made a brief, clear, simple state- tion in official and scientific circles.
and our intention to perform it.”
day ; hut of course I should hear from clusive,
a
ment in the House, which was as
If there is a man in Massachusetts who could
The first comptroller of the treasury has
Jack on Wednesday. 1 dreaded every refutation as was ever made, and, thorough
in the abvote to make Bayard the President, of the Unitnearly completed the settlement of accounts of ed
ring, every postman’s knock. All day sence of other evidence, leaves him unspotted.” Col.
States, then we say that that man has no
J. O. P. Burnside, late disbursing clerk of
The Weekly next refers to the Little Rock
Wednesday passed and no letter arrived
the Post office Department. So far as ascer- right to call himself a Republican. The simple
them
in
their
anti Fort Smith charges, gives
from my sister or her lover.
tained his defalcation amounts to $52,042. The announcement which a few so-called Republiregular order, and then Mr. Blaine’s answer, great bulk of the money was taken from the cans have made of their desire to vote for Bayard
On Thursday morning I ran down and
says ‘‘the statement of Mr. Blaine is supshould raise such a storm in the Old Bay State
when I heard the usually welcome ported' by unquestionable testimony,” and his contingent fund.
as would arouse every true Republican to a full
sound. On the table lay a thick letter in answer is full and satisfactory, lie did not
Steeboat
from
first
officer
which
The yawl
sense of the meaning of this bolt from Blaine;
for an investigation, but presented all the
wait
of
the
ill
fated
the
survivor
I
to
mamma
ran
and
make them realize that these men are more
brig
ves,
only
up
Dolly’s writing.
facts in advance, and then invited congressionwas rescued by the Spanish
Sherwood’s
than bolters—traitors to the cause which Mascrew,
found
enclosed
in
the
one
I
it
gave her
al inquiry. Summing up all the charges, Har- bark Raphael Pomar, has been picked up at sachusetts held and still holds dear. [Denver,
for her ; then I sat down to read mine, per’s Weekly then disposed of the entire ques- sea
A
British
Statesman.
the
steamer
Col.
by
Republican.
after fortifying myself with a cup of cof- tion in this frank and unmistakable language.
drowned sailor was found tied to the spar
“If nobody now appears to justify this accu- which was lashed across the boat’s stern.
fee. I must give every word of it:—
Kdmund Gallagher of Sonora, Cal., shot Mrs.
it must be considered merely one of the
‘You are well aware that a catastrophe sation
The suspension of the New York firms of Greenwood, Thursday week. Mrs. Greenwood’s
reckless slanders to which every prominent
has happened through my heedlessness. public man is exposed; and no charge that “Baldwin, the clothier” and Carhart, Whit- son Otis ran after Gallagher and attempted to
The best thing will be for me to describe may be hereafter made against Mr. Blaine un- ford & Co., has caused great surprise. The shoot him. Robert Watson pursued Greenwood
by weighty testimony, will de- annual retail sales are said to have been nearly when the latter shot him and Watson’s son
fully the whole consequence of that mis- accompanied
1,500.000 and the house conducted a monthly opened tire on Greenwood. Gallagher and
any attention whatever.”
fortune. On our return from the garden serve
It is the repetition of these old charges that magazine. The firms sav they hope to pay 100 Greenwood are in jail. Mrs. Greenwood and
I
found
a
on
telegram Harper’s Weekly now offers as tue reason for cents on a dollar. Numerous commission Watson are dead. The trouble arose from a
Tuesday,
party
houses are affected by this failure.
I dispute about a mining claim.
awaiting me from Jack—‘Shall lie with its refusal to support Mr. Blaine.
ERA (IK MORE IIA EMIT I, EVEN
THAN ALCOHOLIC LIQCORS.

THE FOAMY HEY

j

and

and Philosophy of Jean
Paul Richter. Edited by Giles P. Hawley.
WINTERPORT, MAINE,
There are many reforms which I should he ! This volume is a cabinet-box containing over
glad to see, ami which I have for many years 250 of the choicest gems literature has ever
believed in. 1 should be glad to see every federal officer, however honorable, appointed for furnished the world. Richter has long since
a specific period during which he could not be
taken his seat among the “immortals,” but
removed except for cause, which cause should with the
exception of scattered quotations met
be specified, proved and made matter of record.
here and there, American readers are com1 should he glad also to see the tenure of all
subordinate officers made longer at least than a paratively little acquainted with his pungeut
presidential term, so that the incoming of a new and profound writings. It has been well said
administration should not be harrassed, annoyed, crippled and injured by the distribution of of him, “no writer lias made such brilliant reoffices. Seven years would be a good length marks and no ten have made so many.” Nor
of term, and would effect the desired end.
It
is his wit of a sort that can do nothing but dewould break joints with the presidential term,
and wouid avoid the evil of which I have spok- stroy. Some of the ablest thinkers of the cenen.
There are a great many honest advocates tury have been eager to confess their debt to
of reform in the civil service who believe in a
him for inspiration, rich suggestiveness, and
life tenure for all subordinate officials. I have
subtle analysis. This volume of selections has
never been able to persuade myself that this
would be wise, even if practicable, and I am been made with excellent taste and ‘llscrimluquite sure that it is not practicable. Life ten- at on. and displays to advantage the range of
ure means a pension in the end to the incumbent, and with a hundred thousand office-hold- Richter’s thought and imagination. It will be
ers this would impose .m intolerable burden on
prized by all who love the companionship of
the taxpayer. It would create what might be
genius. Published in Funk A \Vagnails’ (10
termed a privileged class, which might in the
end prove unpopular and odious in the eyes and 12 Dev Street. N. V.) Standard Library.
of the people. Nor do I believe it was ever de- Paper, 25 ccuts.
monstrated that, life tenure insures the best,
NOTES.
most faithful and most honorable service.
It
The current number of tin- Ray State Monthwise
often
be
to
retain
a
man
in
office
for
may
all the year.- of his active life, but I believe that
ly opens with a steel portrait and biographical
lie will be a better officer if his commission sketch of General R. F. Butler.
shall expire at stated periods, ami his efficienThe Chautauqua movement has been extendcy shall be his claim of reappointment and continuance in our administration of State and ed to include the young folks, who already have
This
is
office.
illustrated.
county
frequently
a “Reading Cnion.”
They are now to have an
The gentleman who has practical charge of the
Treasury of Maine lias been in los position for illustrated periodical of high character, which
forty-one years, his appointment being annual- will be issued in July by the Publishers of the
ly renewed in recognition of his ability and ii- far-famed Wide Awake magazine, I).
Lotbrop
uelity. Kven with his strict integrity l do not
doubt that he has been a more careful officer A Co., Boston, who will send it free for two
than if he had been originally appointed for months to any of our readers who
may request
a term of forty-one years.
In the county of m\
it.
residence we elected the same man treasurer
The Art Amateur for July gives an excelannually for thirty-three years. He was a hotter officer than though he had been originally
lent design of Mountain Laurel for Tiles: a
chosen to serve for tie- full generation, during
which he honorably discharged e\ery duty. I Thistle decoration for a Panel; a Virginia
believe, therefore, from sin-h installers as these, Creeper design for Screen Embroidery; a
and many others which 1 could name, that it
for Repousse Brass; a design of
will prove a far easier task to educate public Hickory design
opinion to a renewal of appointment to effi- Maple Leaves for Wood Carving; an exquisite
cient and valuable offieers, with siitli.-iriit sal- Ceiling Decoration of Cherubs, by F. Boucher,
aiies to enable them t<> lay h\ something for a
printed in Color, and a great variety of miscelrainy day. than it will he to get popular eonlaneous Designs and Suggestions for Art Worksen;
to life tenun
with pensions to a large
civil list, constantly growing in numbers and ers. The Paris Salon and tli«* Paris Exhibition
amount, and constantly provoking opposition in
of Mei-sonier's works are reviewed in detail
the popular uiind.
and copiously illustrated, a rare Eugravlng of
KXTlt ACT KIM 'M
MU.
HI.AIM'S KKI.tM.Y »>N
“La Rixe,” owned by Queen Victoria, being
l’KI'.Sl I»KN 1 (.A UKIK.I.H.
EXTRACT

The New York Commercial Advertiser,
which is not friendly to Mr. Blaine, sent its reporters out to test popular opinion on the question of making Mr. Dana of the Sun the candidate of the Democratic party. E. M. Bates, a
prominent merchant, did not believe that any
man could beat Blaine.
Mr. Edward Eames ot'
II. B. Claflin & Co., one of the wealthiest merchants in New York, said when interrogated:
As I do not for one moment believe that James
(». Blaine can be defeated, it is no use for me
to discuss the question as to whether or not
Charles A. Dana would make a good candidate.
tor l do not know enough of him or his principles. It appears to me of very little consequence whom the Democrats nominate; he is
certain to be beaten. Mr. James G. Blaine is a
brilliant man. with great force of character
and strength of purpose. He would make this
country's influence felt by other nation'*. I do
not believe the stories of Mr. Blaim•’.* rascality.
Now that the Republican party has been released from the load which it has formerly carried in the shape of the Times, tin Evening
Post and the .Springfield Republican, there is no
reason that 1 can think of why it should not
have a great victory, and eieet its candidates
with a sweeping maj-rity. Mr. Maine's policy
might he considered too energetic l>y some, but
that he would be a good ruler for the country
cannot well be denied. The platform is good
for the nation's interests, and Mr. Maine would
be tin? man to enforce its principles, despite ali
opposition. Therefore, 1 think Mr. Blaine will
certainly he elected.
THE HEBREWS

Blaine

27.

Inconsistent

Independents.

New York 'I'ime* \[ V.
Thomas Armiiage sharnlv expos. > tic inconsistency of the so-called Independents. Hi*
arraignment is iman* verahi'’. flu* point he
raiso "relate* entire1 to the honorable eons isIll

letter

t

!•>

the

lib. rtency of those gentlcim-n who a i *!«■ d
ally to shape the de. i*ion> of tie < i\• UTion
and now repudiate their own aei>,” and Instate* the ea*o ch-arl} as fallow* :
1. These gent leineii vv es-e *ein direel i; frmn
republican primarv el.eiions io represent ihe
wishes of their eoiistiim lit* in the construction
of a platform, tin- nominal on of a Bresid.-iPial
ticket, ami the maiiagi ment of tie- part''* future well-being, including the I’residt niial e .uv ass.

|

important paper in tin* ttiiin >er is M.
account, given In fore tl .* French
Academy of Sciences, of hi- discovery of The
Prevention of Hydrophobia” by inoculation.
Mr. I>. P. Pm hallow, of McGill l niversiiy.

most

Pasteur's

contribute.* a valuable article on "Discuses of
Plant*.” Tlie portrait and sketch arc of tin
eminent old Arabian philosopher Averrocs,
the porti' i;t being a copy of the picture in the
Vatican ascribed to Kaphaci. Dr. >. A. Fisk
appraises the merits of Colorado as a residence
for invalids.
The editor at his
Fable” discus*.
"Tin Mirviv ul of Political Supt.*r*t it ion*,”
and President Flint's address at John Hopkins
l uiv-

rsity.

on

"What i*

a

Liberal Fdueation?”

i:v\ si‘Ai*i:n N\>n:s.
The programme for
annual excursion of the Maine Press Association is as follow*: The party will leave
Pori land at 1 t\ m.. July Ilth and arrive at the
Samosot Ilnii'C, Plymouth, Mass., that evening
a!*out 7 o'clock.
Tuesday will he devoted to

M

the

sight seeing at Plymouth, and Wednesday the
party go to .Martha’* Vineyard, via Poston and
Now Bedford, arriving at the >. a View House.
Uak Bluffs at .'•.JO r. M. Here the excursionists
will remain until > a’orday morning vvlien they
will start on the return trip. Tin r will In
opportunities to vi*it lb.1 point* of interest in
Martha's Vineyard and the neighboring island
oi Nantucket.
The trip promises to be a delight foi one and the indication* are rh it the
party will be large....Mayo of tie Somerset lie,
i;' only
p li ter ha* emigrated to Aroostook
temporarily. He is an enthusiastic admirer of
t ie

Belfast

branch

railroad....H*

up.

(has.-,

A* honest ami faii’nlul r«-pre*. nf ai is
they used all their rights of voice and vole in
serving their eonstituem-v on a paritv with
their fellow members. Tie
took their places
among the convent ion's otiiee r- and on ii>
committees, and did their duty without hindrance, and make no complaint that am man
infringed their right* in an\ t«•*j « :.
■>.
They took part ii. framing the platform,
and voted vvjthoU. debate lor its adoption, a*
did the otic r members of tin- convention, u
tiie \ ole was unaniimms.
1.
In voting for a presidential candidate
they followed tla-ir home in*nm-iion* and tie ir
own intelligent convictions, lml
found themselv. * in a minority amt M r. Biair,«• wa*
ted contrary to their vvi*he*.

formerly associate editor of the Portland Aren*. will start a Sundav morning newspaper in
’S’orecster. Mass. Mr. Melntire ha* ids place
on the Argil*....Busine** managt r K"W« ii of
the Portland Advertiser report* advertising
risk and :tu Increasing circulation. ..M (leery,
toe Boston Journal** excellent and enterprising
Maim* correspondent, lias transferred his headquarters from Portland to Augusta....Mr. Badg< r of tic Maine Fanner ha* be« n on a tishing
trip to tin* Kangely Fakes.... Two Maine editor*
are rarely found in tin ir oili. es—A latns of the

A tier their earue-i ..mi manh
of thi> mea-wre, ami th ir failure to

latte:

<

*■•

iv-i-i

■ ■>

nee

nominal,

their own candidate, they did not withdraw
either from the convention or tin- party, nor
did they even ask Jo place tie ir protest on tieminut'-s. hut on the contrary, limy assisted in
making Mr. Blaine's nomination unanimous.
A: any rale.il i- n-ported to have heeii mad'
unanimous. \Y'In-tin r they actually east their
votes for unanimity do* -.- no' appear. Ini! they
well knew that the parliamentary rules of tie
convention, which they had agreed to adopt,
counted their votes in tlm aHirmative, unless
they were a< tually ea-t in the negative, and we
have no record id a in native vote on the nomination of Mr. Blaiim.
P.
They took an equal part with ail tinother delegates in selecting tin- general committee for tin- com 1 m of t he canvass, and committed to it tin- future well-being ot the party,
r< c | Hiring that com mil tee to assume tin* it s polish.; lily of maintaining and defending their own

plat form,

ami of

adopting

all necessary

meas-

the election of the ticket.
7.
They remained in the convention to itand
recorded tln-ir votes upon all other
elose,
questions, and among tin in tin perfecting of
the tick -t in the nomination of (Jen. Logan.
No other name hut his was put in nomination
for Vice President. hut they voted for him on
a roll-call of the Males, and his
nomination
was made unanimous
by their vote. Thus
have
submitted
a
with
(Jen. Lothey
platform
gan upon it for the adoption of tin* country,
and created a general commi'ln* which they
charged with the management of his election,
leaving the nomination of Mr. Blaine entirely
out of the question.
ure.-.

for

Maine

to

Massachusetts

—

Years ago, when the

news

came

that

a

Bos-

judge had returned the fugitive slava. Anthony Burns, to southern bondage. Maine’s incomparable poet and wit. David Barker, penned the following *T< w words from Maine to
Massachusetts/' They are so pat to the present “crisis" that we gladly reproduce them.
ton

They
Ing:

are

extremely good,

easv

campaign read-

“.Massachusetts, (Jod forgive her,
she’s a kut cling ’ntong the rest,
Sht* that ough: in have Hang forever
In her grand old eagle-nest.
water running in your veins?
Have ye no pluck at all;
What, stand and see a gyve put on
In sight of Faneuil Hall.
Is

No (Jarrisons, no Phillipses,
No poets, martyrs, sages,
No mighty man to light a torch
To lighten future, ages.
And yet, with all our Ignorance,
We’ve often felt of late,
That Burns could never have* been
From out the “Pine Tree State.”

victories.

Henry 1.. Pierce headed the call and presided
the meeting of the Boston dudes. He thus
challenges an inquiry into Lbs own character.
What of the reason which compelled him to
decline to run for Governor against Butler last
year, concerning which certain Boston papers
threw out suggestive hints?
at

Australia has 120 1 varieties of tish.
Goat

Island, at

$1,000,000.

man

eternity.

[Thoreitu.

Niagara Falls,

is

valued at

Rhode Island sends the only (Junker iti Conhaee.

gress. .Jonathan (_

General Butler accepts the Greenback nomination for tlx- Presidency.
Abraham Lincoln was once Postmaster at the
small town of New Salem. 111.
It i> reported that Texas will send
000 beeves to market this year.

over

T»o,-

Colorado has to buy $2,000,000 worth of
grain every year for cattle feed.
Holster Clymer. who was supposed to have
died of apoplexy, committed suicide.
General Grant has withdrawn from
Madison Avenue Church, New York.

’he

Railroad men estimate tin* loss to railwavs in
Texas by the recent floods at $3,000,000.

Bills for
tributed at

a
a

church entertainment

were

dis-

Michigan funeral the other day.

Oscar Wilde’s full registered name on his
was Oscar Fingal O’Flaherty Wilde.

marriage

The Friends’ meeting at Newport, K. E, adjourned Thursday to meet in Portland, next
.June.

This year’s wheat crop bids fair to reach
520,000,000 bushels, 100,000,000 iu excess of last
year’s.
It is announced that Mr. Henry E. Abbey has
Bernhardt to come to America next

engaged
season.

dragged

take time enough for the most
trivial deed, though it he but the paring of his
nails. The buds swell imperceptibly, without
hurry or confusion, as if the short Spring days
were an

ing. ku-kluxing and ballot box stutliug for its

no more

We have no Boston down In Maine,
No Massachusetts Bay,
No Plymouth Hock :<> tell the world
Where once the Mayflower lay,

a

The Democracy of this District, with the u*sUtanee of many independent I\• pui>Ii<• ai»<.
propose to Lynch Mr. Boutelle next fall. [Bangor Commercial.
Tha* would be in accord with Democratic
methods. The Democracy depends upon lynch-

Experiments at Annapolis with dynamite
charges show them to be very ineffective.

about that spot,
Let every tongue he still,
But scratch the name of Hunker out,
And call it “Buncombe” Hill.

Let

Bunker’s illustrated story of id* .Southern trip?

Lord Shaftesbury wants to ship 300,000
superfluous English women to America.

For many a long ami tedious year
We’ve heard your people tell
About a little rise of land.
Where Joseph Warren fell.

Oh, brag

Argus and Boardman of the Home Farm. The
travels a good deal among the farmer*,
and does hi* writing at home....Howard Owen,
of the Main Farmer, i* happy over the nomination of Mr. Blame....What has become of

After a long chase and a bloody tight one
horse-thief was killed and four captured in
Montana.
General William MeCaudless, at one time
commander of the Pennsylvania Bucktails, died
last week in Philadelphia.
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Lewiston, dime :*5. As the time for the
arrival of the evening train with Blaine approached, people gathered at the Maine Central
station, although it was known that no demonstration would be made. The crowd became
the utmost efforts of the police
so dense that
were required U> clear the way to the carriage,
lie at once drove to the residence of Col.

'(

Clark with the reception committee in ear-:
iages, proceeded to Col. Drew's house, when
they peeked the guest of tin iiy and escorted

clsei
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than thi-
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1 now have tin
ntiLg to you the

that

honor of

pp

lames (.. Blaine.
Blaine was ren ivi <1 with prolonged
luse.
.\
Mr. < hairman. 'adies and gentleinen .if tlie
si'-- r e i i; s of Lewiston and Auburn.
1 am
\'i\ deeply lnoNed by the eordlalin «l \our
i• *n.
h
is
a
additito
tini*pi
very great
mpliun nt -I your r< e» pti.-n that it i- outside ;
i>■ i beyond tin du**s ..f party division, md that
Hon.

IX (.1 X EE At..

Mr.

The inventor of tin- -Far bicycle was originally a \\ atervilje man.
lb cent rain- extinguished tin tires in Wasiiingion county. tir>t reports of which were
exaggerated.
Hon. James <,. Blaim* ’i'luifsdav. presented
Bates college V\i’!l hi- in ck to.’ .S|e,l.
• .nv.TiMi' Bobie arr»\ed iii L-wi-bm I i'itrsday morning and attended t omtmiici uictit
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h-llow iti/a ii* -•! Hi
proud to eiaini a* n:\ home. In
i:,i'
1 h i\
in )ill(Ci• station and
private ill. known and app:v» iab.1 > ir i-i 1
and '•;•{/. n* and havi
;• -rate.I with tlnin
in many way** for tin- hem-lit of our joint eoii1 attended a
iun-nt*.
public meeting m
I. wi*ton Id years igo. Then it was a small
<•
W in n l ><
>::lag
tin- superb city which
*vi h'oiii.
m>\\
me and in- et this\asr a-M-iiih age of v •!
peoi*h 1 am more than e\er im■! with ! he <m r_- tj,- ehara -ier and magj r<
i-iii.- nt < i;
rprtsi "f t !,.• ,\un-riean people lb
pi.i>ii.-.i!is ami I >• im .rial* a ik--. 'great app nisi .j and I i■ ai *u> with pride, quoting the
language of .1. |]'er-,>u. thai upon such an orasioii as thi* w. ar- all I >-mm rats and all Keal appiall*e.
1 cannot eio-e
'dn-alis.
Wii.-oli: agile ihallk.ng v oil 111"*! profound!}
and g- id ieim-i,. f.-r the cordiality with
yv hi« !i
von have greet.-d me. and wishing to
arh at ! ah oj \oii. and
\our two heautifui
: i
a
nt in'la'ion
t that abundant pro*p«
it\ in ! i" t;!'::- whieii \ou have <-i;d:.\< d

;d. ml- ami
vvha Ii i ain
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Day.
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for
w

prominent
many years
die.I I'hur-day a_- d
a

l’s.

,\J'. Di-m tI Hallway W;h tormauy
lulli s lay. liiakine an aii-i :,i! line from
| opem-d
;•>
1 >i»>itiii
iJar I lai bor.
;
**The l’ltinu a l\;:• it.
M<is tii
!- >k-r> i..»s
aiUir•••n
mi
fi'.-iji:.
ntiy
j
tli*‘
post oliic<
J through
In ill*' river and harbor biii n pol l' d to ih»*
Senate. Thursday. the amount t'oi leu kiami
ha: lor \' a- |«laeed a! s I'hOUO.
Miss l'ranei
N. < llll(>lle i I <•! ( iiell'y lield.
w a
lour y ears’
ammm the graduates ;n tin
• nurse at \\
"Mosley Coiled. Ma.-.
The
Alumni
A*sim
union
of
Hates
college
!
<
have elected
Wend I. pi .-id' lit. .1. II.
j
< takes, secIIrii;-'. \ ice president ale! ii. \\
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The eenteiiniai anniversary of the organization of the Baptist church at '*•*111 a Thomaslon.
wa< celebrated in that town Fri'.ay.
Tills was
the first ehur- h cast of the Kennebec river,
ami mother of all Baptist churches in Laslern
Maine.
An addfc— of welc.»nn wa- delivered
by tin* ii'iii lalil' It \. Joseph Kallock. early
pastor of tin church, followed by an historical
sermon in the forenoon. by Kcv. <.\1. Herring. In the afternoon. Ib v. (.. P. Mathew-.
1). 1
of Brunswick, delivered the historical addi'esv. In 1 lie evening. Mr-. Maml Moore, a w n
known poet of Thoinaston. read a poem written for the occasion.
Hon. * >. G. Hail, d<li\ ei. d a -I rong oration.

the audience. After quiet
d, A. li. Savage. lAq.. in behalf of the
ommitti
of ai
ngemriiis. welcomed Mr.
Bi mir a- follows :
F ilo\\ <ui/rn- \Vi are honored to-nighl by,
nr.
lie
,,f a distinguished eiti/« n of our
Wi are met to greet and cxvml to him
>’ at
rs

of

Olil

The "commencement exercises of Coburn
Classical Institute were inaugurated Thursday
evening by the exhibition of the middle elates
and were continued Friday forenoon by the
graduation of college preparatory class numbering twenty-one young men and four ladies.
Tin' ex» reiscs closed Friday afternoon with
tin- graduating f tin- ela-s in the Knglish and
scientific courses. The elegant new building
of tin Institute costing nearly STo.ouo. the gift
oi
ex-Gov. C«.burn will be dedicated m-xt
week. Tin1 institution is now firmly established with a liberal endowment and aide teachers.
There is every indication of a large increase in
the number of pupils the coining year.

Drew, whose guest he is during tie* \isit.
After tea. a procession composed of the Auburn
Light Infantry, (’apt. Storali. 5u m u. the
I.'-wiston Zouaves. Cap!. Barker. f>(» m< n. and
the First Maine Batten of \r!illery. Lieut,
(iuptill. formed under direction of Charles

him to the hall, which wa- densely parked.
There was a stir as tie committee tiled upon
dial Clark stepped
tie platform, and wh- n M
forward escorting Mr. Blaine to a seat, the app!ati-< was tumultuous, the band joining ill the

Mam©

STATE COLLEGE.

The exercises of the graduating class of the
Maine State College occurred Wednesday forenoon
*2."»th inst. There were ten speakers.
Commencement dinner was given at *2 o'clock
and several speeches were made. Letters of
regret at their inability to he present were
read from (Jov. Kohle and James G. Blaine.
The meeting of the alumni was h«ld in the afternoon ami the concert given in the evening, which
was largely attended
The linal exercises of
eomint neement oeeurred 'J'hursday before the
largest amiienee of the week. The alumni
association of the college was incorporated in
the afternoon.

retary
Samuel l-'i ssi-mlen
r

lary

of tin-

m

Hopubmuin

•

einte.

\.t:•

i.

tieut. die Se.«i Committee.

i> a nephew of the ,aWilliam l‘;:t Fes* nd> u
of Maine.
Sanborn (inidiner of W.-s? Wahioboro. a
amai:
in a ti-!iitiii -t- im.-r. w as drow ned in
Narra-ausitt Hay. nth W n kford Harbor. June

V j 11»I a u s
li> |.-marks,

a*
Mr. Biai tetin- immense amlim
ai d to lak* him hv the iiaiel.
pn s*« -I
J1 •• had a pleasaii! word for old friends whom !
A. lifeeiy. from the wholesale Hostoll liqtie quickly recognized, and a cordial greeting
j
for all. 1' wa* mo!', than m hour b* fun tin*; uor firm of <oe. >. < 'utter A « o., was found
‘"III at the • ity Hotel Foi l land. J line 2U.
No
nuinher thinin-d «dV. 11
took h\ the hand
to
i'-ast
i; i* safe to say that not l«-*s j inquest was h* id as he bad b< m on a protractpeoj.I•
ed
It s* io.imiu people took part in tie- ovation,
spn
it ;
was tin: inosi heart welcome ever "\triidcd to i
Hy tie* annual a nil-linen! of t he ml at ies ..f
The lommit- i ostmastt i' jiisf completed by the post office
any l-ei-son in this commune;.
department, tie* saiary of tie postmaster at
t'-e of reception was made up irresjiect i\el
]>arti. s. : ii< i.x-Mnyorsu: hoih hie* being tin- AuiriMa. is in< !• used from >J.luu to sd.-joo.
In the >h:iw Him! !»»•)>'
A^si-m- Wyeas n
sut t
nee wa*
ntirely r< pn-*emati\embracing all man in Hoston has filed his aeeoimt in tin*
court.
He
has
r-. reived the sum of
supreme
and
all
interests.
parties
.<1
tih-l.ss. i,;is paid out ill tin execution of
In pa t ein
wcr«read from Senator Fr\<
bis trust sT;>;’».bT'.'.hs. and lias renininlnir in his
and < ougj-—mail Dinghy n gri tting iln ir inhands.
STutl.nsJ.Uo.
forced absence.
I iie missionary bria Mornimr Star, own d by
i.i wish in. .June l*;.
Mr. Blaine hM< tided the t'ie < 'omrrerra:
ional Mtmliv school scholar-, has
( omiiH-in-. iin ut e.\i p-i>es in Musie Mali in the
been wrecked at Ki«-:•
in the l’a. itie.
No
'mu niiig.
Al 'J p. ui. the < oihim ir m- id dinives wi re Inst,
a n« \v vessel for the Mission\a d in <;> mnasitim 11all. when- covner wa* s(
ary society, having auxiliary steam power, is on
ers were laid for :»7-V
lbesid- nt Cheney called the stocks
at Hath.
the company loonier and said: The honor of
"p« eimi ns of quartz rock foun i upon \. \.
tui >:ad i* the hoimr ;>>-d.i
! will introduce
r.urleiirh’s pr« mi'cs on ldeasant stu-q. Houl.:
His]
ton, are pronounced of tin.' s.am
formation as
< o\. Hoi lie said:
Mr. I’p-sideir, and friem!*
found in < alifornia. say. the Pioneer. ltn
1 am yej v happy
he In re to-day. 1 am aware
specimen -in-ws -old ;ts lunre over as a pea.
that the little demonstration which v >u have TIkt*
is also copper in the rock.
made is not personal in it- •-hara.-ter, hut i* dmj The committee of tin* Kc^inc-nul A>-»eiato lie position that 1 u-'-iip).
1 congratulate
tion of" tli- si h. mil and litli Main Ue-riiu-nts
OUT e XC I<-i-Is !
yoi: Upon the siieeessflll issue of
lield a ni' ciiny in L*wiston. Tuesday. Hon. .1.
Th
to\eruor
of
the
-uni
spoke
to-day.
great
< i. Smith. S e ret
ary of Slate, i- I’lVsid-nt >f
'* ai i- d p-viiMr- of the S:aP and the
great fut- j tie A'soeialion and was
pies.an. I» w:i< •!(nre before it.
He p-feiT'-d to the grand work
« id* d to hold tin
annual n union at Lake Audote- by our eommon *-h.»oi*. ..ur free high Inn n.
An-iist ish.
s.-Jiools and our college*, and congi adulated
Hales upon its nob!.- record.
In referring to
The Republican National Committee,
tie- future prosperity of Maine, he spoke of the
pa**agc of tin s lipping hill, through the efn.
i-'.
junks ok jt.wsyi.yawa m,i:< iki»
fort*
of two di*tingi isln-d
Lcwistoninn*.
< II AlitM A N
AND
SA.Ml II.
1 !>>]
j. I \
of
i<ir<-at applause.] Hi* Kx<-« llency proee. ded
d.nm;
ri»,: 1 ski hi: v t: v.
t"-peak of his recent trip through the W*. *\
and of the many Maim- men he met there. "It
'idle li-publi'an Nation:.! ( mtuit11-< in
wa* a notable fasaid lie. "that without re- -i"ii at N'*\\ 'fork. Tiiursday,
! * • th*' folgard to political tie*, all f th.-in <!• sir-- the e;«— lowing officers: Chairman. U. I-'. Jones of
al on of our Maine Stab-*inan and scholar by
Seer: tary.
s .mm
Fessenden of
Pillsbuiy:
1 onneet ieut: and The
tic- Uepuiiiieaii uoiniuaiioii fur the Bn
dein-y
oi low inir executive committee:
J.
ami
H.
TTn(iovernor
Uati'ee.
’..iorado:
[I.eud
.1.
prolonged applause.
New.
concluded hi* address by commending to the Indiana: J. M. Mason. West Virsriuia: J. M.
graduates of Bate* t he *-<- »! iiip-ni of He epitaph Haynes. Maim*: W \V. rapo. Massachusetts:
on iin* tomb of Win. H.
>- yard
**He Was !-• Sanderson. W isconsin: s ii. Likins. New
Fai hful.”
Mexico; (». A. Hobart. New Jirsey: (bor^e
t rolll HoU.
I -el e)
I'.oUtelle till! 1* II. W. Hooker. Vermont: Jolui lb Lawson, New
Vork:
H. W
Walla, e Were read.
Humphrey. North ( arollna;
lh-v. A. M. lleaih. of N.-w Bedford. Mas*., Frank S. Hjair. Virginia; Powell ciaytoti.
Arkansas: I rank Morey. Louisiana; A. L.
sp" e- brietly. and in th<- course oi iii* remark*
• onm
r. nhio; John
I’. Sanborn. Michigan:
made a Jim- allusion to the presence of Mr.
( iiiireh Howe. Nebraska ; I M ils
L-land. jr..
Bla im. lb- wa* the ri*ing *!ar when I camKansas; John II. Lynch. M ts-jssj j,j,j; J S.
into political convention* :t- lie i* to-day the*
<
Iowa:
iarkson,
In
J.
ri*ing star. 1 came Tom the good uid State of
Layton. 1). ntwan-: I-.,
Mas* ichusCtts. You have heard it said that the il. lioilius. Nb w Hampshire. Also the following tin nice committ* < : H.
1 ha I.-- atniospher- is d* cidediy cool,
perliaps Havis. John I), i.awson. 1 >.\1 Jones. Horace
i.I T. Little. W.
it i* : hut ii i* no n«\v thingthat tin-resiioiild be
<
W
e
rape. la. II. il !l:iis. Jan,' A. (iradv and
an
ist wind in Boston.
I Laughter.J
1 want
ib or-, W. Hooker.
you to leiin-niber that there are currents and
1 be pennanen: chairman then read a brief
counter currents.
The sp< akcr said lie felt
c.-iiP ! nt th;.' Mr. Ba.ine would earn Massa- address from manuscript in which, after r<*turiumr thunk- tor tic*
chusetts.
distinguished honor
eonf.-nvd upon him. In* -aid: **l! is
my -ood
lev. W. II. HoU'-n. H. l».. of Mi-ldlebury,
fortune to have known Mr. Hl-tbie inlimatelv
Ma*•.. formerly of Lewiston, was deal upon. "• er
I have watched hi< career
ars.
thirty
y<
Ill
lid
M.i-*a 'hu*i 11 ha heel! ca bed a doll blduring that time with unusual interest and 1
it fu State.
have never known any one
:e*tuahdby purer
ful wild her it will grvi Mr. Blaine twenty,
inotiv•
or «rn\n*»rd
by a liiprii- r standard of
thou-aml major.!).
< beer*
thbiy, or for
tnoi-tls.
Hi- lofty pairiotism and
splendid
and e{.plan*.-.j
:ib11:iie» are
r«r .-iii/i d
and a-knowdedumd
Hr. * m m
nit rod in-id Mr. Blaim- a* one who
everywhere. He
always on jp. Aimrican
h-'-! hc"ti a tru-iee of the college for t \\
uty-t wo >5’h‘ ot e \erv question. Tliese virtues and
Mr. Blaine wa* received with a perfect t lies, accomplishments account for his \yoiid« r>''!:r*.
hurl'!, a lie >>l applause which lasted *e\
al min- tul ma-neiism and for his nearness t<» ijje
utes.
:" a!'ts
*t the American people.
I have not the
h°nor of a personal acquaintance with (b n.
MU. M.AlN'K's SPKIX'II.
I.oirtm: but who in this broad land does not
know of Ins ni irrniti -»-nt reconi :i* a soldier
A- sim.i;
was restored Mr. Blaine
qiinin
I :hank you very sincerely, Mr. Presi- .md Itrai.d career as a statesman? 'I’iio demo'•taiic party
must i>e held to
dent. I'.r introducing tie to the-c kind fricndr*cord • ti free
•niiplv as one o| your trustees- ,'.,t it i.. mil} in ttafl" and tariff for revenue only. Too many
'•V|who
rciuenihcr
tin* hmiruishinir trade.
Ui:d rapacity that 1 am v it It vou to-daial- >rI
though speaking ot me in other relations ot "1 *• n)]»I• *\ nn nt :m<l poor wages, burning of
u aC no
Ido. tu> sanguine eirrieal fra iei> front .Massa- •■"M* in I If w. M fr fii.' l iM an-e
'ber ;.sr !■ ir it under tin* d-mooi-atie duniinachusetts on my right and left have certainlv
l!"u. !<» \
for a rally which threatens a ivmade good attempts to test nn rnpueitv for
1
iilu'ljing.
,ir." ”f Hud eonditi<in of affairs. Our people
The
I.aitgiih r and tppluuse.
lung let in ot years to whieli Hr. ( lirnrv aliitd- believe ihat 1* ;: c * 11 lit»! V pl'o-p.-rous times up
aUalna!*!' in tbi- o.imin
I. have not passed- a single one of "them
11m* working da-n-k. claim and demand they shall
e-1"■ ia:
without my taking in some form, active or
continue
to
leave
!};.• opportunity to cant Mich
j a-'ive. 1 profound interest in litis institution;
ami to these young men and women now going wages a- will enable them to live a- American
itiz.cn- should live.
With such candidates and
forth hearing its diploma, 1 wish to say Imw it
aa- that nn interest vva\cited in favor >>f such principles as -,t form in our platform
-noce»
is
a-uivd.
litis institution,
it was simply in cause of the
Victory will he mil's in
Novemhi r a- surel\ as the sun will ble>- u<
tremendous
energy tiud undying faith of
with
hliiih?.**
Dr.
tioney in its beginning.
[Applau-r.j 1
Tii<- exreulivc committee organized
was then
do years ago) bat 2-1 tear- of age,
perman, t«nv. elcetmg
and I eo-o|ierated vvitn him in a liumhlc wav iti
\-Senator (’halfec ehairmm
and (ieorge W. Hooker
seen ring 1 he lir.st endow met it from the State of
!’. I'.
secretary.
.Maine.
The result Wits worth a great deal Jones is chairman of the finance ‘committee
and Mr. Hooker d secretary.
more tome than the .215.000 endowment was
Adjournment
was taken
to hint, for it taught me the value of
subject to a call‘of th.-'chairman.
perseverIt was decided to
attee.
I don t bohe\,. another man, or a whole
occupy the new h.-adqiiaricrs
at 212 .nh Avenue
of
men
immediate];*.
regiment
[InuglilcrJ between the New
The executive commit!-■<*
delegated full
Hampshire litn and the < anadian bonier, could
to a sub-committee to act
have wrung 1.5110 emits out of that
during recess
legislature, power
of
Messrs,
consis'ing
and
laughter
Likins
i'bailee,
and Ho[hi'-at
applattsi j But lie .lid it.
and lie hail my sincere and humble help lor I bart. It is understood that tlic.-e three gentlemen
will
was then a member of the third branch.
supplement the work of tin* chairman
I was
doing what those young men there (pointing to on the acti \ e organizing and working force of
tin- committee.
At tin- met ting of this subthe reporters) are doing now
I
[Laughter.]
it was resolved t*» add to it> memwots reporting very poor
speeches fora nevv>- committee,
M-sis. Conger of Ohio and Clarkson
bership
paper. [Tumultuous laughter.] And I appro- !
elate the fact that I constantly had the ear of j «d Iowa to have more e.-pccially the can* of the
legislators, who were of course anxious to ap- committee and the party's work in tin- Western
pear better in the next morning’s paper titan Mates.
At the afternoon session .Secretary
on the floor.
Fessenden
[Laughter.] Dr. Cheney realized that 1 had certain eommauding avenues of read a communication from the Young Mm’s
influence.
His perseverance struck me as i(‘publican club of \- w York city suggesting
that the club would lx* able to contribute to
st rough as it did others, and I was afraid sometimes to look down the street lest 1 might see the election of the republican candidate in
November.
him coining.
[Laughter.] When I heard him
pounding my ulil fashioned knocker, of an I -Senator Chaffee reported in behalf of the
to select headquarters in New
evening, I knew it meant a trip thiougli tin- !1 sub-committee
boarding-houses, interviewing members,' and a York city that No. 242 Fifth avenue could he
hal'd night's work. He combined faith and -ecured. The report was accepted and the subworks, as this new man on my left (Camp- ! committee instructed to consummate the arrangements for that house.
nn cling John Alien) who is now
struggling to
The committee then
enter the ministry, will testify, are the foumlaadjourned subject to tincall
of the chairman and a
lion of Christianity. [Tremendous laughter.] !
meeting of the executive
committee
was
held in the same room.
i have not been here for many
years, hut 1
remember very well the last time i was here.
Dr. Cheney asked me to say something
The Amendment Campaign.
pertinent to titoccasion.
I remember a lit'le anecTo tiik Fditou of Tin: JoritN.v.1,: Last Saturdote whieli I told then, and which seemed to
produce good results, and 1 will repeat it now. day night I had the privilege of attending a temAn Luglish mother was teaching her son
gym- perance meeting held under the auspices of Rescue
nastic-. He made several vain attempts to go lodge, I. <). of <L T. fur the
discussion and support
over the liars.
At last she exclaimed "John of the
prohibitory amendment, i supposed, of
Tillery 'obljs. if you put your heart hover those
bars, your legs will follow.” [Laughter.i The course, that all the members of the lodge, especialhearing of this story lies in the application of ly the officers, were decidedly in favor of the
it, and 1 think several subscriptions followed it amendment, but was surprised to find that all were
When I told it before. I am grateful for the not. At least, when one of the
principal officers
opportunity of being here. I am grateful for ot the society states that “the
prohibitory amenda friendship of
thirty y ears between your hon- ment is a
fraud, and that lie believes in a high liored president and myself. ] am grateful for
ibe accomplishment of his work. He lias been cense,” I think l have good reasons for the statelaboring for the elevation and advancement of ment. Now I do not think these are the kind of
a great religious
body, and not merely fur a meetings to be held for the advancement ol' the
new college.
Jlc has been abundantly bli ssed:
and in thanking you for your kind attention, 1 “cause.” What we need in this place in order to
know you will join me in the wish that his last carry the amendment are aide speakers, who tin- 1
days may he his happiest days. [Great ap- de.rstand the question thoroughly, the meetings to
be held in some place large enough to accommoplause.
Dennis J. Calahau, Bates ’7(> made an elo- date all those who would like to attend. Without
quent appeal for the institution. He spoke at this is done the amendment will meet with decided
length of the admirable work done by the col- opposition here this fall. As for my position, I
lege. No royal highway exists to the high will state here that I am for the
amendment first,
places in the nation. Tlie way of destruction last and
every time. Not that I believe it will aid I
and honors are before you all." The opportunities of the future. The same efforts that have much in suppressing the liquor traffic, but 1 believe 1
raised others may raise you.
that with its rejection comes the annihilation of \
the
law, as I understand it. There is 1
it. F. Johonnett,’75, spoke briefly. I have one prohibitory
thing certain. It can do no harm. It may do
never so fully realized as to-day the
lint
and
it
it
does
not pass, temperance in Maine :
power
good,
influence exerted by this little college.
will receive a harder blow than it has ever before
Hev. Dr. Westwood said the closing words received. And every man (if he be a true temperof the occasion. Dr. Westwood said that he ance man) whether he be a Republican, Democrat,
had done the liest he could to remedy the over- or (ireenbacker, will do all in his power for the
of ti»e amendment next September.
sight of his parents in not being bot h in Maine, support
Morrill, July 1st, 1884.
SUBSCHIHEU.
by moving here. lie had appointed himself a
delegate to Maine from Maryland and John
The discovery oi Atiiloimiohos as a specific for
Institute.
I
Hopkins
represent to-day the State
and Neuralgia was not an accident,
of Maryland. In everything Maryland is with Rheumatism
but the result of inquiry into his own case,
by a !
you, except one, perhaps, and in that thing she gentleman of wealth,
leisure and scientific accomis with you if site lias votes
enough (applause,
plishment, who had been long a victim of Rlicuma- 1
Maryland was one of the loyal states, loyal be- tism. Ilis own cure proved his theories as to tlx*
nature of the disease, and the merits of Atulocause she bad to be.
[Laughter.]
J’lioitos as a specific for it.
Then his friends tried
Mr. Blaine—Forced to volunteer?
Dr. Westwood—Yes "forced to volunteer,” it, and their friends. And so the circle widened,
till now Atiiloi*iiouo8 is recognized in
that’s about it.
every state
as the surest remedy for Rheumatism and NeuralThe exercises closed with the doxologv.
gia that lias ever been discovered.
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Politicians.

Gen. Henderson on his return to Washington
from Augusta said that he found Mr. Blaine in
tine spirits and confident of the future. He
added: “In my opinion Mr. Blaine will receive
a larger majority in Maine than it has given for
a
Republican candidate for twenty years.
First. Blaine will get the votes of people who
wouldn't have voted for him but for the opposition of a certain class of so-called Republicans; second, he will capture most of the Irish
vote; and third. I believe there will be some
curious combinations, which will result in his
favor.'*
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that of Hon. Thomas llilev, of Boston, who
said:
it has become fashionable lately for certain
people and certain journals to sneer at the
ticket recently nominated at Chicago by the
Republican party. fA voice “No, no!’] 1
believe that the showman Barnum claims to be
ruuuiug the only moral show on earth. I believe Mr. Barnum claims that this show is the
greatest moral show on earth, because ministers and good people go there.
[Derisive
laughter.] But an independent journal in the
city of Boston. I think, has recently organized
another moral show and exhibited ir at the
Meionaon. [Laughter.] But let me tell you
that, while on the one baud Barnum has his
•lumbo, and the Boston Herald on the othei
hand has its (it orge William Curtis and its Col.
Cod man, the ticket nominated at
Chicago recently is not to be sneezed at, aud so I say that,
when the Democratic party goes to Chicago
week after next it need nolexpeet to ha\<• a
walkover, no matter who is nominated. [A
voice.
Phut's so.*'] 'Phe people are sick and
Bred of having at the head of uhairs men like
the one that Mr. Beecher not
long ago designat-
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ed

poultice upon the body politic.
[Cheers ami applause.] The limes are ripe for
a
strong, brainy man, who believes that this
country has a destiny, and a man who believe*,
also that every third or fourth rate
Luropi an
power should not be allowed to send across tinwater and snub and insult u> when ii >. e> lit
to do *<>.
[Prolonged applause], and then
have :he snub and the insult pocketed by some

RUF.I. ROCKLAND OPINION.

1

cut ion for

a

system

of

swindling through

the

mail", and obtaining money from friends on
fa!"*' pi'-tcnees. It Is on the testimony of such
roirut" that Mr. Blaine Is assailed—the allegation" *»f men without character or any claim to
cr< di?.
Our neighbor does Mr. Blaine good
M-rvice to lvncw the old matter, thereby giving
id an opportunity to show up the ground upon
which di>tiTi.*t of Mr. Blaine rests.
[Free
ITt s*.
I’i.AlSTKD 8

CAMPAIGN

FOR PRKsI

JAMES C.
of

BLAINE,

maim:.;

FOB VICK

j

PRESIDENT,

JOHN a.
FOR

G<

Summer

'veil and the crop of summer visitors, whi- h of
late has come to the front as a source of re venue, bids far to exceed that of
any fonni r season.
The advance guard are already in pos—
'■ssion of the seaside cottages, and a* these line*
are written hundreds are
preparing to leave
the crowded cities in tim to escape the noisy

ROBIE,

OF GORHAM.

■

A

COMPARISON

"1

THE GI'UERNATORIA 1. VOTE

FOR l’RKSI I > I! N 1' IA I.
at

Kl.I.i TORS

Large,

JOHN S. ( A Si;, of Rockland.
WESTON F. MIKKIKKN, ..f Portland,
Fir.-t District.( HARKKs M. MiMN.
Second District.t. <. RICHARDSON.
Third District.\BNKK < OBI R.V
Fourth District.C. F. A. Johnson.
FOR RKFUFsIiNI VTIVFS

demonstrations of July 1th. Aside from tlm
hospitable '*ourtesies which should everywhere
prevail it behove* us to extend a hearty wel-

TO CONMilNS

American

President

and

Policy.

The dude organs arc endeavoring t«» frighten
the people by telling them that if Mr. Blaine is
elected President lit will plunge this country
into a foreign war. if they expect to ensure
Mr. Blaine’s defeat by such talk as this they
arc greatly mistaken.
’Hie American people
do not scare worth a cent. When the popula-

in

unanimously adopted by a living vote:
Resolved, That this convention instruct its
—

Senators to use the best efforts to
rnr< the establishment of an
experiment stalion. a liberal appropriation
therefor, and to
u%»’e\<*ry ii)''a«ure in their power to promote
and advance tin* interests of agriculture.
The county committee is as follows: J. W.
Chase, of Align-‘a, F. W. Atwood, of lMttston.
( ornish. ,if W inslow, and J.
W. s. llewnomine'

*•

11. of 1

*

for

ayette.
WI! \ I

Hon. I

IIIK

PAPERS SAY.

Reed nviis acc rd«*d a perfect ova'• :u,i at the Cortland
rally. Saturday night. It
was one of (he straws which show
which wav
1
wind blows. 11c Nvill be re-elected
by a
increased majority. [Biddeford Journal.
larg"
It Mr. Blaine i' elected President, we belii ve
tie ie will lie lev- liquor used round the White
House, than there has beer, for the last few
\< ar-.
JI. is not a liquor guzzler, much to his
‘■tedit. [Gardiner Home Journal.
The Boston Advertiser. since 1t left the Republican party. Is proving the truth, of the
maxim,—“The descent to hell is easy." It can
misrepresent facts as glibly, and Nvander from
the truth as Nvidely as anv Democratic
organ in
t in- land,
f Bat h Time-.
I In- Ar^us fcrls n ^ood deal of
anxiety in re-':inl to iIn-s|/,. ,,f tho Republican
majority in
Ibis Slate in September. So do all tin- HcmoI'aN.
In fuel anxiety on tbe
subject is entirely
confin' d to tin- 1 temoi raey.
[Portland Press.'
W ii.tt is tlio use of a Prohibition
party? Genii d Neal Dow will
support tiie Republican na'Oiml ticket this year as lie did tbe
Republican
M M'' ticket two
years ago, and tbe reasons
" liich be gin s for his course leaves
no footing
fora Prohibition party. [Portland Advertiser.
I he

B.

home ok the next president.

A good story is told of a
pompous school
"inmiltcc .man not a thousand miles from
Iiitc, who i- a blatant detainer of James G.

ISInii,'-. In •■examining" a school, he asked,
'A\ bat is tbe city of
Augusta?" when a wideawake little chap shot up bis
rigid baud in tiie
air. and giving it a comprehensive wave,shouted. "Tin borne of the next President.” The
committee man Hushed, and said that remained
ill be proved.
[Rockland Free Press.
DEMOCRATIC DELEGATES I'OR CHICAGO.
'I'll" Maine delegation to tbe Democratic eonvf'».I at
ilieago will leave Maine for Boston
nil the Fourth of July to
join other New Kngitiiid delegates who will leave that
city on the
evening of that tiav. Several prominent Democrats will accompany the
delegation.
THIRD DISTRICT DEMOCRATS.

The Democrats of the third district in convention at Walervllle, Wednesday, June goth,
clios" Benj. Bunker of Fairfield as
delegate to
Chicago and M. Gilbert of Watervllle alternate.
The convention expressed a strong
preference
for Gov. Cleveland.

eon-

as

a

summer resort

mom

can

tiie lungs and which revives the appetite and
up the whole system. Then, is there not

brain food to be drawn from the cool depths
which the breezes play, the e\er changing

over

beauti''* of the sea and sky to delight the eye.
the wash of wave* on sandy beaeh or dash of
spray on rock-bound coast to sound tla praise
of tlii* summer haunt,
lint ail this i> .-.n old
to those who have summered in Maine.
I’o those who have not, we would say. r.nne
and see us.

sto»*y

interest of

withdraw his name.
harmony
Of Col. Cray, the nominee, an Indianapolis
11. was a Ic puMi.-an up to
despatch says:
1*72. when he left the party because of failure
to be nominated either for a state office or for
Congress, in Tom Brown's ilistrict. wliere e
lives. He is a man of narrow views, cold, calculating. sellish to the las! degree, with little
cordiality of manner, and only an average
speaker either in matter or manner.v (Jen.
the

to

**

Mattson,

candidate for (Jovernor, was nominated for Lieut. (Jovernor, hut lie was wrv
sore over his defeat for the lirst
place- and in
his speech said he thought a soldier of two
a

proposed peace conference

should have been treated with more consideration ilia Democratic convention, but if

nations in

tii-y

wars

of South American
and kindred matters,
his reference to the foreign po icy of the liarlield administration in his memorial address,
his fuller explanation of it in a letter published

Washington,

Chicago periodical, sept. ls>2, and his
ideas concerning our foreign p< 1 i<*\ as expressed in his book, ••'Twenty years i ; Congress," all
in

a

show that Air. Blaine’s purpose i> and iia> been
to secure closer relations with uur eoutimntal
neighbors with the commercial advantage* that
would naturally follow such
relationship.

people

he

want

House Mexican bill, with
Cullom's bill
to I’nion
( hainnan of the Pensions (
that the Dili Ms passed will

no

an

Prophecy.

1

V mini it tee,

entail

an

.■-• mi;.

News

Hired girls
To

and in demand In this

arc scarce

morrow

is the

day

the

The Mount Waldo Granite
quarry men, and

quite

cent.

one

Samuel Norton’s team was run Into on High
by Frost & Beckett’s team one day last week,
and Mr. Norton was slightly injured.

celebrate

party of stone cutters will make an excursion
across the bay to Bluehill in steamer
Acadia, returning Monday. The little steamer in
the meantime will take a party from Bluehill to
Ellsworth, and from thence to Bar Harbor.

director.

A dividend of

Mr. Fred
book

j:.

find

can

how

out

oj

count

on

taxes extend-

t

enquiring

an

they owe

much

ilege of living in Belfast.

county < harlcs M. Herrin, a promDemocrat of Iluniton. now deceased,
wrote a raiislk personal letter to General
Plaisted, which appeared in the Democratic
papers, charging him as the author of the ciruiar. and denouncing it in unmeasured terms.
lo that charge Plaisted made no
reply.
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Complaint has boon made by citizens who live at
l pper Bridge, Belfast, that young men, not
boys, go in bathing ftom the pier* of the bridge in
n perfectj\ men- -'.ate.
They ask that if the per.
son-- nr
destitute >*f common decency i- to per
the
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si«t in tills practice, if the authorities will not inter
lore,
t ity
Marshal Cates has been instructed t<»
look into tnc matter and arrest* will be made if the
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The speakers were at their best, the audience appreciative and attentive, and of Mr. Patterson,
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The boarding bouse connected with the E. M. (
Seminary, at Bueksport, Me., will be open from
July 10 to Aug. 20 for summer boarders. The
Berlitz School of Modern Languages, of Boston, is
forming classes for a summer course and has engaged rooms and board at this place.
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Win. Crosby, of this city, served new potatoes on
Sunday, which he raised in his garden. Our city
gardens are looking well.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Waterman, of Belfast, have
There Is much activity in cottage and road build
to Worcester, Mass., where they will take
lug at Hughe’s Point, Islesboro, and it is expected gone
charge of the kitchen of one <>f the state Institua large number of
will
there
the
!
people
sojourn
tions.
coming season.
Work in excavating the cellar for the new skating
The Waldoboro News speak in complimentary
rink on Main street began last week. Street Comterms of the Lake House, East Jefferson. Mr.
missioner Wilson is removing the earth and placing
Brown, the landlord, was formerly of the hotel at
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Argus and tin• Kennebec Joiirnai of Tuesday morning published
special dispatches from New 'lurk to which may be
applied the stereotypi d phrase, “important if
1 ru•.*.
In brief the story Is that a e nferenee
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The steamer Acadia took an excursion party of
forty-five persons from this city to Ryder’s Cove,
Islesboro, on Sunday last.

eriticisin at a meeting of the State Committee at Mr. Blaine's house after it appeared
and that it was the almost universal
opinion of
•he members of the committee that it was unealkd lor and unfair, as Mr.
Madigan was
known to be a very liberal man in
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To-morrow is the National anniversary—July Rli.
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the Journal free to those who write for them with
view to subscribing.
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member <»t the Maine Republican Committee
lor several years. Including TSTo,
has also
cal!.,! the Journal’s attention to the fact
that the Madigan circular was the subject

r>.

and

We will send

a

Journal that when be saw he had the evidence
in liis hands to refute the story that the Madigan circulars were sent from Mr. Blaine’s home
by express he felt it to be his duty to give it to
the public.
His books show that the circulars
in question were printed in Bangor, mailed to
the towns in Plaisted’s district on orders forwarded by him or his campaign managers, and
the postage prepaid by the printer.
XV.
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Everything green is being attaek»*d I y the
army worm in some of the western conn1 '•■- of
Massiiehusetts. [Boston Transcript.
Tl.e Boston dudes can safely veutuia >a that

National Conventions.
The statements as to the relative strength of
the several candidates were surpri*ingly accurate.
Mr. Maine's position and candidacy
two

section, however. They would turn
stomach of an army worm.

e\"ii

the

truthfully stated as if the hook had just
been written. In the proceedings given of the
National Convention in this book. Mr. Maine
is nominated on the second ballot by a vote of

Boston Journal seems to expect that these
editors should be consistent m their lit -. but
perhaps that is expecting too much.

Chicago ho was nominat'd on the
fourth ballot by a vote of 541. Thi* i> pretty
good guessing. 'The pamphlet gives also a
pretty accurate sketch of the Chicago platform.
We doubt if the pamphlet is as net urate in its
al

Mr. E. A. 'Torrens has been in town for a
da\ or two and says be means to >p< mi part of
tb< summer here,
[Watorvillc N-ntinel.
Perhaps the “Professor” will have rime to
attend it) a little matter of business in whirh
this office is interested.

forecast of tin* Democratic National Convention. It gives the nomination to Beni. i\
Butler on the 4th ballot, and describe* tin- exciting scenes which followed tin* announcement by the chair.
“One of tin* Alabama delegates, who had evidently lo*t his head, jumped
on the platform and shouted:
‘Southern delegates who protest against this outrage follow
me.’ Half a dozen rose to their feet, but a
mighty shout of ‘Shame! Traitors!' from the

The Boston Advertiser ought t<) assess its
stork-holders and employ an editor wh<> knows
something. The ignorance of the pre- id editor is only equalled by bis malice, and tiepaper incurs the contempt of ail intelligent and
fairminded persons.
W e haven't heard from Capt. Codmau since
the defeat of the free ship scheme, but it ballad a serious elfeet on the editor of the Brunswick Telegraph, who ought not to be allowed
to

stand by the ‘Saviour of MassaDemocracy
Neal Dow, the temperance leader of Maine, ! chusetts/ ”etc. As to that we shall see—next
will stump Kansas for Blaine.
Blaine and Logan clubs have been formed In week.
nearly all the cities and larger towns of Maine.
A [line cone, with tbe
Independent Journalism.
iu-cription “The
woods are lull of 'em,” is the Blaine badge in
The Boston Herald of Saturday morning say*
Maine.
Republican headquarters in Augusta, will editorially : “Ex-Governor Plaistcd has given
is- at Mconlau Hail
during tbe campaign. A his word to the Portland Argus that Mr. Maine
reading room lias been opened at tbe Hall.
wrote the notorious Madigan circular, used in
1 here comes a report from Lincoln
county,
that ibe Greeubackers, tiie chief of whom
is the 4th Maine district in 1S75, and that he saw
lion. Isaac T. Hobson, will vote with Ibe Rehim write it.” The Herald publishes this
publicans this year.
Two mammoth portraits on canvass of Blaine statement with a full knowledge of its falsity.
and Logan were brought to
Augusta by the A despatch from tie* Herald's Augusta correcommittee to notify Mr. Blaine of his nomination, and presented to the Blaine club of that spondent, published some days earlier, containcity. They were completed in Boston, and are ed what purported to be a history of this cirvety accurate and faithful portraits.
cular and included an interview with Plaistcd
No date can be definitely decided
upon for iu which, among other things, he denied
having
the
opening
Republican campaign until after
Congress adjourns, but it mav be stated that seen Mr. Blaine write the circular. And in his
when the campaign opens it will be with
heavy paper, the New Age, of last week, Plaistcd
guns all along the line, in tiie four principal
“It is not true that we ever said we
cities, Portland, Lewiston, Augusta and Ban- says:
gor. at the same time. This will be the signal saw Mr. Blaine write the circular as stated.”
and the formal opening of an active,
vigorous In the face of these denials the Herald reiterand successful campaign.
ates its slanderous assertions. This is dirty
business. A man capable of resort to such
Form and Feature,
weapons would not hesitate to steal the coppers
l nless associated with good teeth, are shorn of half
the attractions they nmy otherwise possess. Bear- from the eyes of a corpse or to snatch the
ing this fad in mind, use SOZODONT, which will bread from the mouth of a starving person.
prevent your teeth from losing their whiteness,
This is a specimen of the reform the Herald
nnd will render them spotless if
specked and diacull,red. The tint and Hardness of coral are im.
preaches and of so-called independent journalto
the
this
parted
gums by
incomparable preservaIt is enough to pul the Police Gazette to
tive and beautifying agent, and the breath is ism.
rendered fragrant ns honeysuckle by Its use. It is the
and to excite 'the contempt of a
blush,
safe, besides being effective. Sold by druggists.
Indian.
to

run

at

large without

a

muzzle.

Boston

Our September election will be looked forward to with interest by the voters of other
Stales, and rousing majorities here will have
their effect throughout the country.
Col. W. IE Stinson, master of the New
Hampshire State Grange is a pronounced Blaine
man and has a Blaiue and Bogan llag at his
residence in Dunbarton, X. 11.
Buck has been cartooning a man who holds
an unpaid due bill for money loaned one of it>

proprietors before lie became rich by lampooning his betters.
We want big majorities all along the line in
Maine this year. To that end the most popular
and acceptable candidates must be selected for
local offices.
Of the readers of. the New York 'Times in

Bridgeport, CB, 50 per cent, have given it up
since it changed its polities and now take the
Tribune.
riaisted’s disclosures concerning the Madicircular have hurt Blaisted more than any
one else—if it. is possible to spoil a bad egg.

gan

Digger

It is wonderful, considering their opportuniGreat complaints of tbe scarcity of $1 and $2
bills are constantly made to the Treasury De- ties, that all editors do not become rich. For
Treasurer
Wvman promises to’have
partment.
example a Colorado weekly, price $2 per year,
next week about $l.fXX),000 in these denominations ready for distribution. He would have offers to exchange with the Journal if we will
more printed, by
withdrawing large denomina- give it $15 worth of advertising, and we are
tions and reissuing them, but the
appropriation flattered by the statement that this magnificent
for that purpose is exhausted.
offer is “made to hut a limited selection of papers.” Then, for one dollar’s worth of adver
medicines
now on the market owe what
Many
virtue tiiey possess to tbe presence of powerful tising we are promised a picture the retail
ami poisonous drugs. Hunt's [Kidney and
Liver] price of which is 25 cents. Our waste basket
Remedy is purely vegetable and will not Injure the
is filled two or three times a week with like offeeblest and most delicate person.
fers, which modesty and a determination not
M. de Lesseps thinks the Nicaraugua canal to attain riches at the expense of others forbid j
would be a fresh water feeder to the Panama us to accept.
witli regard to which he has no possible rivalry
to fear.
Blaine and Logan stock is rising.
\

j

The Democratic Cincinnati Enquirer says:
“The Independents ought to buy a custard pie
and a lemon and then go on a picnic.”
Butler will send two or three carloads of
henchmen to Chicago at his own expense to
whoop up his candidacy.
The November election will take

care

of

itself, but in September Maine Republicans
should put their best foot foremost.
The

shipping bill went into effect, on
Tuesday. A summary of the measure is printed on the first page.
a

new

The dude of Massachusetts and New York is
out West.
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Death

Beila-i

11*“ b'dov.

All

ing bo.trd of directors

were

ill

Mus.

Mr-

i.i.i

Gregory, wife of Re\. T.

lb

t'niversnlist '•iiureb in lid-

elected,

p>

i

u

K«a,s.

wri■.e!i
i.

months ago Mrs.
gave birth |
a ehild, from
which she never entir. Is
v.
d, but the imra.
diate cause of her death is sai 1 to have b, on a lung

tin* same a- la.-t year: 1. M. Boardman,
Knowllon, .lame- >. Ilarriman, W. K. Morispenei \Y. Mathew-, Henry L. Kilgore, t.eo.

A.
in.

E. NVallae.'. Frank IF IMirliain and dairies Baker.
I !ie directors then organized by electing I. M.

trouble. Mr-.
of

-1

years ami lo months.

Gregory

wa- a

where Imr

MG-

Tay lor,

Three

a

i.e.tise

Michigan,
qunintauce. shortly after Mr. Gregory was sen!
In this city lie went to Michigan and was marrbHe arrived in this ity with hi- bride ! m
Ini: sn>: Rios' >('1101)1 s. The spring term of
ear b> Imr I.-at!
Mrtiie graded schools was eompleted Friday. Under just two days less than
their pres* 1;i Undent teachers Hies have been plaeGregory had made many friends both In ami out ot
her
ehureh
circle
her
brief residence m this
ed in a condition which is very satisfactory to citiduring
zens and school officers.
Miss Lillian A. Simmons, city, by her kind disposition and pleasant manners,
ami
win* has taught the grammar school for so
loving attention wa- paid to all her w ard- lurmany
terms, does not rest with the laurels already won, ing her illness. Tile .svmputhy of the eommui.uv
Is
extended to Mr. Gregory, who for Have im-nilibut -li!l continues to advance In the work of educalion. Miss l.dlias V staples finds her experience i has been alternating between hope and fear nn\v
in teaching of much henetit in the Intermediate joyous with renewed hope and then east down by
room.
Willi perhaps the most difficult grade to unfavorable symptoms. Ills cliureh business ami
''"iitrol >he In- -iieeCv'dcd admirably. Order Is her domestic cares have greatly taxed hi- constitution,
amt he will now take a vacation.
means toohtalu school work, Lin*, end in view. Miss
On Saturdnx
Nellie B. Mudgi.lt in the primary room shows what morning funeral services w ere held at the late re-Itraining and constant endeavor will do for a teach- denee of the deceased, Rev. Mr. Williams of the
er tli' re, disproving the common notion that
Methodist cliureh, olli hating.
1’lie remains were
any
>01* can teach a primary school.
We hope that the taken away on the early train for Michigan, .1. W.
present standard of schools and teachers will not Know I ton accompanying the husband -m Ids sorhe lowered.V little pamphlet entitled “School rowful mission. Mrs. Gregory leaves one child a
District vs. Town System of School Management,”
beautiful girl, now in this city.
prepared by the Educational Department at An.
Os Rkceivim; a
Penoilscot salmon.
l.a-l
gusta, is being distributed. We bespeak its careweek a Belfast man express! d a Peiiob.-eot saimoii
lull reading. It shows concisely and conclusively
to his friend, M. M. Reynolds, Ibivisvillo, It. I
tin* Injustice of tlie district system, and gives In
The fish arrived In good shape and wa- greatly en
evidence the testimony of the towns which have
joyed. After filling his stomach with this rain
adopted the town system-The following memof all fishes -Mr. Reynolds was seized
ber* of the (Dammar School, Dlst. No. J, were not food—king
with an inspiration and dashed off the follow ing,
absent during the spring term of eight weeks: EsIi>.animaii, President, and John IF <>ulmb\, Clerk

ai-' ai.

1 f-rmed

her

a

and Treasurer.

v

1

1

sie

Bennett, Lizzie Uoleord, Alice Crocker, Hattie
Cummings, Alice Hiehborn, Tena Jackson, Laura
Marden, Uenie Patterson, Elva Randall, Evie
•Staples, Caddie Thompson.
Monhoi:.

Rain is

very much needed for

all

especially hay. Farmers will begin haying
on Monday after the* 4th.Jefferson Neally Is to
eolleet the taxes in town this year-Forest Rich
is building a stable
Over 400 lbs. of cheese are
made at the factory daily
C. M.Conantls selling
a good many horse rakes and mowing machines
this year—Lots of new buggies and top carriages
have been sold in this section this year....Dr.
John J. Sc wall a graduate of the Medical department of the University of the city of New York,
who conics to us highly recommended, took the
place and practice of Dr. C- F. Atwood Wednesday
crops,

—

—

of this week.

Dr. Atwood wi'l locate at Winter-

Many will he sorry at his leaving Monroe.
trial Justice Court was held Thursday before C. 11. Buzzell, Esq. between two of our most
worthy citizens, John W. Neally against Bradford
Webber, for trespass and damage of the defendant’s
cattle.
Judgment for plaintiff. Defendant appealed.
port.
.\

\hniva

iltoii, Wal i...

j,.,r

t-regory. pa-;..r f the
diy. died -m Frid..y ..!

last week,

aged

"

and

which

was mailed to his friend—
Thou noble, gleaming salmon ! king of fish,
Formed in response to epicurean wish;
Torn from thy element by man’s device,
Thence most ignobly packed in moss and ice;
It was thy fate, though undeserved, poor w ight,
To lie transported both at day and night
Three hundred miles by rail,'when, lo’ my eves
Behold thee with a glance of glad surprise.
Two sureties in thy form 1 see revealed—
Kind friendship’s token, lips forever sealed.
The first thy presence proves, but, did I doubt,
The second pleads all que.-tioniugs to rout.
Well might I prize thee for thy worth alone,
Delicious stranger, yet I fain would own
To rating friendship o’er its gift as high
As bends above the earth a sunny -k\.

Thou stately beauty! could I once unbind
The silence of thy tongue, and seek to find
What thou canst do, unto my strange appeal
Thy answei needs be, "Only grace a meal.”
I’ll ask no secrets of thy river home,
Nor yet of ocean In which thou didst r>am
Ere thy return where dancing waters shine,
Fresh from Penobscot’s hills of spruce and pine.
Perish the thought to question of thy lift*.
As graceful outlines fade ’m ath vandal knife.
Soon thou’lt lie served with garniture to tease,
Twin gents of sea and garden—salmon, peas.
Though Fortune may deny all other things
She here will lay a table lit for kings.
Let health and sweet contentment then unite,
And “good digestion wait on appetite.”
M. M. Reynolds.
Davisville, IL L, June 2t>, 1884.
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Transcript describes the idea
that Andrew Jackson was a protectionist as
“a Democratic jackass skin.”
The editor of
the Transcript is a Democratic, jackass’ kin.
The
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•mke*i if

he
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Ba i.me. in

voices of oOO delegates ami 7000 spectator*,
made them sink back again disgraced and
abashed. Springing to his feet Henry Watterson moved to make the nomination unanimous
and in a ringing speech pledged the Kentucky

Vi!

Hisi*"d-r

!••

It is more charitable to assume thai tin' editors who are opposing Blaine are
lying. Either
Hint or they are lamentably ignorant.
Ei>«•

are as

543; and

the addition of Mr.
soldiers. .Min-li

in the pension pay of ? 12,Jon .000.
1 le
hiil gives the Mexican pensioners who s.-r-<•.[
actually fourteen days in Mexico or on it>
•■oasts or frontier a pension anil gives j. n>ions
to all l niou soldiers sti lie ring from d>abilit\
who served three montli- in the Cuion
army,
he -ivies making more liberal prov isions for
widows.

Sometime last year we received for review a
little pamphlet entitled
*84 A Political Revelation.” The opening chapters gave a review
of the political parties with their record* in
1*83. Succeeding chapters contained lists of
the Republican and Democratic candidates fur
the Presidency, the drift of opinion, and the

proceedings of the

The

ep-.a-e

American 1‘residnt.

Political

was.

T he Mexican pension bill which passed fh
Mate last week passed wit hou; the Inir di
amendment to remove the limitation upon payment of the arrears, and it is snbMantiallv lie

doubt, and. moreover, we believe it will contribute va ry materially to his
election in November next.
The American
can

re

*'

That the American people approved < f Air.
Blaine’s poliev while > civtarv of Stall* and
viewed its abandonment with great regret,
there

satisfied, he

plat form
w a- written
by W. II. Ilogiish and is a fearful
and wonderful production in Due-th. It i<
not otherwise remarkable, but is the same old
M u v.
I he national delegate s are instnieted. to
vote for Joseph L. McDonald as the 1 »• ::
emtio candidate for President.
w

Perfidy.

The true story of the Madigan circular is out
at last, and shows that Mr. Blaine had
nothing
to do with it. and Plaisted a good deal. The
circulars were printed in Bangor by a job
printer now in the same business in Boston,
lie is not a Blaine man, but he tells the Boston

meeling

Tin* Indiana Democracy held tie ir Slat.- .•-.liven! ion last week.
Senator Voorlui s couscnted to run for (Jovernor but was compeii-d in

scribblers, and is negatived by Air. Blaine’s
record, which is open to the world where all
may read it. JI is despatches relating to tic-

NOTES.

ImrT

popularity

to

1

Kennebec countv, in conThursdav, made the folloNving nominations: Senators. Hon. Guo. E.
-;ks. of Augusta. lion. Frank E. Heath. Waicrvidc: Judge of Probate, Henry S. Webster,
Gardiner; Register of Probate. Howard Owen
< i- rk of Court. A. C.
Otis; Countv Attoruev.
W
P. Haines: County Treasurer. Mark Rol!iiG; Sheriff. Charles R. MeFadden. Waterville.
1 lie
following revolutions were offered, and

to

tones

j

I h Republicans of
Nenrion at Augusta.

sojourner.* and

doubt. It lias sites innumerable for lion l> and
cottages, ample communications by land and
water with other parts of the country, and
scenery unequalled elsewhere mi American
shores. There are other advantage* which it
would be tedimi* to enumerate, but elm f of a 1 i
to the debilitated the weary and the malaria
haunted is the invigorating sea air, >o grateful

1S71* aNI) 1882.

THE KENNEBEC REPl HLICANS.

summer

tribute as we can to make their stay pleasant.
1 hey now constitute an element of ] io*pcriiv
not to be ignored.
The summer hotel* and
cottages furnish markets for our farmer* and
employment for our people and tie- money
their occupants expend here penman* \.iv
branch of trade and business.
That the coast of Maine will emitihm- !•.: «,\v

tion of this country was less than three milA' s|1(, a mg the progress of Republican truth
lions tin* War of Independence w as successfulin Maine since the days of the ( omit Out,—the !
ly fought against the most powerful nation of
\ote
of
Maine
for
187b
and 1882 at
fallowing
Europe; and in lspi war was declared against
September elections is of interest
Great Britain in defence of the llag and com,„hfY
lX7b.
Election,
Sijitmerce of the young
Republic. One of tin*
Davis (repub.)
08,1107.
Smith, (iarccion and scattering,
points in dispute was tin* right of search on
OlbSOtt.
Fusion Majority,
s72.
heard of American vessels,and although it is
S> ot.
E’- tu;', 1SS2.
not mentioned in the treaty of Ghent “the
Robie (repub.)
72,481.
bravery and success of the United States navy
All Others,
05,007.
had virtually settled that dispute and no further
Republican Majority.
0,484.
trouble ever arose about It.” Our dearly bought
! he Maine Republicans propose to make a
i’ll ot at least J.iOi) vott*s this
year and give experience in the war of the rebellion, during
R o i lO.ono majority. Such a
majority as that w hich were fought the greatest battb of modwill plainly be tie- biggest practical hurrah for
Blaine that Maine can send to the country. ern times, has given us the material for an
Ret even mail nn ho Nvill vote for Blaine in No- army and navy able to meet any emergencies
vonib.-r. vote for Robie in September.
which may arise.
There U. however, no
Maine state keim hi.p. an association.
reason to apprehend that they will
ever be
/I’bc following officers Nvere on June 24lli j called upon, unless b\ pursuing a cowardly and
lected ’liicers of the Maine State Republican
un-American policy encouragement is given
As-..clarion ot Washington, D. C.: President,
lbut. Win. B. Snell; Vice President. lion. John toofleuccs against our flag and the citizen s it
11. Rice: Secretary, E. J.
Brookings; Cor. Sec- should protect both at homo and abroad. If
rotary. John I. Brown: Treasurer, Capt. John this
country stands upon its rights and main(>. An!d: Executive Committee,
(representing
Nation it can
tie several counties of the State): Ilenrv A. tains its proper dignity as :
Higgins. (’utnherland : Gen. Ellis Spear, Knox ; Htlbrd no pretext for a foreign war, and it is
A. S. Richmond. Kennebec; Horace CR Jacobs,
as much the interest of other nations as of
W a-liingt.m: George E. Corson, York: Gen.
our own to maintain peaceful relations.
"' 'veil,
>o
1
\'.
D.
“sagadahoc;
|b
Stoekbridge.
Gxford; a. H. S. Davis, Franklin: Amos Had- milch for tint phase of the question.
,r.v. Androscoggin : D. W. Lothrop. Soinc-iset;
As for the silly clamor about Alt. Blaine’s
-\ A. Robbins. Rincoln; Levi Rosenbaum, belligerent
"
purposes it has no foundation whatJohn W. Babson, Hancock: John W
1'ioNvn. IVnobscot: Dr. H. X. Howard. Piscat- ever. It is simplv evolved from the inner coni"ini>: Wm. W. Hudson. Aroostook.
sciousness of unscrupulous and un-American
IN

to the*e

come

First District.THOM AS IS. ltFLD.
Second District.NKI.soN DINGI.I
Ju.
Third District.>K i'H L. MI LI J K KN.
Fourth District.(UAHU.s A. BOK I LLLL.
An

Sojourners.

lie hay crop will be less than the average
yi'hl; if the drouth continues both lit Id and,
garden crops will Miller, but fruit promise*

ton

Electors

moral

1

>ykr\<>R,

FREDERICK

CTIUTEAR.

a

LOGAN,

OF 1KKI NOls.

,

as

antediluvian obi lady like Frelinghuy.-en, who
happens to be in the stale department. [Applause and cheer*.] Phe j.pie are sick ami
Bred of that policy, ami. if thev cannot have
tin- right kind of a Democrat to take the exe.-uBvc chair at Washington, they will pronuhiy
do tin- next best
tiling, and vote for the ticket
111 at tin-other side lias nominated.
[Applause.

DKNT,

!

The Washington Correspondent of tlie BosTraveller, in a recent letter to that paper!
va >:
F\-Governor Plaisted charges that Mr. !
Blaine wrote the famous circular which win I
issued in th*- campaign in whieli the c\-gover- 1
nor dcf« at«'«i Mndigan for Congress.
it will he
remembered that this circular was especially
bitter towards the Catholic Church, of which
Muiligan was a member. Whether Mr. Blaine,
who wa- at that time chairman of the Maine ;
Republican State Central Committee, wrote it
*»r not. 1 do not know, but this I do know, that
After Plaisted came to Washington he stated in
th** mo-t po-itive manner that he wrote the cir- :
alar himself, and furthermore, that he ascribed hi> ejection to it and the defeat of Mndigan
more to it than to any other cause.
This is j
susceptible «»f proof and in the midst of the exiMwrnor’s wild assertions it may be as well for
him to stoji a moment and reconcile his two
si iiem**nt«.
It i' not a matter of much conscqa-nee what Plaisted says about Mr. Blaine I
but
In
the interests of strict veracity
anyhow,
j
;■ is
irood
j.lan to remind the ex-governor
that be should try ami keep his memory in bett«
trim. To borrow from the language of the |
-i net. ‘*hc is too brash.”

Plaisted’s

demonstration aud was well at ten deu. Among
the more notable speeches on this occasion was

«

HU*

Boom.

Co.

Journal

Republican

The editor of tin* Opinion is cruel to his own
friend- to rake up the memory of Swan and
Il iiTiiiiMi to impeach the political Integrity of
Mi. Blaine. These rascals were members of
tlic infamous Gnrcelon gang, and from them
'•amo charge* that while the contest was pond- ;
ing. money from Mr. Blaine was offered them
a* a
bribe to thwart the object in which they
were engaged.
It was but a little later that ;
Swan suddenly disappeared from bis seat In
the House of Representatives, and it transpired
that he had fled from the State to avoid prosej

Boston

The Butler boom in Boston was started on
Thursday evening last by a meeting at Fauuel
Iiall of the working non of that city and vicinity. The meeting was solely a workingmen's

“What is the nature of these combinations?”
"Well, here Is one. Butler’s friends are going to Chicago to demand bis nomination at the
hands of the Democrats. Of course, the latter
will not touch him. In this almost certain
contingency Butler may run for Governor, and
ir la does, his influence and that of hts friends
will be thrown in favor of Blaine and agalust
the Democrats. Isn't that human nature?”
“We can carry Yirgluia.
West Virginia.
North < aroliua and Florida I believe can be I
< arried if a
proper effort is made.”
Members of the National Committee who
have arrived here
gay that they are advised that
Mr. Riaiue will withhold his letter of acceptance until after the Democratic platform is ;
published. and that it is very possible that the [
principal points f the letter may be submitted
t" the National Committee when it meets in
New Votk.

1

j

Politics

UKX. HENDERSON SAYS OF MR. BLAINE
AND THE POLITICAL OUTLOOK.

id

I

ready cash, but the hen produces the currency j ing ('fleets of fusion in tin-remarks ..f tlio>»-..iii< i
that provides for the wants of the
family. One j aU who have spoken. If one is elected ny fusion
transaction was .piite amusing. A woman after ! he heroines a Democrat.
D-lford I>urham, of Monroe, .-aid he tn 'i.M d in
inlying a ipiantity of meal, corn, sugar, Ac., had j
’o u- cents her due, and after careful consideration
(Jreenhaekisni and lias fought against fusion. He
nave

she took the

amount

in tobacco.

It

..

1

Pi.KSo.nai.

Mr.

Frank Mathew-,

son

lid not believe the mission

little

seemed

strange to see a lady behind the counter dealing out
tobacco, pipes, molasses, kerosene. A
but it w
chreiTudy and handily done The egg business,
with tin possil.de exception ot the hay
,he
rop,
largest export -•omniodity ot Waldo conn;
t >.

H.

was
1

ended,

lie

..i

tin- (ireeubaek partv
were more Dreon-

thought there

tuckers in

Monroe than Democrat-, lie did not
eount> convention railed of "all those op.
l"’-cd p. the Uepui'liean partv,
lad advocated
holding a -untight i.rt enbaek county convention.
I» I-. Ilaskell, <»i iieltast, ditl not helieve in Ins
want

a

ion and thought fusion lend Dreenbaekers into the
Mathews, ,»f this eity, i- at lioim frcollege •,[ 1
h'lnoeratie parly.
Rochester, N. Y. for the >umui. v va* a" n. lie as
Wayland Knowltun.of Belfast, believed in -ticknow < mipleted three years, and Sent. 10th he enters
ing to the «•reeubaek principle and opposed fusion.
on his fourth and last
ear-Charles A. Kills, of
It was voted to introduce the National Inve.-tii: a
this city, has charge of the dining room at the F ort I
tor, a new Drceubaek paper.
Point hotel-Mr. George Kilgore, of rhi- RockThe eoiifeveuee held two sessions—forenoon and
land Connm-reial college is in Belfast visiting his
afternoon, in the afternoon It. was decided to await
brothers Henry J,. and Hr. Kilgore
K J. Know
tile action of two committees which were in session
ton of Belfast, is soon to start a writing school in
in tin* rooms below, which place was characterized
W a ten i 11c*.
.Capl. J. II. Conan! of tin- bark John
by Judge Knowlton as the "Ucgion below." The
M Clerk, and wife arrived in Camden Thursday
tw o committees were tin? so-called Greenback and
morning, from New York-Mr. Will Thompson,
Democratic committees which met in this city some
of New York, is visiting hi- parents In tills eity....
time ago and adjourned to June _'S. After the two
Mr. Joseph Jones, of California, Is the guest of c.
B. llazeltino, in this city-Mr. Henry J. Woods, committees completed their work, Jesse Cook, ol
of New ton. Mass., is at hi- cottage, Northport....
Jackson, one of the number, was called upon to
state what had been accomplished.
Mr Cook reMr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Rust, of this city, leave today for Chicago, the former being a delegate.at- sponded by asking w hat right the meeting had to
large to the Democratic National convention. Thov taki* the business out of his hands, as he w as one
will also visit Kansas City where they have a son of tin* (ireenbaek committee. He would not give
living- Mr. James s. Dyer, from Stoughton, the information.
As a matter of fai t the two committees agieed
Mass., is in this eity ou a brief visit_Dr. and
Mrs. M. F
Daughtrey, of Portsmouth, Va., and upon fusion.
The conference then went on ami completed its
Mrs. Dr. Moody arrived in Belfast on Saturday.
...

Mrs.

Moody

has been absent three years.

Mrs.

Daughtrey is a daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Richard
Moody. They will remain here during the summer.
Mmer G. Gilmore, of this city, will attend the
Democratic National Convention at Chicago_Miss
Annie Beau, daughter of .Joseph Bean, lias returned home from Boston, where she has been under
medical treatment—Mrs. Carey, wife of Theodore
Carey., editor of the Houlton Times, is visiting her
mother in this eity-Frank F. Woodcock who has
been teaching school at Brewster, Mass., returned
home on Friday where he will remain until September
Mr. and Mrs. John It. Buek.ot Brooklyn,
—

..

are

in town for the

summer.

business.

Mr. Haskell moved that

a

committee of

live be

appointed as a county committee with power to appoint town committees.
The following
were appointed a county committee, the nominations being made from the floor: L. C. Bateman, of
Searsmont, chairman; 15. F. Haskell, F. A. Howard
and Wayland knowlton, of Belfast, T. C. smart,
of Swanville.
It was the sense or the conference that

a straight
county convention should be called and
a vigorous campaign Inaugurated. The meeting
was a success in every sense of the word, and its
deliberations were characterized by much earnest-

t.* reeubaek

ness.

caught in nets
readily.

Mn.-kercl have been
but do

harbor,

n our

Searsport
salmon

have received a sample of green peas .from
Ashley J. Mitchell farm, searsport.

The

Islesboro

to

Bangor, make an cxsteamer Queen City, to-mor-

on

trip
Steamer Cambridge
Monday bad a big passenger list. She landed OS
passengers at Belfast Tuesday morning.
Tin* past week lias been very hot. On Sunday
tin- thermometer got up to 95 in the shade. Tuesa\ and Wednesday were foggy and cooler.
A

ho

i-' w

1

"•

ship 11. It. Thomas. Capt. IVleg Nichols, arrived

Belfast

on

May Field.

steamer

<tnr base ball nine will
with Stockton nine -I ul

play

matched

a

game

tin.

Mass

are

Wilson
hoard

She will

H. A. Harding is building a dwelling
Troy Corner, has a large crew of men at
work, and it i> rapidly approaching completionDr. Dodge is to have ttie Vickery place at the corik
and now has a crew of carpenters repairing the
buildings.. ..Haven Lodge I. <). <■. T. is to give a
pnoin- meeting at the church on Saturday evening,
Inly niIt in the interest of the Prohibitory amendment.
Speaker.-; fiom abroad are ex peeled to be
present.d ue old soldiers in town met last
week ;11 i made arrangements for organizing a
Oned Anm !’« -i mid the installing ollieor is ex1
Wednesday :dlernoon of this week. David
i.. Kmiwle-, In:-,
m-ea eleeted commander_Vegeta U"n 1- -:dlei ing for want of rain, which must visit
u*
ui or I lie bay efop will be light on most farms,
lam. Is promise of an abundance of small fruits
all kinds, unless prevented from maturing by
droughl-Mr. IP- imrd Ward, who has been very
k, I- now ijuite comfortable and able to be about
bouse

Tuesday.

I Mrs. McCarthy oi Bellas!, was in town lids week
in which to open a branch of the
skating looking for a store
Incorporate
meeting
‘■ok will l.c held at Pierce’s Hall, to-day, at jj Belfast husine '.
The meeting will also he open to ;
i k p. in.
Or. K. Hopkins has enter*■>'. hisgre\ mare “Maine
ivhr subscriptions.
Sweetheart” in the rare whirh will take jilace at

trot.

tirsl

1

to

1

1

new

nrinncu with three Vicars—two cinnamon
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l\nic\ of Boston,

West Camden
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1

Mh.

Wednesday and gave i
Among the a: i\aN
They stopped at Lit- •J. A. arver. < pi. f
swim.

a

West,

rit-ii.t; arid W. 11.

■>t,

Mr

the

T. Whittier and wile ami

A.

Capt.
(

apt.

Capt. Hosea Costig

an.

city, and

this

of

[iie past week are
P. \\ hiltivr and wile,

tor

West Kllsworth last

|

Mary M agent -do lie I>«•• t<» and Jennie Cam r
i.« 11 > tin- pond tr id in that vicinity.
They j left l»y Thui's.fay’s :•• »:ii b>r Barlett, N. 11. win re
i, lured -oine very handsome fish.
thev have secured situations in a large summer
\
hangcsay- that Mr. Oils A. Webber, a hotel.
;i.• .• ri;-t, r>>»w d Boston, ha- received a com.
.Meritlmw '.ad
Wear.* Informed that < apt. B.
paint h picture of Monroe Falls and will m \v p ita(o«-s from his garden Jurn* 2*»iIi. lie also
went to

*■*

arrive

1—l.

Monroe
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a titvpi!
BLADDER

URINARY
ORGANS
DROPSY
GRAVEL
DIABETES
BBIGHT’S
DISEA8E
.,.

j
!

Ile has been in Florida

easea.
It is purely vegetable, and cures when
other medicines fail.
It is prepared expressly for these diseases* and haa never
been known to fail.
°ne trial win convince you. For sale

(

by

S

more

heirloom--

Hie

s,

minates
was

at

used

that those old

chaps

whistle, which

“till her up
contemplating the batterto

hundred years, was
whose coat of arms is engravtwo

-everal uionth-s

The
out vvitli .a loud report.
beet, landed from seh. .James
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Of the. best make
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1

J'.th, Charles Crain, of
11
v.ii•;••• Jrnlg*
Bourdinnn, of this Htv
i.! iv 11
ati< i ii lift 1 $1 without costs which
<>n
JTili Franco* -loins, a sailor, was
< M>
I-;.!.: n.-i for li-c *aim- «>fl'encc, but acquitted.
Win. I Cunningham, Jerry L. Flagg, la
Icr l)a» i
and 1’rc-tou Ihivls, of l'.cila*t, wi re

I.

>

J
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hi..-

drunkenness and sentenced

"iirt lor

day- cH'di in jail with
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between liic Democratic and Fuin this city last Sal nr-lay,
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CURRENT.
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a

majority
b-:r.

wonderfully

on

s, Main Street.

REPORT

1*1110KS I'AII) HtODUCEU 8

BOYS’ HATS FROM 9c. TO $1 24 EACH.
can get here all the fashionable styles of summer Millinery at lower
prices than can be found elsewhere.
(AMP KOCKKKS. OIL PAINTINGS, (HINA A: GLASS WAKE SELLING LESS THAN COST.

low

prices

At

ai

THAYER,

Mi-

ra t

Deposits.. .*23,050. »>1
14,00o.o0

KeserveiI Fund.
Fronts.

$‘J40,327.3N
RESOURCES.

H. H. Johnson & Go.

Bank,

ages must (Jo 10. 1 can’t afford
look at, therefore 1 shall offer

to

keep

them

to

LIABILITIES.

(More or less) t<> carry voters in (or anything else)
prices so low that every voter can have a new

;

at

I feel

one.

so

PATRIOTIC

state of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I, ( HAS. F. GOUDOV, Cashier of the above named
bank, d" solemnly swear that the above statement
is true t>< the best of my knowledge and belief.
Cli. s. K. Gordon, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st clay
of .July, 1884.
Ciias. K. Adams,
Notary Public.

that 1

and

WAVERLY HOUSE!
I

more

|

to

replenish with, ami still they come.

PORTLAND WAGONS,
GROCERY WAGONS,
TOP CARRIAGES,

|

1

ditlVrcnt

stylos and yrudi <. Von can lind just what
at prices lower than ever before.

you want,

TNow is \

I

our

buggy for Jjd»0, that would cost £7'» to build in
Belfast. ( onu* and see them. 1 am going to sell,
for I have bought low and can sell low.
wont lie
undersold, don’t forget it. Cash is legal tender, and
so are good notes at my place. Terms to suit. Dood
work all warranted. An experienced, responsible
salesman wanted on salary or commission. Apply
at once. Carriages at wholesale.
tf 17

C. H. BUSWELL, Proprietor.

>•

INFANTS’ READY MADE CLOTHING

E. F1.

SPECIALTY.

A. P Mansfield, Masonic

Hanson,

Hearer St., Helfast. Me.

straight Demo;.
Whether he represent*
i-ountv convention.
;i
i n umeracy of the county in this matter 1- not
< )ne thing i-certain, the
e ii.
opposition i* got*
lin. badly mixed.
to

u

-n

riii'i

favor

>u

of

.i

Lila

Hopkins.

Blanche Nickels,
Ni'-kels.

sick

•’The Lexer’s Krrand”- Miss

;M.

“.John Aldea

ltd.

5th. “The

—

Mis- Inez

.Spinning Wheel" -Mias( allie
Day”—Mi-- Marx

I.

iiis residence iu that

at

"!ge I.

village-Ml. Baltic

F. elected tiie

o. o| o.

following

ohirers

ii. C. Ficti’lier, N.
L. >. Lose,
K.-uni-ton, Sce’i.; Leo. Burd, Treas...
Ai'oiii twi- sly-live memher- "t the lodge went to
McClure. selections from Di- kens' (..'nri>imas ( nr
I i.
in.
..ight at Prospect with l inline ois n\ < ike Nickel-) and Wiiue lii.tke. Composition i Uo.-klaie! Monday last week "ii the steamer BruW<dm*da\
!
'!
night .f | •mmeet “Rubbers" -.Mis- hie/. Nuke!-. Recitation | 1 1:• and visited Knox Lodge_On Friday last
npl.ir-.
Fr;. i«fort with i.raibie 1 odge; speak- to night at ! Desire and and
ihe Brunette look a par:v to Uoek'.and to attend
Miss M-''lure and Ms-Duty
S
v!
tvi’I•
in
M
-vr the line
Hancock. Friday at
Ula< k.
mipo-itioii—! dc i. Black. Recitation, the exhibition of the graduating class of the High
I
\ lime! -t when- the
Ige ha- a 4th of July cole
school... .The l"urth will lie celebrated at West
“V\ ho Killed the Kitten-' —Luc; p. ndiet m. Com1 ancle', at the
>.ui.rd.i; evening c -mesback to Troy position “Ann yanc.
'■umnn-r’
Mis- Blam-mTrotting Park. Twcntv-eight horses
In
The flood Templars are doing a
ha*.
heei 1 entered t • take part in the races....J.
im:y
N"t;i
Nickels, 'sek-cti.iiis tfou. Kvangeiim -MiM.
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was

an

lo ir ag.-nl, (.lias. Baton, win*
i -c-iiver iuc book at the same
A

ii
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is openand mere a c-.ittage is occupied and all
-mi * •>( a return of the dwellers by the
i*ou....Tne Waveriev House is open

ni-* 'i:r \i *i i;s.
•••

.-.re
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Tiie seaside

under the

season

;.ti-mess
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for

Bra'-kell
A

open next week-The Sea Breeze
a* usual, beginning in July. It will

A

Ia-t year,
the

eight pages, illustrated, and
mnd now to the publishers,
Bunice, wife of

[
jollier,

race

at

j

West

and

<

amden

.Joshua Crockett is
tiful

b Wagner, of Belmont, attempted suicide on
mt-day morning of last week, by cutting her
-at with a razor
she arose very early in the
.ruing and went down stairs. Her husband de-

collection

a

it

I"-

hri

neck.

md

a.

11i• -i

a*

\v<
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the 4th.

ot taste
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a

something.
was..

.A

He

picnic

was

at

the

Clark

beau-

a

dulv

town

did

not

receive the road machine

.b.im-on and her sister Mrs. Edward Davis....
Mis- Bertha Wallace has returned from Atkinson

tu

school

where .-he has been

learning the dressmakers trade.
....Mi-.- Evln Higgins is at home from Bangor on

Saturday.John W. Pendleton has served
his time as an apprentice at stone cutting-

term

slightly insane anil
allow the surgeon to dress the wound,
not done until Saturday, when Dr. Small

two

they expected-Mrs. Alonzo Morton, of
Itangor, has been visiting her sons Irving and E.
E. Morton, in town the past week. Mrs. Cyrus
Johnson of Pennsylvania is visiting her son Eras

house bv the district and scholars on Saturday last.
Miss Carrie (.rant wa.- the teacher and completed tin-

woman was

looking

4tli.Joseph Mason has
pension at the rate of eight dollars

Grove,

received

....The

plant.-... Mr. Reuben
set a trap and caught
learned by the smell what it
held

line

which

house

,-oon

a

o-

for the animal-Mi-.

lady

c. L. Pooler has

<

stream

near

a

.-hort vacation ...Miss Frankie

Bicker

can sur-

days longer. All hope of her
covery is given up by her blends.

vive hut

a

few

re-

the lake farm

on

the Western road.

He has also obtained

a forty horse power boiler
Bangor and all are now being put in position.
Capt. s. found bis quarters in tin* village loo limited for bis growing business... .The poles are up
for the Republ. an flag ...Prof. Wyman gave an
exhibition of fancy skating at Finery hull last
Wednesday evening-Tuesday last died Mrs.
Ruth B Col»b, widow of the late Schuyler Cobb
and sister of the late Dea. Henry Darling at the
advanced age of si years-Carl Bm k is at home
from “Yale.” lie brought liis bicycle and will
spend bis vacation here-Mr. Henry Farnum of
Boston was present at Ids sister’s, Mrs. W. H.
Pill.sbury’s golden wedding-lion. F. W. Fling
ami wife oi Bristol N. H. are here visiting O. F.
Fellows, Fsq.R. P. Buck is making great im-

from

provements between the street and the river in
front of his country scat-Circus was in town on
Monda.v. “A circus is a rircu-.”-The Sunday
temperanci meetings arc di-eontiinie | for the pre
cut.Our village was astir last Sunday.
Tin?
circus arrived in tin* morning; cau-e enough.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT

..

Vinal missed his chicks and

ling a *trange noise got up and went dow n when
found hi- v lfe bleeding profusely from a wound

;•

on

refused

town,

light crop of ha\ in pm>pect the sales of haying
machinery will not be as numerous as formerly.
An
Hatch is selling the Walter A. Woods, Mow
er; and M. s. Miles jr. the New Model Buckeye.
.Hatch has lately received a large contract
lor wool and will readily lmy to till it uGivventy
cent' per pound ...The new fence around the
cemetery at Chas<’s « orner is nearly completed,
and wlien painted it will bo a very great improvement on the old granite posts with iron rails,
l'tie ground- have been considerably enlarged and
a
new driveway built from the street to the yard.

your business.”..Mr. .losluta
Cro< kett has entered his w hite mare, Llsie D.. l'oi
a

this

repairing a “setting out machine” in Budget's tannery ! a -1 Thursday had two lingers of his
left hand cut off and another badly lacerated_
The barge Clifford lias been put in splendid order
here tile past week, and the Ralph Ross has been
repainted.Capt. Richard snow has purchased
the steam engine formerly used in the.steel works
and removed it to his new tannery situated on the

per month and arrears. Mr. Mason is very sick
vv'.ih a cane.Tons tumor.f. II. t ook has been
allowed an increase of pension
Owing to the

“mind

i'

I

just

II.

M.

<i\\

M 'lion's

Haley will get the plank
down in the !l >r of his new barn by the 1th, and
the Grangers are invited, both old and young, to a
dance and good time.Melvin Clark basin his
possession an old fashioned copper of 17v7, <>n <>m
cent of which is stamped. “We are one;" on the

offered
Mrs.

4th.

east

Pin*sik('T.

Co., Belfast.
st'kiDKs.

A

xxill celebrate tin-

town

pr<- cs-don of Ragmtillius will -tart from
Rowe's wharf and march through the vii-

house, ell and barn of Mr. \dram
B. Paul, of this toxvn. were totally destroyed by lire
on Tue-day afternoon.
Tin* household Iurnilure,
stock. ,y.e. were saved. Ahout six tons of hay
were
Loss about $d,50U; Insured.
destroyed.
Origin of the lire unknown.

season,

ri'KMitei>

during her residence

MuKHli.).. The.

of

printed

e

This

of

Ling house in course of erection.J. 11.
ale- ha- added liiirty l'eet to the length of his
largi -: barn. Alou/.o Davis is also enlarging his
Mi n.... \
most of the surrounding towns pro!-"-«• i" i.avi- light er<.p'of hay, Jaek'on not wishing to he railed “odd,” reluctantly falls in with the
cr.ovd-Hoeing i- mostly completed; but no
having will he done before next week... Maud
Hamm is improving in health and is now able to
rid.- out on pleasant days.... Mrs. Daniel Putnam
is \-.-ry sick with neuralgia in the stomach ...Geo.
E. Brackett l.opgr I. <>. of («. T.. have accepted an
inviiall u to join the sabbath School in a picnic at

and west, and then go to Winlcrpurl.
where tiny will take dinner at Dunton’s hotel.

lage

<

v

Jackson.

Angie Carver, the assistant teacher,
recipient of several handsome pres-

in.

Francisco, formerly

ol s.ui

i:. town.

-tor;

•

grand

Piei'

management
H. r. -web u- !a-t season, with improved fitcill.-'.i-T- comfortable and happy at
uakin*:
iii.r- i--m
it.--....The m-w road alongshore to
<
or
s in proccs- »f construction, and is graded
on main road through the
li on :1m- '.'i\vi:i en
Tempi.- Hc.^hls Camp (iround toward the BlulT.
..The ocean House by so. .shore has been added
and impr“\--d and already ha- guests for the
,-oj,_There i- considerable repairing and improving generally-The store, post office and
a

Mi.-s

also the

THANKi

time.
N- >k

u-rself

ents.

*i,i.j,crll.er, and this city will be

nc.

i. k»

of

i~

Pike, the ellicient t-ach- r,
the school since its incep-

Iiere very nuiei: regn-t that she is called t-* leave
Her pupils testified to their appreciation of
us.
her !..< lit- by their presentation of many o.-aiitifiii

Oi’ii
a •■••p\
f the
1 >th hound vol. entitled
I’-.-. the I.. {in *i* Traliie, is given to each
.i,rv

charge

she has surrounded

i- an

mfiit-

ho ha,-had

I.

v

Ii..Jones

u

tion four years ago. close. 1 her labors xvith this
t he large number
friends xvlth which
term,

months ago, that the
and has reached a good

eight page paper, issued semi-iut-iy printed and well edited, and at tills
de\ >tcd to advocating the prohlbi-

t

onipo-ition. 'l oin’s lesson—Mi--M

<

Mi.-s M.u

M<-( lure.

Br.n kett & Co.,

u

to

luient.

amen

while

Of

15FFI- AST.

a uni v i:i>.

.June 2(5. >chs. Ida C. Bullard, Rich aril-. < Joorgetowii, I). C.. A. Richardson, Patter-hall, Fvnn.
.) uue 2b.
Sells, das. Holme.-, Rvan, Bo-pin ; Win.
.■steveus, (darter, Boston; A. W. Fllis, Fergu-on,
Boston; Mary
Fli/.a, Bullock, Bo-ton: dachin,
French, Boston.
.June do. Sch. Mary Farrow, Condon, Bo-ton.
.July 1. sch. Crace F. slovens,-,P rtland.
SAlbKl).

dune
gor.

.‘>0.

duly I.
.July 2.

Sch. A.

Richard-on, Patter-hall, Ban-

Sch. \. W. Fllis, Ferguson, Fllsvvorth.
Sch. Win. Stevens, ( arter, Bangor.
AMKKICAN 1*0 UTS.

New York, .June 24. Arrived sch. <•••<•. B. FerguJune 20th, arrived sch. Hanson, Ryder, Belfast.
nibal, Pendleton. Bangor, dune Jstli, arrived ship
It. B. Thomas, Nichols, Liverpool.
.Jacksonville,.June2d. Cleared sch. Fannie A. Dorham, Ferguson, New York. Pas.-ed over the bar
dune l’Jtli, sch. Penobscot, Carter. New London;
21st, Charlotte T. sibley, Bartlett, New York. Arrived, dune 21th, Annie F. MoKeeii. Mahoney, Bel
fast, dune 2r>th, cleared sch. Flora Condon, French,
Bucksville.
1 \«
-ni, mini «■. m
rxcwpori .\r\vs.
Holt, Boston, sailed 20»h for Alexandria.
<.alveston, June 10. Sailed seh. Misan N. Picker
m

Until W. ( arpenter, both of daekson.
in Rockland, durn* I'd, L. O. Waterhouse ami Ada
Kirkpatrick, hotiiot Itoekland.
In Augusta, dune 18, Charles C. Iliehborn and
Annie, daughter ot Alden Sprague, esq., both of

Temple.

._

111,11

iis.
Yinalhaven, dune 22, Finery, son of >amuel
Lawn aged 11 years.
In Tlion.asloii, dune 22, Annie M., \viI'e of Capt.
A d«»n II. Yespi r, aged .'Id years, 0 months, 20 days.
in Belmont, dune 21, Mrs. Oliver daekson, aged
72 years, '.» months.
In Itoekland, dune Ju, Reuben <. Smith, aged 7s
years, 2 months.
In Thomaston, dnne 20, Willie, son of John Me.
Manus, jr.. aged II months, is days.
In Waldoi.oro, dune 2o, Mary d., wife of ('apt.
do-epli L. Kaler, aged On years.
In Rockland, dune I'd, Kmma ('., daughter of
( liarles and ( ora A.
Dodge, aged It years, 7

this

|

j

GLOVES
In all sizes and

largest stock that can he found in
city. Every SIIAI’K and SlIADK ill

bargains in

HOSIERY,
Of every

the

HATS & BONNETS.

Colored Bordered Hdkfs.,

RIBBONS,

B. F. Wells’.

A New & Fine Assortment Black k Colont Velvets,
PLUMES, TIPS,

-OF-

I*,33o.oo
2n.noo.nn

20,000.00

2n,oon.no

lioi/ii'o,/ am! ilrh/i/< C ml*.
Missouri Valiev A lLalr Railwav A Bridge Co. Ms., |02'»,
redeemed after 1H01..'.
23,o.rum>

2M.3no.tNi

23.ooo.no

23.inmi.oo

ln.lMo.no

I2.7ini.ini

U7m.no

;. ;no.oo
3,3on.no
I3.loo.oo
lo.20n.on

2S)1imi.o(I

...

..

Caul: Sh,r/, (hr,,,,!.
1,3no.no
>lme A Leather National, Auburn..
;.'. io.oo
Belfast National, Belfast..
Casco Nalional, i’ort land. I3.3HUM
First National, Forlland. 1< .2no.no

..‘'in
13...'M

Real Kstate (Banking Buildim: Investment.
Real Kstate Foreclosure.

Il.-3o0.oo
11.023,00

L'h-

MOWER

MANSFIELD’S.

Fit ED ATWOOD, tienerat Agent,
Winterport, Maine.

Hall,

F. S.—In

ME.

F-

''

Or S'.,'..;

!•nano to.,

no

agent,

cor-

of ap
he done by anyone in the
pies which always find a ready market. The price
ranges, from $T5 to $450. For further information
LORENZO DOW.
and terms apply to
Belfast, July 3, 1884.—4w27

evaporation

Sale.

subscriber, who is about to leave town, will
sell at very low figures: 1 Family Horse, 1
second Hand Top Buggy, 1 Tricord Piano, also a
line Double Sleigh. For further particulars enquire
CAPT. E. I). P. NICKELS,
of
At residence of Mrs. E. G. Curtis.
3w2G

to

the merits

Vest MakersWanted,
II.

O.

DODGE

announces

that

he

has

MR.plenty of work in the vest business and is in
i want of first class workers. II also
.wishes

at

Brooks

to

his help that owin# to business calls
the first of each week, he has made

announce t<>

Saturdays.

Thursdays, Fridays
of each week pay days. By
much annoyance will be saved.
Belfast, June 25.

remembering this
II. O.

DODGE.

White Embroidered

THE

/;

Investigate the mcthndsof the
DWELLING HOUSE INSURANCE CO.,
one of tile best in New England, before Insuring
J. W. BLACK, Agent.
elsewhere.
rSearsport, July :S, 1.884.—tf27

WILL

ihi

FLYE and B. WILLIAMS having die’
solved partnership, Mr. Williams has as•
sumed the liabilities of the firm and will continue
the business at the old stand at Freedom, Me.
April 28, 1884.—2w27*
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inMerch mts’ National
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Due
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lii ;il !■ still.'

on

\a!i a.al
haii'l.

on

.....

-1

Inter-

-t

Bank, Bo-ion,

at

«•.*•:»

per

..

Depositin'.- ami inclu-ling other liabilhir-.

_'ill
!j>il,o.

surplus above all liabilities.
Itate of interest charge-' -mi loans, ! to e. per cent.
Annual expenses, $-2,.Vjo.ou.

u.-i

Itanl.

meilAUDS.

J.:.

C. "-n.e

...

P.

l-Aiiiiiiiii-r.

Mansfield’s,
TEM I’LE.

THE MEW

A
Messrs. S.t XllOIi V ,t Cll ISE.

Monday. Wednesday and Saturday ereninys dariny the season,
id mitta ne> '-•> ids.; use of Skates
to els.
l adies and

'Misses.

afternoons for Itoys.

MANSFIELD’S,
MASONIC

An

The

A.

P.

MANSFIELD,
BELFAST

MASONIC TEMPLE,

W. H. CORDON,

of

Goods for

WHITE

&,

SHOES

OAKS

*i
In

lui'r

-i t

Jl'l Vl'/itlSt il<J.

Ke. 13 Main
II.

II.

St., Belfast, Me.
FOKHES.

■ miS (BUSTLES
MANSFIELD'S.

Watcinater ni Jeweler,
«

I

Aliliii

Si. (With Head*lurlrr.)

<
Watches chaneil tin t warrantml one year for 50 is.
Main siirinsts of all kin.Is fur 5u i'ts., uni warrant
ml. Wall'll glasses.. All "I her work at v' awn"• 11 GOUDOV
able rates.
Ih'llaat, .lune 25, ISSU—tf2t'.

Perfected

Spectacles

to all auks and

condition

troubled with your
of the eyes. If you
Adapted
rail and you cannot fail to be suited
give

sight,

c.

TEMPLE.

Elegant Assortment

& Youth's

or the LATF.ST ST1LFS and FINKST QIMLITl.
which will he sold as cheap as the cheapest in
the stair. My stock is mostly custom made, of
the best stock and workmanship. No shoddy
or leather hoard, t.enuim solid goods that are
made to wear. I am constantly receiving from
the best manufacturers NHW and FKFsil goods
solid
every week, and am also making good,
leather t l STOM WOUK, whleli Is the cheapest,
suited to thi1 hard wear of the farm, shop, the
mill and all places which requires hard sen Ire
in shoe leather. I also make to order all kinds
of leather work, both l*FM«FI) and sFWFIt, all
of which will he sold as low as can he purchased In the State.

After-

White Shirts

OF

EYE CLASSES!

ALL PRICES AND WIDTHS AT
1*.

BOOTS

Saturday

milnayement reserres the
behalf of the jnitrons to
riyht
refuse admission to oltjeetionabti
Inifties.
li. II. COOMHS, Trofiriefor.
j Belfast. Kelk S«, ISM.-tfHI

STOCK

-and-

FLANNELS!
A..

Boys

.id mitta nee

t.le. for afternoon sessions.
Even iny Sessions 7 to It).
noon sessions V to A.

NICE

STAND.

Ladies, Misses, Childrens, Mens.

e.eetasire

Wednesday afternoon

AT-

H. H. Forbes’
OLD

me a

li Elt YE r,

Vho niJC

How.

DRESSES!

Mansfield’s, Masonic Temple,

THE

BEST THING KNOWN

™

WASHING^ BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

do well to

Dissolution of Partnership.

1

1

11

11

->,t

V.

are

SEARSPORT HOUSEHOLDERS

o.uon.on

AT A1,I. I*KICKS.

of the best machines in the market. Call at
the Repository of GEO. O. HAILEY, Iliirh street,
and see the machine. To see it i-. to become satis11. C. M ARDEN.
tied.
Belfast, June 25.—2w2<>

I
for Waldo

...

->w.oo

lioll'ast lias Light t .... IS-lla-l.
Furni.vortli .Mamil.ioUiril.i: « '.
Fotuliolirrn
■■.
..nUmiiiUtl
| il„., Ill
".
It. n!row

Champion Mower,

Winterport.

Subscriber lias taken the

M,.>on.on

!-•.•.a"'11.""

Boston.

(

one

ONE !

conn I v

For

have

The attention of fanners is called
of the

agency
j
of the SCIENTIFIC FftUIT AND
THE
VEGETABLE EVAPORATOR. A good business

1

we

reliable, live parlies.

Attention, Farmers!

STEEL.

7? VAPOR A TOlt !

ran

solicited from

20

OEBEB COATEDSCYTi
VEGETABLE

2,<100.00

3,(Min.no
R. -.ii.-o 00

3-m.oo

'••'1°
I

->o

""

'-'.nno.oo

II-

I

...

*.niul.no
J. ""1-""

saving Ban!.

on

Principal.

Assisted bv seven competent teachers.
Matron.
Mrs. A. S. FIIOTHINGHAM,
Seventeenth year opens September 25. TERMS:
at
Brattleboro,
Address
a
Principal
S250
year.
10w27
Vermont, until September t.

Sc

territory where

respondence

1 Moeesan School for Girls under the direction of the
BISHOl* OP MAINE.

FRUIT

Fhnn.no

2,2on.■>•■

/hin / n
li.-ll'aM Nulional. lii-llii.it.
llmvanl Nulion.il. IV-t.
First .Naiioiuil, Jinliniiaiioli,.

to

by agents in their several localities, or any desired
information and descriptive catalogue, Free, by

WILL I»h FOr\I) AT

BUY

F'mn.nn

Uh23.no

...

colors, 2o new shades, best goods, iarget-i
*22
stock, lowest prices in town.
MOHISOX <( CO.
II.
I\.

Collars & Neckwear

FRED ATWOOD,
July 3, 1884.—3w27

10,000011

2,2on.no

IMM

Railroad

|

'This well known and favorite mower i.» ottered
to farmers for the coining harvest. It will ho shown

SOLID

in.non.on

2,o( 10.imi

1 •'|0".n
1 ...
2- .o-md>F 00.no

,.i Si
Or li
B< if:mt \ M' >)-.'hf:n! i.aki Kniir •.» i, prct'envi:.
Oil I!,.,ion & l.mii ll I! lilroail.
I 111 t
Uupl. N .V Missouri liiwr Uuilrn.ri.
< In l i,ioi
ru.-iii.- liaiiniii'l.
On Cliirag»,l«tta& Xiilirankii Itailma.l.

MASOXIC

Meadow King

MADAME MONDAN,

1 lAno.oo

3,:>oo.oo
2. mo.i"!

On

PAINTS,
OILS,
VARNISHES,

II RR TRY'S JR WRRR YSTORR.

AUGUSTA,

i,300 ..o
U'.rj.I.tHi

2.000.00
3.3<mmh>
2.non 00
I,ooo.no

—

Necklaces,

St. Catherine’s

!

Foil

Or Ihlilraa,/ H,
Oil Belfast A Moo- .head Lake, I -i M >ri.;a..-‘.
«in Maine Central..—
On Ka-tern Railroad.
On Fciiobseol .X Kt uneb.-e..
On Cedar Rapids A Missouri lliu-r.
Oh Iowa Falls A >i«m\Citv.
On Sioux (.iiy .V R.11 ili 1 •.
On I'liion Raeilii- sinking I-i:n
On Sioux Cil v A Faeilir Car Tru-t
On Blair Bridge A Railwav.
«»:i C on.-oli'laled \ ermont*.

A.

LOCKETS & CROSSES.

P.

no
ini

Suspense Account.
Fr mium Ai-count.
Kxpeilse Ai-Ulit.

Mrs, B, F. Wells.

LADIES’

A.

»•

1
-'-

description, all of which wo will
sell CHKAI’KK than can lie found
dv!
elsewhere.

PARIS GREEN!

Chains,

s7.-mkj.oo

of every

MANSFIELD’S.

At

000.00

I

ILooo.imi
l".000.00
1 .noo.no
l7.inio.on

Ornaments & Flowers

Parasols!

Everything Desirable in the Shape
of Ladies and Children's

POWDER

!7,noo.on

loo.oo

Bands.
Sioux City A FacilicMs., isiJU, ami cadi year. 2n,iino.m

I'KKl)

( Ini'i I’
D15I IT \ u\
wife of W. V. Marsh, was
of
born in the town ui Taunton, Mass., on tin*
.January. Iand died in the ity of I’.ellast, .June
in
Mrs.
Mar-ii
Ism.
12,
e\perienecd religion
early
life, when mil' 10 years ot age. Twenty years ago
the family moved i'rom Mass, to make their future
home ,in'this city. >iie was active and energetic,
doing with “might” whatsoever her hands found to
do; intelligent, finding delight in books and the
companionship of intelligent friends who to the
last received a cordial welcome at her home. Two
years ago her health began to fail, and the indication-. were manifest to many that she was gradually
yet surely approaching the end of life. During the
period of her illness she manifested great patience
and resignation.
Vs the subje< t of her Heavenly
Father’s cam, she felt that all was well. While she
was consciously drawing near to the end of life her
mind was kept in perfect pi-ace. Death had been
robbed of hi- terrors, and the grave of its victory.
She -poke of dying with tin* raininess and repose
of one who was about to retire to rest. Her end
was peace.
As a wife and mother Mrs. Marsh was
allcctionate, dutiful and kind. Kadi member of the
family was an object of tender solicitude; as a
neighbor, she was warm hearted, obliging and
kind; as a Christian, intelligent and cheerful, ardently attached to Methodism, hut catholic in spirit,
she has left Is hind a husband, five children, and a
large circle of friends who mourn her loss, but
“sorrow not as those without hope.”
“Culm on the bosom of thy Cod,
Fair spirit, rest thee now!
K’en while with u> thy footsteps trod,
His seal was on thy brow.”

—

.7m.no
s.oMO.uo
lo.soo.oo
11.530.00
lo,0'»o on
n,nun.on

3.ihni.ini
:>,nun.nn
3,nun no
*'...*>00.on

I'npahl A'-'-ru.

Gent's Vest Chains,Seals & Charms

]

:..*;oo.oo

Cash

I n Kllsworth, dune Is, deiinie 1'. ( ilnane, aged 21
years, 2 months and 21 days.
In Monroe, dune do, Mis. Lucy M. Diekey, aged
II years and 21 days.
Li Bm usport, dune 2dth, .Mrs. Almira, widow of
Mr. Rufus Googins, late of Liiieoleville, aged f.'J
vears and s months.

—

22,imnmmi

,11110.00
.-.'hmi.imi
.‘>,000.00
•...‘hmi.o< 1
1>,000.00
11.1100.00
lo.uRUHi
lo.noo.oo

CaslVi'niiou :uM

All widths and qualities in

description. All NEW and FRFS1I
goods just received at

W. K. Morison & Co.

j

Hurtoort,

Great

In Yinalhaven, dune IS, .Joseph Delano, aged 81
years.
In Belmont, dam- Is, Mr-. Martin Hunt, aged 8,'i
years, 7 months, 2d days.
In Waldoboro, dune Id, Marcus K. >oulc, aged 2d
years, a month'.
in Washington, dune Id, Catherine S. Cunninghaiu. aged 7d years, il leonilis.
Li Kllswortli, dune Id, Klmer F., son of Snnnirl
and Maria T. Alley, aged 12 year', 7 months and 12

■

FRENCH!

shades.

Wholesale anil Retail.

ing, Haskell, Philadelphia.
>ainuel Balchcldcr has served three y ear at blackBoston. June 23. Arrived brig Amy A. Lane,
under M. A. Snow and is now an accomCarver, Aquadilla. June 24th, arrived sehs. Da v
city attended her. The wound was two smithing
( AsriNi;.
of
the
Masonic
brotherhood
Eight
blacksmith-Mr.Jonathan
Crockett
i>
llodgdon, Baltimore; Mary Farrow, London,
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All those in want of .MII.I.IXF.KY will
tind it to tlieir advantage to call upon us
before purchasing, as we carry much the

Colored. Silk & Lisle

months, 22 day-.
Ii Yinalhaven, dune I'd, Mrs. Lottie T. Fierce,

*■

22.ooo.oo

Os., 100*:.

••

mont
In

days.

21,420.00

7

""■'V"1.1

months, 2 days.
In Itoekland, -In tie 21, Martha A., wife of William
L. Clark, aged ;,‘.i yars, 2 months, 21 days.
In Fast Bo-ton, dune 2d. Hannah, widow of Capt.
Lewis Ike ladder, of I'nion, aged >8 years, 2

37,3«io.oo

22,nno.oo

Baeiti-

DIED.
In this city, dune 27, Mrs. Dora Taylor, wife of
|; Giegory, aged 22 years, In months:
liev. 'f ho
and 11 days.
In Appleiou, dune 21. d.-thro D. Lease, aged so :
years, d months and In days.
In Appleton, dune I'd, Fannie Davis, of Levant,
aged about 22 years.
In Rockland, dune 2a, Forest Clillord, son of
dames II. and Katie B. Robinson, aged S\ ears, 10

-7.3nn.no
!2,noo.uo
sjmrUH)

(>,■ (i"r-ifr,n S'.

j

Mont\ ille.
In Kllsworth, dune 11. Mr. Wellington Barbour,!
of Bar Harbor, and Miss Annie K. Young, of La- i
moine.
In Kllsworth, dune 2d. Mr. Winlield s. Moore and
Mis Vesta I <tarland, both of Kllsworth.
In Kllsworth Falls, dune 20, Mr. Otis F. Giles and |
Mi-s JMiebe s. Higgins, both of Kllsworth.
.1 ■■■"■'" '11,1,11

ie,123.on
ll,4oo.i'ii
s^ioo.nn

B.-itu-t.
Belfast Cus Light (
.Masonic Temple Association, Belfast..
(.real Kails Manufacturing C--.. New I laiup-.liirc.
In.liaimpolis W..ter (:<>.. In'linnnpolis, ln-1.

Ladies & Children’s

Augusta.
In Brooklyn, N. X.. dune 17. L F. North and
Addle W. 1 iiaplu, formerly of Itoekland.
In Tam.buq Mass., dime o. Yalorus A. Simmons,
formerlv ol Appleton, and Ltla L. Grover, of

1

Belfast A Moose!.ead Lake (is., Is'.io. 37.3iM).oo
Maine Central 7>.. 1012. 12,non.on
Maine Central 3s., 1023.
s,ooo.oo

Belfast

>

••!

i-;-

12,00u.o0

I,an,is m, JCl.dr F
(In l .S
Bonds.
of
Belfast
Bond-.
On Citv
On ( itv of >1. Raid Bonds.
Oo Kansas City Bonds

A

A

7,ooo.uo

330.00

a.

..

BUGGIES,

ISH I

It hath liecn said of old that the
eating of the pudding was the
1 shall furnish
proof thereof.
.good rooms and board from live
Ho! all
to ten dollars per week.
ye that thirst come to the beautiful Penobscot Bay,
Im the shore of the Northport Camp Ground. One
of the most beautiful, cleanest and healthiest places
3w27
on the coast of Maine.

.■

am

the

ol"

Season

have

lot

a

At Xorthport Camp (iroatul,
publir. for

s.loo.oo

Cambridge Horse Railway

REPOSITORY IS POLL

[

to

3.ikk».ih)

$23,otio.oo

Call.ra., Sfnrf: <>„■„,,f.

put the price WAV DOWN and
ready for the (iKKAT Kl >n coming. My

1 w27
Correct—A t test:
JAMKS
PKNDLKTOX, )
Directors,
B. K. PKNDLKT'’IN,
d. II. LANK,
)

opcndl

i;,loo.no

,,,,

Car Trassf

Total.$190,029.35

now

j.iiuo.oo
7,oimi.0O

City of Cincinnati Os., i«n**».
City of Toledo ss 1 s<i3.

Central Faeilic Ms., lxis..
Cedar Rapids A Mis.-.ouri River 7s.. loin....,.
Cciar Rapids A Missouri River 7-.. Isoi.
Chicago, Burlington A CUiinev 3s, l'.Kil.
Sioux City A Faeifie Ms.,
Chicago A West Michigan 3-., 1021.
Fremont, Klkliorn A Miss. Valley Us., 1033.

Total.$l!tb,029.35

Is

33<mio

33o.uo

Ids.
Burlington A Missouri River
Iowa Falls A Sioux Oily 7s., Inl7.

<

Capital stock paid in.$50,000.00
1,500.00
Surplus fund.
I'ndividcd profits.
5,340.73
National Bank Notes Outstanding. 45,000.00
300.00
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits su >ject to check. 94,488.02

J{ni,l\$23.O'Hu mi

Town of Monroe onler..

Eastern Railroad

just now, and my stock of Carri-

Char,,.!

33u.ou

M'lr/af

1

Cail,■oar! ]itnt<!.< (hr,,

Are all the (JO

i,,</
l at,

$3nJ7>o.»H)

I
C1.
Cubin' Fanils Oa’ttii!.
I'nited States 4s., l‘.»'»7. $2.3,nnn.oo

Belfast, May 1, 1KS4.—18

State ot Maine, at the close of
Searsport,
business June 20, 1SS4.

Specie. 3,033.50
400.00
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with C. s. Treasurer, (5
percent, of circulation). 2,250.00

t y 4 *,
pollock F tb.
Pork F tb,
iUrtll
Plaster F hhl,
1.00
:7
Lye Meal F lb,
shorts F ewt,
1.17
Mtgar F tt>,
7ys
40
Sait, l\ L, F hush,
s. Potatoes F tb,
Ugh
Wheat Meal F tb. 4gl>2

2MS.7*
307.'."-

Foreclosure Account, (rents, Ac.).

Belfast, Me,

In the

Oil,Kerosene,Fgal,l2gl*;

It. QFIMHY, irmsimr.

JOHN
LIABILITIES.

RESOURCES.

Lime F hhl,
L0.7ul.l0
7SI0
Lit Meal F tb,
Onions F lb,
7y0

BA1TH,

1884.

21,

FA IN (']•:, Pirsiilnit.

A S. I

tbe

Lowest Possible Prices.

Loans and discounts.$52,593.50
l'. s. Bonds to secure circulation. 50,000.00
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages. *2,011.00
Due from approved reserve agents. 82,770.51
Current expenses and taxes pant.
277.7S
Checks and other cash items.
1,438.73
Bills of other Banks.
1,853.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels and
1.33
pennies.

;:i;; aic maksvF.t.

June

Belfast.
All of which will be sold

OK THE CONDITION OK THE

'*

SAVINGS

BELFAST

■'

••

&

manner.

Searsport National

Apples F bit.-li,

7as
Leef, conic ;, F fl>,
2
LnPer Salt. F ho\,
77
C'>ni F hush,
Cracked Con; P'hu-ii, 77
77
Corn Meal F hush,
12./ 11
(,'heese F tb,
C.'tton Seeii F ewt,
1.77
7a 7
■odlidi, di v, F tb,
Cranberries, F <p, |ugl.7
lover seed F tb,
52g22
Flour F hhl.
d.iuigS.2.7
11.‘..seed Fhu. 1.'."Oij.uu
11 ‘2.«1:5
Lard F tb.

Me.

iiolliisi,

In consequence of my large stock of so main kinds of goods, am obliged to remove to a larger
store, and shall offer for the next 30 11AYS great bargains in each department.

hand and at prices that cannot
fall to suit.

1, City Block,

Xo.

=

r-

harmonious.

entire

at

amt

W. M.

for the Journal.
,v».

goods

I

OF

STOCK

you will call and look at my stock and
21
learn prices, you cannot fail to be suited.

15y (J. il. s,vi{(ii-;sr,

How,

Selected
MENS

Done at all times and in the best

PrOTidonco,

PKICE

PliuMlix

II

price.

-REPAIRING-

remedy
CO.,

<

I

own

STOCK OF

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE, SHARK ANDREWS, Prop.,

for

HUNT’S

uSne.

yonr

Jewelry Carefully

<

■

Appealed.

costs.

as

Tranks, Valises, Satchels, Shawl Straps .(• Carriage Lap llohes.

WATCHES & CLOCKS

—

!'1

Hats

Stylish

and

Nobby
goods, such

STATEMENT OF THE STANDING AND CONDITION OF THE

druggists.

1

store.

&c.

Full line of Seashore

A FULL

Razors & Shears

1

a

For YOUNG MKN\

LADIES and CHILDREN

.,

tin- property "f Swan A sibley
aiueo at .fdO. The same evening the

Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps

to show our

From 10c. to $2.

ofToati-

(’orrcrfed Jf7 <■/.■///

ter-

the bottom of the mug a
summon the servant

to

Gents'

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN.

Goods warranted as represented or money refunded. If you are in want of any of the above
please call and examine goods and prices and be convinced that this is the place to buy.

SPECTACLES

Pamphlot

B EIj FAST

i:<)!>!

At almost

eeice

1 NERVOUS
DISEASES
RETENTION
OR
NON-RETENTION

|

!

all

0K
SIDE

4

Silver Ware £

of this

strength, and tho
blood is purified.
It is pronounced by
hundreds of the best
doctors to bo the ON1Y CURE for Ml
kinds of Kidney Dis-

THE
KIDNEYS

i

use

7.7gL27 ilay F ton.
S.OOgri.OO
dried F lb,
7ftW Hiiles F tb,
ngf!
J Tag.I.m Lamb F tb.
I4gh'.
Leans,pea,Fhu.
[
2.'to I.amh Skins,
medium,
r»Ug7.->
the first dwellings erected In town. On this occas»>«7
yellow-eves,2.7aod.OO Mutton F tb,
Lutter F It,,
ion they were brought to light for the entertain
Idyls Oats F hush.
4dg4»i
licet F It*,
Ty'.i
Potatoes,
JOy.'io
ment ot the visitors, ami in contrast w ith the many !
7‘*gW0 Uouml Hog F lb,
Oyt)
Parley F lmsii,
hcauhiul modern article- present*
at thl- time
Cheese F lb,
Wyll Mraw F ton,
a.OOyd.UO
Out* Turkey F tb,
I>g22
they revealed their relations toother Mays. In tlii- Chicken F lb
Calf skins p iti
7gS
I2yl2'2 Veal F lb,
eonneetion a brief mention of a tew articles seems
Duck F lb.
27
t)gii Wool, washed F !b,
2u
1.7 Wool,miwashedFtti
proper. A sterling silv«-r mug, -neb as are seen in | Kggs lr do/..,
Fowl
-LOOwn.Oo
F
tt>,
llyid Wood, hard,
pictures representing the people >f lieer drinking i
uu Wood, soft.
Ceese F lb,
J.OOgll.oO
ountrii
had at the end of
handle which

intei'e'Uiiu and Ihe ihuvcrs and decorations j again.”
)iir thought on
beautiful-Mr. Wallace Leant is spending ed and worn old relic, of

ver

DISEASE3

j

that have been handed down from generation to j
generation than this of which we write, with its !
quaint old staircase indicating that It was one of

Hag to
Bishop:

hturh last

house in

FOR

now pre-

-NEW-

out the stock and trade

ALLARD, jewelry business, in
Belfast, I am now prepared to offer the most astonishing trade ever seen in Belfast. My object is
to dispose of the stock on hand so as to tit up anew.

REMEDY, tho Stoma C
h.an d B °. w. ® 1.a
speedily regain their

ALL

the celebra-

decorated with evergreens ami ll.overs.
After the usual compliments ami congratulations,

no

By the

CURES

«■

was

from

-AND——

guests passed into oilier rooms when they
were served with ice cream and cake.
Probably

1

A. Lewis

A.

a

Having recently bought
of the late ISAAC

y.iToFAl.L'Ao

tuc

many such another year.
is in t >\vn
spend the Fourth.
A

pWN

their marriage.
lovelv May and during the hours mentionr-tendy -dream of friends visited the honored

ot

which

be

Mr.

i.

(

was

ANDREWS, Proprietor,

Hammocks, Ilelts, Woolen Shirts of all styles, Silk <f- Haney Ties, Caffs
<('• Collars, Linen Coats, Dusters. White Vests, tte., iVe.

was a

ed

Tii.' Herndon cottage, to be completweeks, }* quite an ornament to the

Ilridge-

is.

pared

couple. The guests as they arrived passed into
tile parlor where they were received by Mr. ami
Mrs. Pillsbury, who stood in the center of the room,

Mr.

then*

Boston market is

-<•

’eg-head of molasses in Hu- Maine
!: -use
It was owned by the Morrill
ai bvi.!

range

un

The occasion
p. m
the linieth anniversary
w
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Clothing Store!

READY MADE CLOTHING
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Atwood.
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Simeon Ellis takes tin; hotel.
loiibledlv la* popular. ..We were glad

•re< /«■

eve

11.

..-u.-im

and

low

•Vi

l’osau.i-:

rc

e

1’here

.Monday

tion

Saturday between the hours ot 2 and

on

and

Pillsbury and Mary xiyward
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not.

"earsport householders

to

lusur.t.!•

■_

1

sav

-a me

n

of 15. M. Koh

store

MARK

LACTATE CO., Boston, Mass.

Having just returned

The great social event of tin* past !
the reception given at their residence by

•>

sucee--.

W

.!

(lie

AVERY

members

>•

1

warmer

has met

Montvitle

in-laii

.d<

Adams, Treas.

on

ol

to

i'lire, Healthful, Refreshing Drink, aiding DiItn24
gestion. Soli I by Druggists every where.

past-W. 15. Uieh and family ed on its side, did not ni ’an that it -Mould rust out
i• dit
in
Lyman inis made the follow m
11! Bangor were in town lad Tind.i;.’....Mi." Helen
Another relic of the same age was a china punch
h-s of departure-an I at v a.
•! :!.<■ m.iii -m tinn~|,oi 1,■. i-iting In rd'ter Mi-'. T. B. ! b>»wl of uni<|i:e design. Two worn and faded sam
route from here to Belfast.
I.eavt s- ar.-po! dally
> .1-1:;! ...M is. .1
I. Brown of V. a-liington 1). C. is
piers were spread out before iis bearing the dales
except sun-lay, at a. m. an 1
p m. min »va
•'•peie'.iog w eed ..rt w.»with her sister Mr-. J.C. At
of 17->. Outlie wall was a laml.-cai e wrought in
son t-- eonneet w ilii train-.
Arriv at p„ ball in 1
wood. > i,. I a- e..!ne east to sjiend the summer at the same
j
style and hav ing the same date. Many
hours. Leave Belfast daily, \c -pi Suicbiy, at b ib
her collage ai North port-Dr. C. F. Atwood of
ancient engravings in frames hang about the
Market.
Boston
a. m. an I 7 bo p. m. or "i. ;,ri i\ d «f train-.
Arrive
M'M'.'oe Ii:i- bought out Dl. A. W. Swell ol this rooms, and there were china tea -el- and odd
s \Tt'KPA \, June 2S.
j
at Searspoj t in I-, hour-. The "11 -cm dull did not
and will move his family here very soon....
pLi
Lt rt'Kit—Weak, and late saies indicate a still
plates whose age- daie hack over two hundred
oblige the slagt to eonm-et. with the afternoon 1
furtiier Of ine in price-; .-mne choice northern
dinners report that the average hay crop will
j years. Tne.-i mementoes which have the associatrain.
lots are elo-ing out at isgp.ie; creameries
lie \erv light iu town this year.
Sonic fields are ] tions and the life story of one- anee-tors are a rich dairy
have to he strictly fancy to exceed 20e; demand
A lady of our a -piabbai.-•■
w !e» for several
looking u .*1', h"\\ ever. Mr. It. L. Campbell lias inheritance. The occasion was most .-oeial ami light ami tor -mail lot- ; no rail for medium ami low
weeks pa-t has li.-vn ■-miplainiiig that non,
t her
grades; northern ercanierie-, t'aiiev 21y22e; good
ah,mi ;,o acres "i grass wiiieii is looking very line ! enjoyable and we can but wish for the aged
P-g20e; \ .-rimmi dairy 20g2le ; Franklin
eorre-pomlents an-wered her lid ter- ha-i the mys- i. indeed. \< « pt in some places where it was pair many years of health in the I'm are. t./choice
fou,;iy 7 -1 dairy l'.'y20e; N. A vV Vt. <!airy, good
j
tery solved by -me -d tin- iieigibi.-r'- children com- ^ wini< r kii.eu
to choir, lsyp.tr; common to I air Hty 17m* ; western
Mr. <
Iris iust completed a nice
Fiuerv hall was again beautifully decorated by
ereumerrs, i.aney 21e;ehoire 20e; lair to good 17«
ing to the hou-e with part- of -oinc half ;i ilo/.-'ii | in w earn w i' li w ill hold 7;, t-sP tons of hay.... our children and their teachers of the
grammar
P.»e; imitation creamery. choice |.7e; ladle -packed,
letter- which had been ionnd ia t ween la rt -idem *
H'e undi r-tuiid tlial Mr. Leorge Leant has gone
school ami on Friday evening last the graduating eh'»i*• Idy I te ; fair to good sy 12c.
and the P---i Otliee. >he i..*talo n ;.a*’k wnai site
Cm;i:si; -The
are moving slowly
m*—t, laeCn i
into
s<
suntlowers
this
aexercises look place Indore a fill! house. Thirty
quite extensively
raising
n'.ie for northern, ami s m for western; supal
.-.aid ai>'»iil tin- writer-, a
ii i- -pent in r leisure
n.
He is indebted to \V. >. (.'otl'ren for some
I ne li-t ischolar.- took part- during the evening.
large ami demand limited to present wauls:
ply
tiiiie in trying to put tin- -<\eral parts together,
m»rt hern choice full cream
so long thaL we are obliged to omit the names of
yWe; fair to goo. 1 7g
\ery line varieties, and hi- prospects for a good
.c
Westeiai choice s
but say--In- Had no idea teat
; fair to good 7gSe; skims
many eombiuarop are looking favoralile-The meeiings «.f the all except the graduates, which area- lollow-. ! and
skims
par
dyne.
tioiis «-ould be made w ith so ji \v piece-.
eii'. lUitior, held last week were very Interestolive H. I.well, Ilarrv F. Cat-ley, Alice F. <h*ogl a..;s Demand -kick ; eastern irregular in qualiMr. A. W
Keene of Bo-t-m, t-'.iem-r •»!’ \
ing and Were wt II attended... Tile schools close* ins, .b-miie s. sinnctl, Veroii IF sin nett, Marion ty id J 17 Lr ; ( 'a uadi an, island and other gra/les sell
lairly at P v' for eiioice mark-; near by and capo
has arrived
town, ami
Culture, singing. A
this week.
Hailey. Mabel A Devi reiix, Arthur A. litiek, id-ie ; I ->•; ra-lrni 1»l‘^ y 171 : do Aroo-to. >k county UiC g
M. Montgomery, F ilth M
ready l" receive pupils in all Hu* mu-i d bram-m-s
Page. All acquitted 17.-; New York ami Vermont HP.ylTe; western
( Wild -'.
All hough leal two of <mr churches
choice Ire.-li lfd.e.
The tirst s«*ssion will begin tiii- evenbig at tm*
thorns* Ives line !v, but Ma-t*
1 >* nni
II. Huekh y
have sedi-'d pastors the
pulpits of ail of them
Leans— Leans in heller supply and demand is
Cong. Vestry, amt will be free !•• all. Mr. Keene were O' •: 1 j ijed ia-! simdi;
not {iiit»* so -harp as i; li.a- hern ; prices about the
1,’ev. Mr. T y ler of' in hi recitation of “Fnion and Filter! v showed .-*>
will explain, at tlmt time, hi- methods of h aching,
much talent that a recall was demanded by the an- | same for pea and medium, but -lock has to he very
1 -:•
W.
m
:•!
the ( "iign .1!ionali -1, U
Mr.
choice; y.-liow eyes in high supply and linn.
-i
be ask
tint
A
and w i'l an-wet a!: «jm
dienee. and with pleasure* we mention his name. |
start of M
.''id Hev. Mi.
ll.u anI> vi'i;AW May dull and stock- of medis he vvl-he- b
p v:u.
T:elaed in regard t- 111
Mr. Fred IF Hied ha-evidently done hi.- duty a- j um and low grane- are heavy
Hoods that show
Her
Hali'.n'•!! at
InsurLpiseopal....
■■:! known taantita*-.
teacher of our grammar school. Arrangements signs of le t weather an* very hard to place; fancy
•«’
piano to be used is fro n lbeg'-!
l\cal;'i- W:i- ill I 'Wl) last week-The
j hay is steady; iye straw is .pnet and unchanged in
A- this i-a rare opporK ;•!_ hi -' Imiidi::.. a
tire made with the F. M. (
lory of 11 allot & I*-1 he e.-.ruer "! Mechanic and
>emiu.-iry by our lirst price; fancy £p5y In .*>(); \... i *17y pi; good $ j:5y 14 ;
tunity for the y-mngto r» eive ill-’ -ante in-li uetion Main >1. is growing very fast, ii will be a great s bool district whereby all graduates from the or linarv sil 7oyig; tine s 12y 1 ">7o; straw, best rye,
$lwg2u; maeliiue rye $! ’.y 14 oat $WglO.
p
it i- .• ■ !.i:n I
he abh- lo
iire in a large
they w oi
grammar school are admitted free to the Sominarv
err village-Uobert
Wadsworth is
hoped that tin- cla-'Cs will !>o lull.
for a term of three \ears, that being oar “high
1 nice dwelling on >e:i S|_D. B. With
school.” This is a most excellent arrangement, ami
MARRIED.
_:--M ,\ l.o atiended the •onvenlion at Chicago has
•! [
>c|i-i t
At til*- ■•Je.shn: t' \‘
1
•ned. I!,- also visited Fond Du Lae, Iowa, ought to command alteution from those seeking a
Tii' -ilax afternoon tin- pi •gramtiu* wn- a-- fohuwIn Monroe, .May 2.', I.y Rev. W. Ii. Brown, Ford
Mi 1 •: 11• Ii-, Minn., and oilier Western cities, pleasant, healthy t >wn, w ith good school faciliP.irl lat. U< i!ati'*n. l a.- timed !e--< .n Mi-- N
A. Sheldon, of Belfast, and Ida B. Low, ol'Frankliediug Camden men almost everywhere....The ties, to reside in. The music tor the graduating ex- j
Mi-- 1711a Hop.
lie (ji.ii!.’
J-l. ( mp* -it:
fort.
Mi-- ti-.-ie Pei.
-dimmer vi-ii-ws are coming.
In Northport. dune 2!lth, hy F. A. Diekey, K.-q.,
Mr. (iardner and orrises was furnished by an excellent choir coin- j
k:n*.
Tin- F.- :s W
Amos A. Mliliken, of Camden, and Miss Lena
d let "i i, MiLa. V I -lai'ietue, Mister Wil i. I Hake.
h.u.i'y ol Philadelphia and Mr. .1 mlson and familv pose d >>l the lollow lng persons: lad. li. Parker, Mr.
V. Colson, of Wiuierport.
Will snowman, Cora Hill, I’hel-c Hooper, May
“11-c.v
New Y-.uu. arrived last week and occupied their
Master Wiiln- Nickeis.
lib. R -Ration
In Lake ( ity. Minn., dun. 2-UL, at the residence
H field, May
he sav<. d >i. Miel.ai
-.Mi-- .Jennie Trundy. '■"tla'-es.... We are paim d I" learn that 1’ ini SlevHooper, Ri< hard 15. stover, S. (. of the bride’s father, Mr. A. I*. Thumbs, of si.
Mi-s Clara >. Lhoenix.
Homer. Mis. R. 15. stover preside* 1 at the piano. Cloud, Minn., and
J --q
•! Washington, D. C., \\ ho arrived last
5th. ( "lnpositioa, sua.jeei
-ear p>»rt”—Mi--d.
In Brooks, dune Pa, by Rev. II. small, Cideon
sle Niehols. Selections Iran Mile- -tumli-h. 1-t.
week w ilh I.is son I >r. W. 11. Stevens, is quite sick The music added va ry much to the pleasure of the
Braley, of Brook.-, and Mis. Deborah G. Sheldon,
Aim. dune 21, Mr. Fred \Y. Wright and
of Monid.
with malaria... ! B. Lrose, of Koekport is very intelligent audience present.\masu I.. C'onant
Miss Tiled.- Bi.ick.
I. Love and Friendship—Mis-
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Grange, and many of the
Grangers of Iielmont, Searsmont, Northport and
Belfast were present, and among them Mr. Ansel
Wadsworth, ot Belfast. A public. Grange meeting
was held in the evening and many who assisted at
the raising remained.\ family of Indians have
been tenting here for a few days. They go to Camden this week-Mr. Melzer Higgins showed us
an egg the other day which weighed :>?4 ounces
and measured 8 inches one way by (>** inches the
other. Mr. Higgins thinKs that it would pay him
to sell his eggs by weight
x-hool in Dist. No. 11
closed the 2d Inst., altera term of ten weeks, taught
b\ Miss Fannie Ordway of this l)ist. The following is the roll of honor: The pupils not absent one
half day are Addie P. Levenseller, Helen LeadbetIcr, Jennie Thomas, Jennie M. Levenseller, Katie
Lermond, Lillian i> Knight, Lulu Thomas, Maud
Lermond and Sarah Leadbetter. Not tardy for the
term, Albert Knight, Clara Ordway, George Leadbetter, Lulu Thomas, Mary Higgins, Rowcna llig- j
gins, and Richard Lermond. Those not whispering [
during the term, were Albert Knight, Clara Ordway. Eddie Levenseller, Ernest Knicht, George j
Leadbetter, Jennie Thomas, Katie Lermond, Lillie
1). Knight, Mel/.er Higgins, Mary Higgins, Rowouu i
liiggln-, Richard Lermond, and Sarah Leadbetter.
Miss Ordway is one «»f the best teachers in town,
and this was a very profitable term. Miss Ordway
has taught sixteen terms of sclioo1, nearly all In
tills
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Point. schooner Sandy Point, Capt. S.
(.rant, arrived Sunday from Dover, N. IIFrench E. llall, American Express messenger,
after commencing the business on the Mount Desert branch, resumed his position on the steamer
City of Richmond—Charles F. Black leaves today to attend the Sauveur College of Languages at
Burlington, Vermont, during vacation....Arrivals
Capt. Alex. Black from Bedford, N. II.; Mrs.
Edwin Lane <>f Auburn; Mrs. Frank Johnson, of
Manchester, V II.: Elbridge Cinn, from sea; Nathaniel s. French, principal of the South Weymouth, Mass., high school, is expected this week,
with his family.\ large lot of IIre-works have
been ordenai to make splendid the night of the
Fourth
Don't forget the operetta, Saturday eve
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LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY,' and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above svmbol, and name of

SAVES

JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
26t71sC0W

WILL convince you of
the wonderful curative
properties comhined in
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, if the remarkable
cures that have been effected by its use fail
to impress upon your mind this repeatedly
proven fact? Thousands are using it. and
11 lnediall declare that
lB|gg g il is
cine possess- Ini III ing all and
even more than ■■ ■■■» we claim for
it. My friend, if you are sick or in that condition that you cannot call yourself eitlur
sick or well, go and geta bottle of Hood's
Sarsaparilla, and realize yourself liow

n W
II I
Wa 1I»» I

*■■■■

Roll

W ■■

machinery of your body

.silence fell—
follow* d the call;
Only his rear man had seen him fail.
Killed or wounded, he could not tell.
answer

There they stood in the failing light.
'I'lifs*' men of battle, with grave, dark looks.
As plain to read as open hooks
W bile slowly gathered the shades of
night.
Tin* fern on the hillsides was splash. *1 with
blood.
And down in the. corn where the poppies
grew.

Were redd r slain* than tin* p*»ppi«-* kn w;
And criinsoiMlyed was tin* river's ilood.

working

into

A (•<»<>!> Invkstmknt.—One of our prominent
business men said tous the other day: "In the
spring my wife got all run down and could noteat
any thing; passing your store I saw a pileof Hood’s
Narsaparilla in the window, and I got a bottle.
After she had taken it a week she had arousing
appetite, and did her everything. She took three
bottles, and it was the best three dollars I ever invested. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

Drew !*’—then
“Gyrus
This time no

“CONVINCE
all the

Call.

“C orporal Green?'1 the Orderly cried.
“Here!" was the answer, loud and clear,
From the lips of the soldier who stood near;
And “Here!" was the word the next replied.

order.

M \s<.
L<>\vri
o--nthmen
Messrs, r. I. Hood &
It affords me much pleasure to iv-omim ml
H-'OD's S>.\ IfS A PA HI I. I.A.
M> health J .a S
1 <an such that for some years past 1 ha\e
] <•. n obliged to lake a tonic oi some kind ::i
the soring". and have nev« r found anything
that hit my wants as your Sarsaparilla. 11
tones up ‘my systt-m, purities my 1*!<>o<i,
sharpens my appetite, ami .seems to make

Lespeetfuhv

And a shudder crept through tie-cornfield m
“Fphraim Deane!”- -then a *<*i*lier spoke,

Hood’s

“Deane carried
said,

“Win lv our * n*ign
•Iasi after the enemy
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dlojiiisoii.
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KIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

CONSTIPATION, PILES,
AND BLOOD DISEASES.

[physicians ENDORSE IT HEARTILY. [
‘‘K’div /-Wort
ns.d.”

is the most successful
remedy
Dr. P. C. Ballou, Konkton, Vt.
“Kidney-Wort is always reliable.”
Dr. It. N. Clark, So.
Hero, Vt.
“Kidney-Wort has cured my wife after two years
suffering.” Dr. C. M. Summerlin, Sun Ilill, Ga.
I ever

IN

THOUSANDS OF CASES

it has cured where all else had failed.
but efficient, C EKTA1N IN ITS

It

is

mild
ACTION, but

harmless in all cases.
CTItcletnseii t he Klood and Strengthens ai d
gives New IJfe to all the important organs of
the body. The natural action of the
Kidneys is
restored- The Diver is cleansed of all
disease,
and the Bowels move
freely and healthfully.
In this way the worst diseases
are eradicated
from the system.
0

PRICE, ?1.00 LIQUID
Dry

OR

can

be

DRY,

SOLD BY

sent

by

DRUGGISTS.

mail.

PPl^^DVmBfinaaBICmH^n

Notice !
shall withdraw ourstallion “THAfKAMBAP*
from service on the IMIi of July, as at ter
that time he will he in training for the fall races.
Those wishing for his services will do well to rail

WE

early.

Respectfully,

MUDOETT BROS.
Belfast, June 17,1884.—4w*25

Horses for Sale
There

Is

or

Exchange.

continually on hand, at the
House stable, for sale or exf■»* * » change, 30 horses, suitable for drivers or
workers, also some matched pMrs.
W. ORINNELL, Prop.
Searsport House
Searsport, Maine, Feb .20, 1884.—tf8
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DEBILITY & WEAKNESS.

\

'ip, Fever.

M A"0\.

The Indiana Hepuhliean Slate Convention
nominated Hon. M II. Calkins for (.Governor.
Blaine and Logan were heartily endorsed.

I'MHs.

'■

Sweats,

for

i

Malaria

>l.tv

E. S.
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tv

I
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Hi

The

American

Prohibition

Chicago Friday, nominated

S.

convention

(’.Pomeroy

at
of

Kansas, for President of the United Slate- and
J. A. Conaut of Connecticut, for Vice President.
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"} Miy disfiguring humors, have had me best pliysl
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Searsport,
.>///,

DRESS

GOODS!

-also-

|

Velvets, Satins, &c.,

the Road.

AT a. P. fSAWSFSELO’S.

For Ladies of all sizes.
General Duncan 8. Walker of Washington
Commercial Travelers at a IVayhas several times been
Secretary of the DemoExtreme
sizes if not in stock will he or- i
siite
cratic Congressional Campaign Committee. He
Ian—Something to Put in
a Gripsack.
makes a statement as to why Tilden has dedered.
11
clined to be a candidate.
He says that ever
“Gentlemen, 1 almost envy you the positions you j
undersigned is the agent of the PATARUT
since INTO Mr. Tilden lias been furnished with till:
rpHK
your experience of the world; your knowledge
I
PIMP for this vicinity. The l’ump is made
B.
F.
full copies of every vote in ev< ry county in the <d business; the changing
in
Rockland
and gives excellent satisfaction. I
and
all
sights you see,
Union. From calculations which he has made, that, you know.”
also sell the celebrated EDISON PIMP. The price
This warmly expressed regret fell from the
of the Cataract Pump is $25, and the Edison $2*.
based upon these votes. Mr. Tilden, Gen.
lips |
THE
Vessel owners in want of new pumps will do well
Walker says, became convinced that he could i oi an elderly pleasure tourist, last August,and was
(iEO. E. WHHIT,
by calling on me.
not be elected over Blaine, and therefore de- addressed to a semi-circle of commercial travelers I
seated on the porch of the Lindell Hotel, St.
1
Shipsmith in Carter’s Yard, Belfast.
Louis,
clined to make the race.
May 111, 1884.—3m21
"Yes,” responded a New York representative of
The Democratic National Convention will be
tie
“a drummer isn’t without his pleasDissolution of Partnership.
composed of 820 delegates, but the is represent- ures,profession,
hut he runs his risks, toe—risks outside the
lug the Territories and the District of Columbia i chances of railroad collisions
If. MONROE and \V. E. PALMER having
and steamboat explo1
will have no vote. Unlike the Republicans, l sions.”
Candidates in their letter of acceptance will
Jt dissolved partnership, Mr. Monroe has as.
j
“What risks for instance?”
the Democrats in their National Conventions
urge upon their constituents the necessity of
sumed the liabilities of the lirm and will continue
"This, for instance,” said Mr. W. D.
the. business at the old stand and will as former’./
require a two-thirds vote to nominate, so that
Franklin, j
565 votes will be necessary to nominate. In who was then traveling for an Eastern house, and
keep on hand a large stock of watches, clocks anil
is known to merchants in all
of
the
3\v2.i
jewelry.
parts
country !
the Democratic Convention delegates can, so to
rK.which,
amounts almost to a cerindeed,
V*,e
Searsport, June ID, 1884.
themselves
in the middle” and tainty—of
speak, “part
the dyspepsia from perpetual
getting
give half of a vote to one man and the other change of diet and water and from having no fixed
and as I shall have thousands to make 1 want
half to another. It. was done at the late Re- hours for eating and sleeping. I myself was an exNotice.
all the good help f can get. (iood work.
)
ample. 1 sav was, for 1 am all right now.”
Good pay. No buttons.
publican Convention in one instance.
persons are forbidden harboring or trustNo discount on your digestion?” broke In a
son
HARVEY II. SMALLEY, Jr., on
ing my
Two of the most widely read and influential Chicago dry goods traveler,
GEO, A. QUIMBY.
lighting his cigar
my account as I shall claim all his wages and pay
republican journals in the country are the
no hills after tills date as 1 provide a home for him
Belfast, June 18, 1884.—tf-25
“Not
a
cent.
But I had to give up
quarter per
Chicago Tribune and the Cincinnati Commerand furnish him his clothing.
cial-Gazette.
Roth opposed the nomination traveling lor a while. The dvspepsia ruined my
HARVEY II. SMALLEY.
across an advertisement of
of Mr. Blaine in 1876; both rested their
<;aniu
Belfast, June 18th, 1884.—3\v25*.
oppo- PAKkkU N TONIC. I tried it and it fixed me up to
persition on the charges against him, then fresh, fection. There is
on earth, in
my opinion,
with their hollowness and falsity not yet un- equal to it as a curenothing
NOTICE.
for dyspepsia.”
Messrs. Iliscox & Co., of New York, the
derstood; both now declare that, with more
propersons are forbidden harboring or trustcomplete knowledge, they believe these charges prietors, hold a letter from Mr. Franklin stating
that precise fact. PAItkKK’8 TONIC aids
ing my wife, SUSIE M. MUKCII, on mv noto be baseless anu incapable of banning Mr.
digestion,
count, she having left my bed and board. 1 shall
cures Malarial
Fevers,Heartburn,Headache,Coughs
Blaine; and both, if not advocating bis nomi- ami Colds,
pay no bill of her contracting after this date.
and all chronic diseases of the Liver
-atnation, recognize his commanding popular and Kidneys. Put a bottle in
STEPHEN 11. MUKCII.
your valise. Prices,
Witness F. A. Cheer.
strength and are ready to support him.
50c. ami $1. Economy in larger size.
lmcow‘27
Belfast, June 20, 1884.—3\v-’<‘»
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furnisl* their tables

Glass, Crockery,
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A vea* medical work cn
I
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I

The story and a half house with
A
\ ‘‘11 and barn attached, tool house,
»ei f
woodshed; good cellar and good
*rJL.. MJififcaL well of water, on Waldo A ve.,owned by Dr. A. S. DAVIS. There is
about four acres of land, and some twenty fruit
tree.-, pear and apple. This is a very desirable
place, Dili 11 by Dr. Davis for his own use, and will
be sold at a bargain. Applv to
A. A. HOWES.
Belfast. \ ay 1, 1884.—tfis

5;*gjjL.-'

to Rent.

The subscriber oilers for rent a
handsome cottage of live rooms on
South Shore Avenue, Northport.
'The cottage is near the skating
rink, and commands a sightly view
*d the beautiful Penobscot Bay and
surroundings.
*l is a
harming spot by the seaside. For terms
CHARLES II. BRAY, High st.
apply to
Belfast, «Junc is, 1884.—tl'23

Farm for Sale I
situated three miles from postotliee in Belfast; lf»0 acres good
land; new barn and one small
building, good orchard. Farm cuts
over 40 tons of English hav.
Can
b* 'nought f*>r the small sum of $2,000, $1,200down.
M. E. DOlHiE, Belfast, Me.
Enquire of
-ia-.e 10, 1884.—4\v20
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Let.

'Tenement of eight rooms, corner
of Miller and Cedar Streets. EnW. A. SWIFT.
quire of
.Tunc 10, 1881.—tf2f>
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Pain,vitalizes Weak and Worn
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Richardson, Cud. House, New oro.'il!i. say.-: -In 1>70 Serofulou- fleers
1 >’ 'l-1 "'it "ii
my body until I was a mass of eorrupti'
h.\ervliiaig known to tin* medical faculty was
T»i*•
‘it
vain. I became a men* wreck. At times
•odd md lin my band.- to my head, could ind [urn
.0 bed ; w a- in coustutjt
pain, and looked upon life
a-aowr-i.
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si* !., we gave her Castoria,
Child, sin- cried for C tstoria,
"da-" -be was a Mi'-, she dung to astoria,
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Butler called at the W hite House, recently, and had a short interview with the
President.
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Brass Founders,

at the Chicago bar was
recently held
11 1111 t "!''court tor
simply making a motion
1'' lb* judge.
Perhaps we may as w el ex pi tin
ib I 'he motion looked towards throwing an ink
-lamI at the iu-tice’s hi ad.
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MI.SSIONS.

obnoxious by attacking
all who are suspected of having any sympathy
with them and by interfering with
praver
uieeting-. temperance meeting- and till such,
The people, in consequence, have been thoroiighly aroused and a League of Common Light
has h. rn formed at Lausanne for the
purpose
of removing all restrictions to the free exercise
"1 religion and of securing to all citizens the
flee exercise of their religion. Tlie auihorities
are
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The Best Authorities in Hygiene
1
'■•’i1*'; de that yeast fermentation in the propar*‘
d
oread foods are less healthv than when
:•1}•
'' '-is:
1 i.y ill.
of pun- IP. < airh -»od,tor Sour Milk.
I he I, ./,/
>..d;i ,• >aleratus are Superior for
their purity and ln-aIthfuluess. Cooking raised
by
u-ii;-’ ‘i" D"/'/ Wnfaf will he found more free from
the ! tint "t alcohol than any other. Ask your tiro
ei-r tor it until you get it.
*1 y41*
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National Soei,-!y*- loom. We-tmitlWill McDonald. J-'dJ Dearborn street, Chicago,
-ier. there was m id a few
da.*.- ago the annual gratetuliy ackii"wledge.- a cure of
or S;.lt
meeting of lie Home Missionary Soei< tv of the 11:e*11111, "u le ad. neck, face, armsEczema,
ami legs f.
( huiell of
Kngland. It appeared from*the re- -eventeeii ear- not able to move, except on liand*111'*
kiice-, for one year; not able to help himself
port which u a- read on the oeea-ioii that a -um
tor 11a!11 y ear-,
of s-ild.-g;;. had been voted toward the
trietjl hundreds of remedies; docsupport
"i
pronoui.c d his.ease hopeless,
l’erinanentlv
of v>:\2 urate.-, w orking in .'.77 pa isles. There
cure'l by tile c I It''t' It A KKMKDIKS.
Wa- all Ulefea-e ill the illeoUK
liUt it fell short
of the sbo.uoo which had been ask' d for. Tin
MORE
Archbishop spoke warmly in la or of the society and stal' d that hut for such sis-i-t:inee the
II. E. Carpenter, H. nders-m, N. V., cured of
work ot the ( hureh could not ho carried on.
I’-oria-i- or l.epro-y, of twenty years’
standing, by
* 1 1 I'T'IIA
<M the g'uouo.ono of tie- kingdom. I'.i.onn,oou
lil-.M El >IKS. Tile IllOst- Wonderful cure
on record.
A dustpanful of scales fell from him
"ere in the towns, and were distributed over
I dlv.
Phy-ieians and hi- triends thought in* must
••■ot'O parish* -.
It was urer-san that there
• in
( nr** -worn to before a .Justice of
the Peace
he
reeled a large number of new par- ao Henderson’s
most prominent citizens.
ishes. At least two thoii-and li\« hundred
“lore clergymen
wa p
nr. ded
it t in- Church
was to hoid its gia.und.
The Archbishop did j
not make any att* nipt to di-gui-e the fact that,
Write to us for these testimonials in full or send
io *1 to (In* parlies.
for all extension purpo-e-. dependence mu-l
Don’t wait. Now is the time
t" cure everv specie- of
Ik- put on the voluntary
Itching, Sealv, 1‘implv,
principle.
i-otiiloiis, Inherited, < oiilagious, and Copper-col.
ini-: swiss ucui.iors laws.
'■red Di- a-i
of the Blood, >kln and scalp, with
I.and of freedom a- it is and ha- long been. Los- of Hair.
>'Id hv all druggists. Price; (.Ttici.’UA, 50
ets.;
cannot
he congratulated on the
IH:s« »i.v'hvt, ^l.Oo; Soa i*. ■>:, rents. Pottku Dun;
satisfactory condition of her law- relative to ; and « HIM UAL Co., Boston, .Mass.
religion- liberty. Tlie per-eeution of tie sal-i
\ationistsis matter of recent hi-tory. It now
A B ITV For Sunburn, Tan, and
OC.MU I I Oily >kin, Blackheads, and
ap|»* iii> that, not contented with driving he
"kill I'demi-hes. Use CniiTHA S'AI*.
Salvatloni-l- out of the eouni ry, tie- auihorities

1 i 1] ! •» karats

iU.-

]

of every
cured

mpie "l Virginia lawyers were about to go
and shoot each
iher, w hen some silly person
inter!.-red and had them arrested. Their fellow
"mm .ei-s "I the War passed souk*
touching resolutions ot regret.

s.

purely secular
direction of the
eotirsi
ns
in tin primai y schools
have recent!y been taken entirely out of their I
hand-, thus hi-::_!!if the primary into line ]
Wit ll intermediate schools."
At
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y ear-ago organized on
t*a-i-. ’1 lie i« xt Iminks and
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ses are
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N ow here in
Furope" -ay > the ( 'llri.-i iau
C ;i'*si.
i- !In* bailie h.-iuiin liberalism ami
tin Homan < atholie Chur<h »> ing fought with
..a
mPm-ity tlian in L.-i-ium. < lerieai inihienee ha- !<■ 11 ii -I• n).* unturned to withstand
tie rising tid>- ot 1 iJ1 opinion in a country
which, until ree-ntly. hashcii wholly under'
th*
dominion of the < itureii. The burning
question of the «I.* m Belgium is the secular zat ion oi edm-atioii.
The primary schools have
'•outinu'-i! unde the intiueiie.- of the Homan
< itho.i.- ei.
Tininti mediate schools were
rgy.

will In* a\va:<l**tl
1st l'r>-m:iim
fr h. a li hi: w-ti*.
fi.-5atv.-t !i;n: l.f*r<-f •.ir«*metv
*>,i uiM
Uv**n f.
th T;r\t lara-st e .in 1
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..:-.r
th
-r.ii-r --f th-- i:.nnb«T
f
:.i V.
,v.*il ff.Hii *-ach.
til- t*
ME-ri-ssf.-t con.
ty liv
t*-stuntI ach t>:i_- must l—-ir .-nr
:,:i' Bull Dnrh.’ni lal-’. I S
BE- -tump. a
N
d r-, uti.
1’siR-s must ti.- .I-inti ii| sr-nir-m; a
paek.nrc with name a ..1 a.i> 1 r*. f
4i"': h-r an.l tiuiV-rof hay*--- -.t.v.-i.
l.'ti:ilv Eiar-k-l
it-it- 1 *.
'-atst >••. -.HI'
il.l L.-1-S
; a:<l I"
Hi»ekwt*!Ps Diirlinm Tolmcco
<
I.V. r;. vT.-numcDirham. N
pin k:u'. has pi.-tur*- -f Bui;.
See >ur next announcement.
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$12.00.
L. HAYFORD.
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Northport Ave. Kspeeial care ami .'.Mention piven
to eowlneting funerals.
KM11A I.M I S'. done in
the most simp’e and thorough manner.

1. i\ir will prevent any serious result troin a smla
'’old and efleet a speedy cure. It you are
'•1"1 -•
"i‘ have the jaundice, sick headache or
di/./.ine-s, try Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters, lnr.’d
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night calls promptly

or

Sl.KiiPKirs

account of the su l ien changes in the
temper;,,tiro ai Him season and in this climate, it is almost
imp- >>'i! >lo d. keep reo from colds am I roughs; but
lO'iiipi ii-o o| \ 11. I low ii s’
Balsamic

lot

--.

on (in

i' marvellous what Mims of money are
raised in tic- 1-.tine and tor thc'ervie.- of
religion. Ad tic- ehureli giving of th<-time illu'irates tin- power of the voiuiitarv piim-iph-.
The Anc-ri an (.-m-ral A".-mhlv raised during tic- v ar tor foreicn missions the sum of
£700.000.
ill folly }. a|-' the I-’r*
Church of
Scotland has rai>« d s7‘.uon.upo.
Poring tic*
'aim period i!c- Inked I’n-'hv let ian Cimn-hof
Scotland lei' rai'.-d san.00o.uot). It is a good
record for I’resbytery.
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Sunday

boro !■* a girl in Chicago who has ten lingers "ii
ami.
I'lie man that marries her will he baldbeaded before the honeymoon is over.

There

neutral i/.i 'that
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t,f tlio woist an!

no

<.
nerve-pain or in urn
'i
may unli c. .niparn’ i\«• patieii. e
l!,:
nli-mU of w
in tn.
la ad. d lint is had cm in nr*, hut u hen ><•
.S»d/ts y. ,!. y
help,

“But no relief,
\ud now sh is

Father is
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Hr. Law. who w;i* f.»r eight years im dieai
missioi.ar\ on Lake N\;i"a. < ntral Attica,
ha' coin i< ; .-d tin tiist draft of the translation
ot th.- New Te'taim nt into •he < Iiinanga and
i’hitoiigo dialects, l'he tm'pe! of <t. Mark
has been printi d. and that ot S;. .1 »hn is j
ing ilirougli the press. Hr. Law i- at i r< sent
residing in IMinhumdi.
k*

...

as-t

suffered

r

<

trips per week

l eaving Belfast for Boston everv week dav at 21*
o’clock r. m.
J
Leaving Foster's wharf. Boston, for Belfast,
every week day ai ft o’clock l\ M.
< MNNia rio.ss-At ><
airport with stage for stockton on arrival of steamer. At
Bueksport with stage
for ami from KlUwortn. At Bangor for Mooschead
Lake and all stationthe B A I*. K. i: and M.
< '"inn
<'• B. K.
{,. I'.,,- Portland at IT k
land usually ••vna M"ii'l:i' ai •! Tlmr.-da v evenings.
< om
'ion- at B<--k:..nd u ith -[• .imr- Mt. Desert
Knelt land for Mt. I -~**rt and lauding- .a-t.
Ticket- may lie olitaiued < n lioarii steamers for
Lowell, Lawrence, New York ami Philadelphia.
Pare to Bo-ton.on
to Lowell. .;..*»<i
Irom I?• Ila-t to Bo ton ami return. ft.on
from Sc,arsport to Boston and return_ ft.jft
D. LANK. Igent, Belfast.
JAMKS LITTLKFIKLD, Supt.. Boston.
<AL\IN Al.MIV. t.eneral Freight Agent. Boston.
B. li -i, M
j.ssl -i vrl

.theextn miiies
.V-,
i s iilK if5

■,
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Commencing Saturday, May 31,

misery.

‘•'Iv 'laiiglit* r“Ilow much 1 lici la!li1 li iters.’’
“lie is getting \\\ 11 ati-T
a disease Hr 'larch i
"And vv
are so g
A I.ADV of t'lii'.'i, N. V.

Tassels, <(V.

Ii y.iii wWi to 'live money e.ili and
fore purchasing el>ewhere.

^ei.v n \ is
gigantie forms

Scarsnuntt.

UPHOLSTERING «i«'iie in me ln-l
ner awl all work guaranteed.

>

the brain, thr nigh the
<jI the toes. \\ In u
the >•
y-*u iu»\>-s. \.

’i i:

“From a '.implication of kidney, IBer, r!c
ma tic tt'oid>!e and N>
’>
u
d>• 1 >i!it\.
“I nder the a; :• ..f 11
b< -l physicians,

in

prices to suit the times.
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Shall sell at
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The steamers of this line will ranked
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Tlu.re

rve-t>:un.

in the leg,
running,;, wmvur.l lionitlie
pi', is tie greats , tie .V, .. «hi, .with 11

Wheels, Axles & Springs,
And

own

ticular w.*rk

Daughter's Misery.
our

in

kindsandolgreat

—

“Hleven years

ii’.e.uis

human sy-vni nerves of many
vara ty.d'si,:. s. Kaehn t.o
function, a:.u inch its own par-

in the

ii’o

bits its

and suffered along, pining aw ay
years.*'
“The doctor doing tier no good;"
“And at last wa> <m- d by thi- H u Bitters
the papers say so mu« h about'.”
“Indeed! Indeed!”
“How thankful we should be for that medicine.”

They are made from the best material in the market, and by experienced workmen. Have all
the latest improvements in

Fra per if Foods «{’• Fri ni/es.

travelling through the west enlightPowder.”
je-ople on the subject of
-houl'i suggest t him that powler is a
stildoot to throw light on.

It

of

to

May S. !><!.

Tin PS

Neuralgia

“She lingered
all the time for

of

Oo.

73 a? /i'-j-efjLi-r

“No!

A

Bangor

Sloanislii])

Did She Die?

GroceryWagons Op Buggies
s

prices.

awl made

-ut

large stock

A

surfaces. It has cured humlr. -is
other remedies ami applications
l,y all druggists.

now

A:
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at

Foal,

a

Boston and
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A

hitherto had great

l»nr:

A
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Suits,

description

of every

Legion.

i idglitlv." only a little corn. C-e Hinds’
liv'.m VI. < "UN Ui:\ioyi;u.
It i- guaranteed to
< uro. an-! lea’.es the skin smooth.
Jyr.'H

A
"in

Mahogany

ami Pint

Iicifa-t,

Concord Wagons,

Rockers, Folding Cha5»s. Lounges and
Fa**) Chairs, Red Lounges, Ac., Centre Tables
in Walnut. Marble and Plush Tops, Whatnots,
Rook Shelves and Brackets, Ae., spring Beds,
Mattresses and Pillows. Rattan Chairs and
Roekers. kitchen Furniture,

•■tun-r is

'a o

lOvcr.

Patent

-.

;.ia-

in

Parlor

'o

In-a:- tin- inflamed
a oa-i•** where .ill
have I tiled.
>"!d

-h,

In Walnut awl \

"•
people have had their lives made misThis painful difliculty is often inby Pili
and always aggravated by Constipation.
Kidney-Wort i- the great remedy for all ulTcciious
lbi- kind, h ad* as a gentle cathartic, promotes
a
In a liiy action of the bowels, and soothes and

II

Terms, to insure

Cheats !!!

“The Remedy so favorably noticed in all
the papers,
“Religious and secular, is
“Having a large sale, and is supplanting all
other medicines.
“There is no denying the virtues of the Hop
plant, and the proprietors of Hop Bitters have
shown great shrewdness
“And ability
“In compounding a medicine whose virtues
are so palpable to
every one's observation.'’

1

CHAMBER SETS

Butter.

Vegetable

\\ hen Cod vv on id e-im-aie a man il- .•••mi- Is
him to 1. arn letter lessiui'.
lie sends him to
'(‘hoot to the met* n:.' r.kic-r til ill to tin
maces, that. I>\ knowing a
sutlering. lie ma\
know also tic
it Alia limPin a eoii'o. it ion.

—THAT

for

!-• ■ai"ii-

You should only attempt to borrow from
ho'.- wh. have l 'I f.-w
hi' W olid’s -ootls.
as their chest' are m.t of doll.
lid thev an be'id* '. anxious to app* ar wealthier than tiu-v
t

Best

ar dint your father-in law’s will has been
>aid "lie eiti/.en to another. “Vou don't say
«
the alarmed reply. “I’ll bet forty cents
Jiied my wife’s share down tile closest.!”

's.riiice

:1m Mm lav had lm* been obs'-rved as a
da} ■■! r.<!nriii” tin- last tmvc ennui-'. i
have mu the slight -st tloirk :hat \vt should havt
been al thi' imlinen; a poorer p.-opc- and less
civilized.
Ma -utility.

<

111: ■ ii

hero

•I

1

strength-giving
phosphates
ARE—

Si

FURNITURE

■*

No hill, will supply th
walk
'Uiisliine !<
to make known Igv v a Ilia hie. \oil
pi aeiif' ; an
v
mu'I ha
(.oodiae cht
rlu In*" ot w i'dom.
1.1‘S' s||lii« S io the last.
ll.lmT'Mi.

!

«

the

to

but one best color for butter, and that that
Well.-., lii'-h.trdson \ Co.’s Improved Butter Colniidid investigator doubts. It is the best
I ii’ifi
"lor in the world; is free from sediment or
imp ,! ii
nlway ready for instant use, ami it ini|i i-*t
butler that rich dandelion yellow, without
a ;;ugo «d
rod, w hieli is the acme of desirabilitv in
any nutter color.

l’er>i'telit peojde begin 1 !»• i I* Mlce-.-'s W'lcTO
Pile is lid ill fa ii 111‘c.
Midward Lggiesloll.

Of

70 Main St.

•'

nal

ASSORTMENT

REST

AND

State, Including the UTKST STYLUS ol

in the

Wise.
are over troubled with si< k or nervous
.•'ii«* tr\ a bottleot Follow-*’ lleadaehe Specific.
1 " 'i.nd thousands and will cure vou. For sale
all druggists. Trial bottle only -_>o”eents. 4w27

1

i
n
m
kt uncash d < hc« ks,
tiny will keep U' from haiiknij by, but not
from want, [llavergal.

KwommemHl

required by

tIt

LARGEST

Carriages

bankruptcy.

Thought.

of

THE

"ii

The

A! y I ill 1»* on*- a! m
iy w alcln d him
I p the hilly n*a Hide elimh.
Then 'aid. in a lone of ruin ie?i..n.
‘•.Mamma. Ilia! W a' 1 a; irr I llle !'*
\!' hoht'.

Vogeler

VOOELER & CO.)

A.

tialtiiaoiT, Mi!.. l'.S; A.

•1

Stranger.

r.

11

Co.

iyreowT

n

A

Bull

iBuneiion to

Chief,

1

A

I;

*.

old man well! by tin* window
shrunken ami b* nt with care;
11' 'd ;t s<-m in- swung over hi' slum Id.
And while were his In id and hair.

Directions in

Dealers.

languages.
The Charles A.

nn-

An

f’rotuiiiin*
><» »>•-:.

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Sold by all Druggists and

-ee," tP.oiigiitfully said a m.ai who was
-king a! an old well, "the windlass ne. ds repair.-,
the lim id K*au>, the rope is rotten and tin curbing
L- defective, but considered as a lode, 1 think it will

hut it *-.»t u* *1 *ar
F-»r that cotnpxin '.* r*»ll. w lx n calx d at night.
1 *f
hundred line, win* went i in * * tin* light.
Numbered but twenty that answered •■Here!"

Price s t a bottle,
«
I. ilOOO A CO.,
Mass.

i.

ieton

\

a

BURNS. S< A V,I>N.
And all other bodily aches
and pains.

Said

me!'

••I.

rondsldt hi* body ;ie*:
moment and gave him drink;
II murmured hi* motin ‘* name. 1 think’.
Ami d'-atli came with it. and elo*e*| his ye*."

Sarsaparilla.

s

1 left him dead.
waver*1.! audbrok-*.
wa* *:.-»:

“Gio*- to tinI pan** *i a

Sold bv all druggists.
1

ar.

regiment'* colors," lie

our

Wife

Soreness. Cuts. Bruises,
FROSTBITES,

“Our Miles of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam Inerc.i-e even vark.
Please ship us ten gross imnu dial.ay■.
I; our sales continue to iiHTcase in
i.-itIn-/ have in the past, we shall have to
gr<mouth. Hespcctfullv vour.-,
W. f
Fill LL11’> .V ip
U'itiiftsalt Druyyistx, 1‘ortuiuil, Mi.''

sighed.

One of our prominent business men said to
the other day: “In the spring my wife
got all run down and cm.: 1 not eat anything;
passing >••nr store I sac. a j jv u IL'niPa
Sarsaparilla in ti.e wimmw. andl got a
bottle. AfD. r she had bt ell taking it a week
she had a naming appetite, ami it did ln»r
everything, she t»*.k three bottles, and it
was the best three dollars I cm r invested.”

SPRAIN*.

Advertising

“It has become so common to write the beginning of an article, in an elegant, interesting
manner,
“Then run it into some advertisement that
we avoid all such,
“And simply call attention to the merits of
Hop Bitters in as plain, honest terms as possible,
“To induce people
“To give them one trial, which so proves
their value that they will never use anything
else.

the dams of Dexter 2.17L Nettie 2.IS, Robert MeDregor 2.IS, Driver 2.10Orange Girl 2.20, Ilunti• "-2 2"lt, l’owers
2.21, .lay Gould 2.21 la and twenty tw. others with records of 2.30 or better) by
American star son of Duroe; tirst dam by
Harry,
the great thoroughbred racer; second dam
by imIu'tci 1 Messenger. Middletown is sire of Music
-1
Noiijc Irwin 2.25, Orange lilossom 2.20, and
manv other fast ones.
Mary IIiiLe, record :j.n:> to wagon at three years
'bd. is ill. .|.un of Charlie Champlain 2.2h‘a, Rival
11 a- a i. ur-yi ar-old, the
Kentucky stallion Twilight, and otljcr noted ones.
Hambletonian Chief is a l>ay horse, lf>'a hands
high, and weighs lulu lbs. He is a very sure foal
-'■tier, and his cults are in demand at good prices.
Hi-line..i breeding is ot tljc verv best and is the
lavoritc with most large breeders. He has tin* same
Ibie of l»lo«t 1
Dexter and Ids full brother Dictator the -ire of Jay Eye See2.lt)1,.
1 he "idy "lie of hi- colt- that lias over been trained lor the track is George <>.. the sensational trot• >' ">
1 ■»-1 season, who with only three week’s
propgratioii entered and trotted in nine races inside
'b
week-, w inning eight out of the nine, and
jhrcc
'.no out of a
possible ij'.HKI.oo. He also placed
■■ill "t his beat- in tin* tbirtie-, and in every race Ids
.-I !c ats w'ere the fastest.
Record 2.31 d'.
I he above record, taken as a
whole, has never
'■ecu npiallcd io a Maine bred horse.
HAMBLKT0MA Y ( IIIKK will stand for service
the -c.i-on
mi:
l>^1—Saturdaj afternoons
ami Sundays excepted
it the -tabic of Harrison
Ha) ford, Belmont Avenue, Kellast.
t'.»rtit• wishing to -cud man
from a aistance
•'ll
guar.nit. d that their stock will rt reive the best
b
Mii'i at moderate c’m.rgcs; but all accidents
and c-.-gjic-at the ow uer’s risk.
-t-.ck must be paid be;Lh hill- on dl
1
i" :!
Daves the "i.e'e.but mares failing to get
■!! lie -ervi
iiione. will be returned, upon

QUINSY. SWELLINGS.

i 1 id man is merciful to his beast.
A
tjuMiev m.u: lviuscd to vacate his premises at the
eommatid «*t i;i- unfeeling landlord, on the ground
that he li el -e\.-r.il setting liens and lie hadn’t the
heart to disturb litem.

K* ir!"—and a voiee answered. “Here!1
‘‘Hiram Kerr!" -but m* man : plied.
Thev w.i .* brother*, tin .*<• two: tbe sad wind*

us

“Can you draw a dog?” said a lady of a gentleman
ill. r. The youth blushed crimson, and said
it
impends upon two things—the size of the dog
and the strength of the material in his pants.

A

“Fzra

THOMPSON.

J. 1’.

BAUKA<4IE,
HEAD ACME, TOOTHACHE,
SORE THROAT.

Neuralgia,
Sciatica. Lu*rribago,

How much do you suppose we
doctors and medicine in the last
year. I told her I did not know. To doctors I have
paid nothing, and live dollars worth of Sulphur
Bitter- ii:ik' pt health in our family.
2\\21
I Anukkws, P2 Bowdoin street, Bo-ton.

''Herbert Kline!"
\t the all there came
I'wn stalv\ ail soldier* into in !in
lb aring between them this II* rbert Kline.
W nuiided and bleeding, to answer hi* name.

v.ms.

frfr-Fitted out for the season. Dresses, clonks,
co,a.-, .-lockings and all garments can be colored
su.ce--t ally with the Diamond Dyes.
Fashionable
colors. Only lbe. at druggists. Wells, Richardson
A Co., Burlington, Vt.

1884.

By Middletown, by Rysdyks Hambletonian, by Abdallah, by Mambrino, tlior‘Highbred
son of imported Messenger.
/rQ
\ First dam
r“*^*-•*-*of Middletown by American
Eclipse, second dam by Young Engineer, by Engineer, by imported Messenger.
1‘am <•!' Hambletonian Chief, Mary
Ilulse,bySeelt y's American Star (sin* of Widow Machree, record
Roily Lewis 2.2'.*1,, Ncwlierg *2.30, and sire of

cures

RHEUMATISM,

b» nie last night;
haw paid out for

—

Uieover.

FOR PfiiN.
Relieves ami

STALLION FOR SERVICE.

11 ambletonian

REMEDY

An Alabama letter carrier lias just delivered a
letter written in
Somebody's watch dog
must have got after him and hurried him up a
little.

My

had crossed from tin other side
That day in the face of ;t murderous tire.
That swept them down in it* terrible ire.
And their lib blood wet to color the tide.

For the foe

Registrar of Deeds for Middlesex
County, Northern District.

From the

1884.

THE GREAT GERMAN

upon

application

Lured without the

1

use

of the

IOTI I I o knife. WU.l.l \ .M READ fM.
I
I I I I
1* IIarvar-1, '"I-’ ami IK>1»lUllllU KIM’M. ItlvAh M. 1>.. Harvard, isTh), Mims House, 17 5
Tremont St., Boston, treat
KIST1 LA, PILES AND ALL HISAND
EASES OF THE KELT! M withdetention from business.
deferences given. Send hr
t pamphlet.
(Mllec Hours, 11
v. v. to 4 V
M. (except Sun

out
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